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This study explored residents’ visual landscape preferences and values in the case study
area of Grey, Bruce and Huron Counties in Ontario, Canada. Without a clear understanding
of how landscapes are perceived by different groups of citizens, it is difficult to deliberate
issues of aesthetics and landscape character when planning for future landscape changes,
limiting opportunities for meaningful community engagement. The goals of the research were
to develop new techniques to explore people’s subjective perception of the landscape, and of
significant changes to that landscape as wind energy infrastructure is rapidly expanding in the
region.
First, an innovative Visual Q-methodology technique was designed to examine citizens’
beliefs and preferences about visual landscape character. The study used 35 watercolour
paintings, created by the researcher, to elicit landscape preferences from a diverse group of
82 participants who ranked the images in order of preference. Four key factors emerged from
an analysis of the results. Interpretation of these unique archetypal patterns provided a
window to understand divergent ‘ways of seeing’ the same landscape, and how cultural
(learned) and biological (innate) processes influence perceptions.

Second, participants’ aesthetic responses to wind energy landscape scenarios were
examined. The paintings used in the first study were modified to show wind turbines in
varying settings, and were ranked in order of preference by the participants. Three factors
emerged describing common patterns of how participants perceive wind energy landscapes.
These findings also provided new information about sites for development that are most
likely to be congruent and respectful of place-identity.
Third, an experimental participatory mapping workshop was conducted to determine
whether the results of the visual landscape-preference research might foster knowledge
sharing and deliberation about diverse subjective values in a practical planning exercise.
Using constraint-mapping techniques, 27 participants (planners, elected officials, wind
developers, researchers and lay citizens) collaborated on identifying most- and least-preferred
zones for future wind energy development. This study concludes that how we adapt to
changing landscapes differs because of deeply rooted but differing place identities, but also
that common ground is possible in a planning context when accommodating diverse
landscape preferences.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 The Research Problem
Whether urban or rural, the communities and landscapes that people are most familiar
with form the foundations that environmental attachments are built upon. Those settings that
people learn about and explore as children have particular resonance and meaning throughout
their lives; most who have formed strong bonds with their surroundings may hope that
landscapes are timeless or have eternal quality. In reality, most landscapes in rural southwest
Ontario are continuously changing. They are altered as society responds to new economic and
social priorities, shifting environmental conditions, or alternative approaches to land resource
management. Ontario residents have typically adapted to changes in landscape function and in
the shifting appearance of their landscape, as adjustments occur gradually over time (McIlwraith
1998). If landscapes evolve to resemble familiar places, changes are perceived as minor, or are
imperceptible. However, drastic alterations to the visual landscape, especially those considered at
odds with a community’s identity or character, may be met with resistance.
Residents with strong community bonds are protective of the identity of their place, and
are resistant to changes that threaten their sense of place. In the past decade, many of the familiar
landscapes of Ontario’s countryside have undergone significant transformations due to the recent
installation of thousands of industrial wind turbines. Renewable energy infrastructure is being
rapidly constructed worldwide to eliminate the carbon output associated with the production of
energy from fossil fuel sources, as carbon emissions are a threat to the atmosphere, the stability
of the climate, and to the global landscape. However, global atmospheric changes may be
visually imperceptible to residents of Grey, Bruce and Huron Counties. The wind turbines are
not visually imperceptible, and their construction has resulted in dramatic alterations to the
familiar countryside landscapes of the region, and extensive projects are planned for the future.
Currently, local authorities are not involved in the planning or approvals process for
renewable energy projects in Ontario. The surge of development is fraught with conflict, and
local municipalities have asked for a provincial moratorium on new wind energy projects until
conflicts over development processes can be resolved.
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Case study research is needed to improve understandings of complex aspects of cultural
landscape character. If the voice of local communities is to be strengthened, local communities
must be involved in the assessment of landscape character, and in proactive planning for suitable
development sites for wind energy infrastructure. This research explores people’s visual
perception of the landscape, and their perceptions of landscapes that are changing to
accommodate wind energy infrastructure, in efforts to develop inclusive local landscape planning
processes for rural infrastructure.

1.2 Background
In response to global climate change imperatives, and provincial economic development
goals, Ontario’s government introduced new policies and incentives in 2009 to encourage the
rapid construction of new renewable energy projects in Ontario. These reforms included the
Green Energy Act (GEA), a new instrumental policy aimed at hastening construction of solar
and wind energy infrastructure, which includes financial incentives for developers and changes
to existing planning policies. Complex local planning processes that required extensive
community consultation had resulted in a sluggish rate of project approvals, and this had been
perceived as a barrier to development. To overcome this barrier, the GEA removed decisionmaking power from municipal authorities, and developers of renewable energy projects no
longer required local consent for siting decisions. Community engagement in spatial planning
processes had been, up until this point, a cornerstone of Ontario planning policy; with the GEA,
the requirement for local consultation on siting issues was officially swept aside. Local
opposition to the provincial policy has remained strong since its inception (Fast and Mabee
2015).
Despite the GEA, and removal of local planning authority in 2009, local residents and
elected officials have remained actively engaged in both protest against and support for
development. Previously, planning permission for significant development changes would
include public town-hall meetings and an open forum to deliberate significant issues to inform
and influence the decision-making process. Since the GEA, community consultations have been
replaced by information sessions where developers present technical information at town-hall
meetings about projects that were already planned and designed. These meetings are considered
tokenistic, as citizens have no influence or power (Arnstein 1969). Though mandatory, these
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information sessions have not been well-received; many devolved into shouting matches as
people on each side of the debate vocalize contempt for those with opposing beliefs. Backlash
escalated, bitter feuds have developed within families and between neighbours, energy
developers and participating landowners have been threatened with physical violence, and
elected officials have speculated that citizens may resort to civil disobedience in protest (Davis
2014). Although the GEA was initially applauded provincially and globally as progressive, the
negative repercussions that have resulted from the top-down policy have garnered criticism and
growing concern, locally and internationally.
Lack of meaningful community involvement in wind energy planning was a key factor in
Grey, Bruce and Huron municipalities declaring themselves ‘non-willing hosts’ for new wind
energy development, and requesting a halt on new project approvals until local planning control
is restored. Since that time, provincial regulators have concluded that ‘meaningful’ community
consultation is urgently needed in the wind energy approval process (OPA/IESO 2013), and the
policy should be reformed. The Minister of Energy suggested changes to the policy so that
municipalities would have greater involvement in decision making concerning renewable energy
development, indicating that planners would be equipped with new tools to facilitate this
involvement (Chiarelli 2013). As of 2016, there has been little action on these directives, and no
detail indicating what these new planning tools might be. While municipal planners are hoping
for the return of authority, they are wary of the burden of making decisions in a hotly contested
and divisive atmosphere, and have admitted to being unprepared for the responsibility of solving
what seems to be an intractable, wicked planning problem that appears difficult or impossible to
solve (Rittel and Webber 1973).
There is agreement that climate change poses a legitimate threat to global environmental
systems, and global shifts to low carbon and renewable energy production remains a widely
accepted sustainability target (IPCC 2013), but there is little agreement about the exact
composition of energy systems that will provide the most positive social, economic and
environmental benefits, locally or globally. Residents and experts alike hold divergent views
about future environmental, social and economic impacts of wind energy development. The
specific nature of the problem that the GEA was intended to solve remains ill-defined; from a
sustainability perspective, subjective values and opinions about energy systems are very diverse,
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and scientific and technical information about the impact of wind energy projects is conflicting,
disputed or incomplete (Fast and Mabee 2015).
Many people welcomed wind farms as an opportunity for economic development in an
otherwise stagnating rural economy; manufacturing and employment in the region has dwindled
steadily for nearly a century, and populations in all rural Ontario counties are diminishing
(Reimer 2009). Others argue that rapid wind energy infrastructure construction will damage the
local and provincial economy. Some people champion renewable energy as a key component of
ecological responsibility, while others are concerned about damage to local wildlife and habitat.
Some view wind development positively as a sign of modernity and social progress, and many
find the structures beautiful in the landscape, while others find the enormous structures out of
place in the regional landscape (Fast and Mabee 2015). While Ontario rural residents are host to
the development, the contention and the alterations to landscape, the balance of electoral power
is held by urban voters.
Certainly, wind energy development results in tremendous change to familiar landscapes.
The elected representatives who speak for municipal residents agree that decisions about energy
infrastructure development in the regional landscape should be made locally, with authentic
community involvement. With the current development program, citizens living in those regional
landscapes are provided no meaningful opportunity to shape the direction of development.
Regardless of conflicting attitudes, planning processes in Ontario have traditionally required both
local support and alignment with provincial policies. While planning policies have been
implemented at the provincial level, decision-making power over siting and zoning matters was
held at the local level.
Arguably, for people living in the landscape, the greatest impact of wind energy
development is visual change. The issues are complex, as citizens have deeply rooted and often
conflicting belief systems about energy development in general, and divergent views about what
future development is harmonious with cultural values and traditions. To make matters more
complex, the physical geography varies widely, and political jurisdictions do not necessarily
align with residents’ perception of regional boundaries.
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The Counties of Grey and Bruce and the northern section of the County of Huron form a
roughly triangular region in Southwestern Ontario, bounded on two sides by Lake Huron. The
countryside landscape encompasses a range of functions, from intensive agricultural production
in the south to recreational uses along its lengthy shoreline. Topography is varied. Large farm
fields in the southwest part of the region are predominantly flat and often broken only by the grid
of concession roads and the silhouettes of industrial farm structures. The flatter beaches and the
shores of Lake Huron in the west contrast with the rocky Niagara Escarpment which descends
steeply to the waters of Georgian Bay on the eastern edge. A UNESCO Biosphere reserve, the
limestone escarpment is included in Ontario’s Greenbelt and is home to much of Ontario’s
longest hiking trail system, the Bruce Trail. Recreational users share this scenic and hilly
landscape with small-scale agricultural operations, resource extraction, provincial and national
parks, areas of natural or scientific interest, native reserves, numerous towns, and the small city
of Owen Sound. In the northernmost region, the alvar landscape of the escarpment supports little
agriculture and is predominantly natural forest (NEC 2016).
Wind energy planning requires technical information relating to the specific
infrastructure system but, in order to ensure congruency with existing landscape features, siting
of energy projects would require extensive knowledge of landscape character, including the
biophysical aspects of landscape, cultural values, and aesthetic experience associated with
‘place’. However, people’s responses to changing landscapes are often considered subjective and
personal, and there is limited theoretical or practical information that adequately explains why
people hold divergent points of view. In the current context of wind energy siting, viewers’
responses to changing visual landscapes are considered unpredictable.
The phrase ‘beauty is in the eye of the beholder’ has become something of a mantra for
developers who wish to proceed with building programs, and are challenged by resistant
communities concerned about aesthetics. It has been suggested by wind energy engineers and
developers that since aesthetic response is unique to each individual viewer, what constitutes
aesthetic congruency will remain unknowable and therefore not something that can be
substantively considered when making spatial design decisions (Pollution Probe 2011; Bell and
Weiss 2009; Gipe 2002, 1995, 1993; Pasqualetti et al. 2002). Advice for professionals who are
tasked with siting wind towers is insubstantial from a landscape perspective and lacks nuance;
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guidelines for developers suggest that turbines be placed in areas where there is little public
resistance (Manwell et al. 2009). The current approach to wind energy planning does not
adequately address landscape congruency; there has been minimal effort to incorporate local
visual landscape values into the wind energy approval process. This research addresses the
knowledge gaps that prevent the incorporation of landscape values in the planning process.

1.3 Research Purpose
To ensure inclusive processes for site design for renewable energy installations that will
be congruent with the existing rural landscape, a nuanced understanding of a complex set of
variables concerning cultural and aesthetic values of landscape character is required. This study
examines people’s responses to visual landscapes, and their perceptions of changes to
infrastructure development in the rural landscape. The research develops and tests new
techniques for eliciting knowledge, values, beliefs and preferences; it develops and tests new
methods for weaving local knowledge and beliefs into spatial planning processes. More
specifically, the overall goals of this research are:
1. To develop and test a methodology that can enable understanding, articulation, and
deliberation of local value orientations and landscape preferences
2. To contribute to effective community involvement in the regional planning process for
rural infrastructure.

1.4 Research Objectives
The research has four objectives:
1. To develop and test a practical technique that may be effectively employed to elicit,
analyze and articulate patterns in ways that people perceive the rural landscape.
2. To develop a special application of this technique to elicit, analyze and articulate patterns
in the ways that people perceive changes to the rural landscape due to wind energy
infrastructure, and to understand varying local perceptions of wind energy infrastructure.
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3. To explore processes that foster knowledge-sharing of these varying ‘ways of seeing’ in a
deliberative setting, and to translate this analysis into a mappable form, early in the
landscape management decision-making process.
4. To investigate how deliberation about value orientations and landscape preference can
support the development of ‘lines of agreement’ concerning energy infrastructure
development in a participatory planning context
Objective one is reached by enhancing knowledge about residents’ subjective visual
landscape values, and through the development of a unique visual elicitation technique called
visual Q-methodology (VQ hereafter). Q-methodology is considered an innovative foundational
tool for analyzing subjective discourse, belief structures, and value orientations in a scientifically
interpretable form (Watts and Stenner 2012). While most frequently used in the analysis of
subjective discourse - the way people talk about an issue –visual applications of Q-methodology
can provide a way to analyze subjective visual preferences -how citizens ‘see’ the subject under
investigation. The elicitation process fosters understanding of these values, and provides a means
to clearly articulate the results and the findings.
Objective two is reached by gaining information about residents’ particular concerns
related to impacts of wind energy infrastructure in the landscape, and by developing a secondary
study using a variation of the initial visual Q-methodology instrument to explore relevant siting
and landscape design issues. It is hoped that new knowledge about residents’ perceptions of wind
energy development in their landscapes can inform deliberations and decisions that involve
changes to visual landscape, upstream of decision-making processes.
Objective three is reached by designing and testing a new process that includes a space
for local knowledge sharing and deliberation of local values in the infrastructure planning
process. Authentic integration of citizens’ values and preferences is widely acknowledged as
essential in the process of landscape character assessment. Unfortunately, effective techniques to
ensure understanding, deliberation, and integration of these cultural values prior to landscape
planning and management decisions have not been available to practitioners or researchers in
rural Ontario; the dominant model for assessment of landscape character is a top-down analytical
model, which is typically an expert approach. The exploration examines whether the addition of
new knowledge, based on citizens’ value structures, during a one-day mapping workshop
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enriches and expands the conversation concerning landscape preferences, adding to the analytical
investigation, enabling meaningful upstream community participation, and leading to a more
balanced landscape planning process.
Objective four is reached by a review of the planning workshop outcomes, and an
analysis of the output of the mapping process, to determine whether consensus or lines of
agreement on wind energy siting decisions are likely to be reached by implementing the new
mapping process.

1.5 Structure and Organization of this Thesis
This paper is presented in nine chapters. The first research objectives are aimed at
enhancing knowledge of people’s perception of visual landscape, using a new methodology. To
begin, a review of the landscape perception literature that will be used to provide theoretical
structure to the VQ research is presented in Chapter 2. The research design and methods are
presented in Chapter 3, outlining three key stages of research that relate to each of the first three
objectives, and a summary of the methods that will be employed in each stage. Results of these
three phases of research are presented and analyzed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Chapter 4 includes
the results of the first phase of research exploring visual landscape values. Section 4a details the
development and administration of an elicitation technique used to explore landscape perception
using Visual Q-methodology; Section 4b provides an analysis and interpretation of the results of
the study. The results presented in Chapter 4 are discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 provides the
results of the second phase of research examining perceptions of changes to landscape due to
wind energy development, including the results of a secondary Visual Q-methodology study.
Chapter 7 discusses varying perceptions of wind energy development arising from the research,
and implications for approaching the planning problem. Chapter 8 provides the results relating to
the third phase of research and the final research objectives. It includes the development of a new
deliberative workshop format; this workshop was tested in a community-based planning
exercise. In the discussion that follows, the results of the workshop are analyzed to provide
insights into whether lines of agreement about wind energy infrastructure siting can be found in a
spatial planning context. Chapter 9 draws together observations throughout all phases of
research, suggesting new directions for landscape perception research, applications in spatial
planning contexts, and provides some conclusions.
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Chapter 2. Review of Literature
In this chapter, a review of landscape preference and environmental perception literature
is presented, and a conceptual framework is developed to help structure various theories. This
framework will be used to underpin the development of a practical methodology that aims to
enhance understandings of how people respond to visual landscapes, and to those landscapes that
are changing. Details about the methodology employed, and the integration of theory, will be
described in detail in Chapter 3 - Methods.
Forty years ago, Appleton (1975) identified an absence of underlying theoretical structure
explaining landscape aesthetics that could help identify a problem, suggest an intervention or
improvement, or adequately predict the consequences of any interventions. There is still
consensus among landscape perception scholars that there is no consistent, clear theory within
the literature that explains why people prefer certain landscapes (Swanwick 2009; Lowenthal
2007; Daniel 2001; Dearden 1989; Gobster and Chenowith 1989; Sell et al. 1984; Zube et al.
1982; Porteous 1982). Lothian states that “clearly a robust theory of landscape which provides
an all-encompassing framework with which to understand and to predict landscape preferences,
does not currently exist” (2010 N.P.). However, there is plenty of literature on the subject and
throughout the past half-century much heated disagreement has been documented. The scholarly
disagreement itself is informative, and provides insight into multiple perceptive modes.

2.1 Dominant Conceptual Paradigms
A preliminary review of literature on the topic of environmental aesthetics, landscape
preference, and environmental perception indicates that two key conceptual paradigms are most
commonly used to classify explanations of visual landscape preferences. The first paradigm
suggests that preferences stem from either objective landscape features, or subjective
interpretations of landscape, or a combination of both. The second paradigm suggests that
landscape preferences stem from either innate or evolutionary responses, or they are formed by
cultural conditioning, or a combination of both.

The Objective‐Subjective Paradigm
In 1982, Zube, Sell and Taylor undertook a comprehensive review of paradigms of
landscape assessment approaches, published in journals representing a variety of disciplines
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including landscape (planning, architecture and research), geography, forestry, outdoor
recreation and environmental management. They identified four approaches: expert,
psychophysical, cognitive and experiential. Varying approaches had contributed to a general
theoretical understanding of landscape perception involving landscape components (objective
features) and human components (subjective interpretations); perception arises from the
connections between. Seeking clarity in landscape perception theory, Sell, Zube and Taylor later
undertook a review of research in the subject area, finding “a scattering of diverse theoretical
origins” (1984, p. 61). They identified a spectrum of approaches to understanding landscape
perception, bookended by two paradigms described as objectivist or subjectivist.
Objectivists claim that people’s response to visual landscape stems from characteristics
of physical form, and spatial configurations. Aesthetic emotion is produced by contemplation of
these forms, a perspective divorced from temporal meaning such as function, personal meaning,
or particular location (Carlson 2010, Bell 1913). Aesthetic qualities of landscape are rooted in
objective artistic appreciation, first delineated by Hogarth (1753) in reference to qualities of
landscape as captured by paintings. More than two centuries later, Litton (1968) established
objective guidelines for analyzing visual landscape character and scenic beauty, similar in many
ways to Hogarth’s analysis. The analysis presumes that people’s preferences for landscapes are
rooted in how landscapes are physically viewed and how they are spatially composed. Litton’s
guidelines are still considered a foundational base for landscape character evaluation methods.
Subjectivists explain that the ways of seeing landscape are dependent on the eye of the
beholder. Landscape preferences that contribute to place-attachment and place-protection may
stem from individual, local or cultural value orientations that are shaped by personal experiences
(Chenowith and Gobster 1990; Jackson 1986; Lewis 1979; Lowenthal 1979; Sopher 1979; Relph
1979, 1976). Features that point to subjective expressions of value are categorized succinctly in
Meinig’s (1979) axioms that describe ten different ways that an individual might view an
identical scene, depending on cultural conditioning or personal experience.
Polarization and Balance in the Objectivist‐Subjectivist paradigm
Although Litton’s objective model in various forms is still commonly used to evaluate
landscape aesthetics in landscape management decisions (NEC 2013), there is general agreement
among theorists that objectivist models do not adequately address the experience of landscape:
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“now is the time to abandon the use of the objectivist paradigm” (Lothian 1999, p. 195). Much of
the literature identified as experiential or subjectivist was written to challenge the dominance of
the objectivist paradigm in landscape management decisions (Sell et al. 1984, Daniel and Vining
1983; Zube et al. 1982). In the ensuing decades, a balanced perspective emerged suggesting that
both objective and subjective influences were at the root of our preferences; the transactional or
humanist approach to research is centered on a dynamic human–landscape interaction, with
meaning lying both in physical landscape qualities and in their importance to people (Lothian
2010, 1999; Swanwick 2009; Zube 1984). Objective elements ‘out there’ in the landscape and
subjective aspects of landscape that are ‘in the head’ interact (Porteous 1986); perception is seen
as an interaction between humans and their environment, perceived at various scales (from
neighbourhood to global level). The relationship between culture and the physical landscape is
conceived as a positive feedback loop in which aesthetic norms result in shaping the landscape,
which in turn shapes our preferences (Nassauer 2012, 1995; Carlson 2010; Ode et al. 2008;
Gobster et al. 2007; Lowenthal 2007).

The Evolutionary‐Cultural Paradigm
An alternative conceptual paradigm that explains landscape perception has been
identified by researchers as evolutionary-cultural (Home et al. 2010; Groulx 2010; Bourassa
1990). This includes a number of theoretical models including, on the one hand, those that
explain that landscape preference is predominantly rooted in evolutionary or innate responses to
landscape and on the other, those that explain that perception is rooted in cognitive processes
influenced by cultural conditioning and life experience.
Theoretical models explaining landscape perception as evolutionary claim that
preferences stem primarily from pre-cognitive response and innate attraction to landscapes that
facilitated primitive man’s survival. People are drawn to environments that provide affordances
(Gibson 1979) and respond to immediate biological needs such as identifying threats and seeking
protection (Appleton 1975), gathering information (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989), finding
sustenance (Orians 1986; Wilson 1984, 1975; Gibson 1979; Dubos 1970) and facilitating
procreation of species (Dutton 2010; Appleton 1982).
Theoretical models explaining landscape perception as cultural claim that preferences are
rooted in cognitive processes; they stem from social conditioning and learned values (Cosgrove
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1988, 1984). Preferences and aesthetic appreciation changes slowly over time because aesthetic
judgments and values are altered by shifts in cultural ideology as attitudes and relationships to
landscape historically evolve (Carlson 2009; Gobster et al. 2007; Rogers 2006; Berleant 2005;
Gobster 1995; Nassauer 1995; Thayer 1994a; Bermingham 1986; Marx 1964). Those who see
appreciation of landscape to be culturally determined imply a spiritual, social or experiential
dimension that relates to the actions of mankind (Bourassa 1990). Although the cultural model is
oriented towards broad societal values rather than individual values, it is similar to the subjective
model described above as a component of the Objective-Subjective paradigm; both describe
aesthetic preference as learned.
Polarization and Balance in the Evolutionary‐Cultural Paradigms
In the 1970s and 1980s, when the key evolutionary theories were first publicized, there
was considerable resistance to the idea that pre-cognitive processes were at the root of peoples’
attachment to certain landscapes: “the very possibility of explaining aesthetic values in biological
terms is still anathema to the romantic mind” (Appleton 1984, p. 97, in response to Cosgrove’s
1984 critique). A lively discourse can be found in academic literature from this era, contributing
to the sense of polarity on the origins of landscape preference.
Bourassa (1990) posited what he believed to be an inclusive theory for landscape
preference suggesting that both biological and cultural imperatives contribute to our response to
aesthetics. Furthermore, Bourassa identified a relationship between the root of our preferences
and our response to changes in their visual landscapes. New knowledge may quickly sway our
personal aesthetic preferences, and cultural views about beauty may shift with changes in social
values, but those modes of perception that follow intrinsic or evolutionary laws are unlikely to
respond to social transformations alone (ibid). In response to what he describes as an absence of
cohesive theory of environmental aesthetics, Bourassa (1990) proposed that preference is based
on three developmental processes: innate biological preferences or phylogenesis, cultural
conditioning or sociogenesis, and individual experience or ontogenesis. Separate parts of the
brain are responsible for innate and learned behaviours, although visual information is processed
by each part, and biological responses to landscape based on emotional patterns could occur
separately from cultural responses based on learned patterns. Our acceptance or rejection of
interventions in the landscape may depend on whether our preferences are culturally determined
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(learned) or biologically rooted (innate), and these modes have corresponding constraints for
how people view change. Biological determinants are innate, transcultural and associated with
aesthetic laws; cultural determinants establish rules; and personal preferences govern individual
strategies. While new knowledge may quickly sway our personal preferences, societal change
corresponds with gradual shifts in landscape preference; intrinsic responses to landscape are very
deeply rooted and are unlikely to respond to changing cultural imperatives.

2.2 Inclusive theories and Dearden’s Framework
Yi FuTuan’s book Topophilia (1974) provides an extensive description about people’s
relationship, attachment to and perception of landscape, seamlessly weaving all elements
identified in the literature introduced above. Influences of preference and perception include
objective elements found in the physical landscape, evolutionary and biological influences, broad
cultural ideologies, and people’s personal experiences. Tuan’s work is informative and
important, providing a strong overview and base for the study of preference theory. However, it
does not summarize these influences neatly for practical use by the researcher.
Dearden (1989) posited a conceptual framework that incorporates significant aspects of
the diverse modes of landscape perception. His framework explains that a hierarchy of
influences, including biological, cultural, regional and individual values, inform our preferences.
His Nested Hierarchy of Societal Landscape Preferences is presented in Error! Reference
source not found.. What is significant about Dearden’s model, also described as ‘a pyramid of
influences’ (ibid) is that the relationship between objective landscape features is associated with
innate responses, providing a connection between the two predominant conceptual paradigms,
whereas most landscape preference research employs one or the other paradigm. The association
between the objective model and the evolutional model was also described by Daniel (2001),
who identified a relationship between most favoured objective landscape features, and elements
described as most preferable by evolutionary theorists. Dearden and Saddler (1989) propose that
the degree of consensus people share about landscape values is correlated with the degree of
objectivity. Importantly, consensus about preferences is more likely to correspond to those
features that are related to innate preferences (Dearden 1989).
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Figure 1. Nested Hierarchy of Societal Landscape Preferences (Dearden 1989, p. 43).

Dearden argues that people’s way of responding to visual landscape depends upon many
factors including individual experiences, values stemming from regional histories or place
identities, societal or broad cultural ideologies. But perceptions are also rooted in intrinsic or
biological responses to objective biophysical landscape attributes, and shared across cultures and
geographies. He suggests a direct relationship between landscape-based assessment techniques
(associated with objectivist theories) and innate landscape preference influences (associated with
evolutionary preferences). Observer-based techniques (associated with subjectivist theories) are
related to landscape preferences that are rooted in individual experience.

2.3 Detailed Review of Landscape Perception Literature
In this section, the components of Dearden’s comprehensive model will be used to
provide structure for a detailed review of landscape perception literature, including Landscapebased preferences (objectivist), Observer-based preferences (cultural -subjectivist), and Innate
preferences (evolutionary). At the end of this chapter, a summary will describe how Dearden’s
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balanced conceptual framework will be used to provide structure for the development of a
research methodology that aims to advance understandings of residents’ landscape perceptions.

The Objectivist Models: Landscape‐based Preferences
Objectivist theories about landscape preferences claim that environmental perception
arises from a response to visual environmental qualities; aesthetic preferences are rooted in
qualities of physical form - what is ‘out there’ in the characteristics of the landscape (Lothian
2010, 1999; Swanwick 2009; Sell et al. 1984). Practical application of objective or ‘formal’
aesthetic classification frameworks most frequently corresponds with disciplines such as
planning, landscape architecture and natural resource management (Daniel and Vining 1983;
Zube et al. 1982). Landscape preference is understood to be directly correlated with landscapes
of high scenic value, as determined by spatial configuration and formal characteristics, as
exemplified by Litton’s (1968) guidelines for assessing landscape. When the identification of
preferred landscapes is required in the context of resource management decisions (such as
identification of areas of significant scenic beauty), landscapes are generally assessed for
preferential qualities by practitioners with expertise or formal knowledge and with the use of
guidelines with objective criteria for evaluation.
Litton’s model influenced the development of other similar objective classification
systems, such as Leopold’s (1969) analytical assessment of river valley landscapes, the Scenic
Beauty Estimation method (Daniel and Boster 1976), the Visual Resource Management system
(Bureau of Land Management 1980), and Swanwick’s Landscape Character Assessment model
(2002). A formal objectivist model is currently used by Ontario’s Niagara Escarpment
Commission to inform classifications of landscape quality, directly derived from Daniel and
Boster’s 1976 method (NEC 2013; MNR/NEC 1976). Formal methods were also used to
evaluate landscapes suitable for wind energy development in Grey Highlands (Taylor et al.
2005).
Appreciation of objective aesthetic qualities of landscape originated with theories of
formal artistic appreciation, delineated by Hogarth (1753) and later Bell (1913) and applied to
appreciation of qualities of landscape that have similarities to painted compositions. These early
delineations of formal elements will be described briefly, followed by an overview of Litton’s
(1968) model that was rooted in the formal traditions identified in the earlier treatises.
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Clive Bell
“Who has not, once at least in his life, had a sudden vision of landscape as pure form?
For once, instead of seeing it as fields and cottages, he has felt it as lines and colours” (Bell
1913, p. 53).
Clive Bell published his book Art in 1913. In it he introduced a concept described as
aesthetic emotion, a reaction to physical forms that is described as profoundly moving. He
identified certain objective forms, and relationships between forms (including color and line) as
significant forms. Bell claimed that human response to these significant forms is universal, and
although there may be differences between people in aesthetic judgments, cultural conditioning
should not affect response to significant form; especially when observers are able to remove
themselves from subjective contemplation; “to create and to appreciate the greatest art the most
absolute abstraction from the affairs of life is essential” (ibid, p. 266). These echo Immanuel
Kant’s philosophical position that ideally aesthetic appreciation is disinterested or removed from
personal interest and temporal considerations (as cited in Berleant 2005). These forms are
described as eternal, and although Bell does not clearly define these configurations for practical
application, understanding Bell’s position is essential to understand the Objectivist end of the
spectrum; the debate that ensued around the subject matter put forth by the Subjectivists in the
century that followed is difficult to comprehend otherwise.
William Hogarth
Bell wrote “if we can discover some quality common and peculiar to all the objects that
provoke [the aesthetic emotion], we shall have solved what I take to be the central problem of
aesthetics” (Bell 1913, as cited in Gage 2011, p. 163). More than 150 years earlier, William
Hogarth’s The Analysis of Beauty (1753) was published; it was intended to inform a general
public about principles of beauty in art. These principles were applicable to appreciation of built
landscapes, natural landscapes, and paintings of nature, and there were clear descriptions of
universal principles that contribute to appreciation of significant form. The six key objective
components of Hogarth’s analysis of beauty are fitness, variety, uniformity, simplicity, intricacy
and quantity. The appropriateness of form to function was described as fitness. Variety and
uniformity must work together in composed balance, for too much variety without design is
confusing, and too much symmetry or strict regularity is considered dull. Simplicity is required
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to provide beauty to variety. Hogarth associated intricacy with human’s appreciation for both
movement and engagement; intricacy “leads the eye on a wonton kind of chase” that gives
pleasure to the mind, and suggests action. Furthermore, lines that wave and suggest movement
were denoted as especially pleasing; the serpentine line of beauty (seen in Figure 2) was named a
primary preferred form.

Figure 2. Hogarth: Serpentine lines. Analysis of Beauty, 1753, Plate 49.

Scale can also be a source of beauty, described by Hogarth as one of the effects of
quantity, magnitude or vastness; the awe that can be inspired by scale contributes to beauty.
Hogarth’s descriptions of pleasing compositional elements of form (proportion, compositional
lines, distinctness of light, shade and colour) are drawn from an appreciation of architecture and
built form.
R. B. Litton
The Objectivist model is often referred to as the fine arts perspective in a landscape
context (Daniel and Vining 1983); the purpose of identifying intrinsic aesthetic landscape
qualities is to enable judgments or classifications of scenic value (usually made by experts) for
use in a decision-making context. Applications in practice are primarily associated with
disciplines such as planning, landscape architecture and natural resource management (Zube,
Sell and Taylor 1982). The relationship between aesthetic philosophy, art appreciation, scenic
beauty, and landscape preference becomes very clear after reviewing Litton’s foundational paper
for the US Forest Service, first published in 1968. Litton’s guidelines for evaluating visual
landscape character are based on six factors that affect how landscapes are viewed (distance,
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observer position, form, spatial definition, light and sequence), and seven compositional types
(panoramic landscape, feature landscape, enclosed landscape, focal landscape, canopied
landscape, detail landscape, ephemeral landscape) to identify aesthetic attributes of landscape
character. Best explained visually, the images presented in Figure 3 exemplify several key
viewing typologies and compositional types noted by Litton.
Other analytical methods
Daniel and Boster’s (1976) Scenic Beauty Estimation Method uses similar formal criteria
provided by Litton, and provides a methodology for those assessing landscape to measure and
quantify aesthetic value, based on preference rankings, and to predict impact of changes in scenic
value with changes to land use. It was felt that decision makers required rational, objective
criteria to justify decisions involving landscape preservation, and the quantification of beauty
was deemed necessary to combat economic rationale for altering landscapes, particularly clearcutting of forests. “Resources that can be objectively measured should be, so that decisions can
be based on as much substantive evidence as possible” (ibid p. 3).
Similarly, Luna Leopold (1969) used measurements of objective criteria based on three
aesthetic factors: physical features, (width of valleys, height of mountains), the region’s biology
(vegetation, living systems) and human interest factors (degree of urbanization, historical
events). These factors, and their subgroups, contribute to a “scale of landscape interest” (p. 43)
and assessment of uniqueness. Leopold explained that his rationale for using numeric
calculations to measure beauty was so that opponents to development in scenic areas might be
armed with statistical data in order to combat development decisions most commonly justified by
numeric economic rationalizations: “the time has come when the argument of the
environmentalist might best be presented by (1) separating facts from emotions in relation to the
environment, and (2) by providing him with a means of quantifying his arguments: using
numbers to talk about the landscape” (ibid p. 37).
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Figure 3. Examples from Litton’s 1968 guidelines. Forest Landscape Description and Inventories: a basis
for land planning and design
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Cultural/Subjectivist models: Observer‐based Preferences
According to Cosgrove, “landscape is a social product, the consequence of a collective
human transformation of labour” (1998, p. 14). The Cultural models explaining landscape
preference suggest that people’s aesthetic response is learned, and predominantly conditioned by
broad social value constructs. The subjectivist model is related to the cultural model, but
emphasizes the importance of individual experience and value orientation over cultural
ideologies. It is alternately referred to as experiential (Zube et al. 1982), phenomenological
(Daniel and Vining 1983), or humanist (Swanwick 2009), and considers aesthetic response to be
an experiential construct arising from interactive and personal engagement with landscape,
residing primarily in the eye of the beholder, or what is ‘in the head’ rather than ‘out there’ in the
landscape (Gobster and Chenoweth 1989). Subjective preferences are those that depend on
varying cognitive processes that form the viewer’s interpretation; perceptions are filtered through
value constructs originating in the observer’s world view, and rooted in individual experience
(Relph 1976), influences particular to a geographic region (Jackson 1986), broad cultural belief
structures (Cosgrove 1988) or a combination of all of these factors (Meinig 1979).
A common way to explain the development of present-day cultural attitudes towards
landscape is to review historical attitudes and social values that provide a platform for these
cultural models. Current differences between cultures or between individuals are explained as
arising from historic shifts in ideologies, of which there are many. Rogers’ (2006) book provides
a comprehensive overview and an extensive analysis of historical developments of landscape
design from the earliest human settlements to the present day, and across the globe. There are
many other excellent works that outline dominant shifts over time, and the effect that these
ideological shifts have had on landscape perception and landscape form (Cosgrove 1998, 1984;
Bermingham 1986; Kostoff 1985; Newton 1971; Marx 1964). Shifts in political and religious
power, philosophical belief structures, and cross-cultural interchange, influenced by their
geographies, are mirrored in culturally-constructed preferences for landscape design, and these
preferences can be detected in the physical patterns of human settlement.
A second but related body of landscape perception literature explores specific temporal or
place-specific cultural development patterns that have had particular influence on the social
constructs that influence present-day Western landscape traditions, in particular those that may
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form the foundation of social values in the rural North American context where multiple social
influences are visible simultaneously in the everyday landscape (Chenoweth and Gobster 1990;
Jackson 1986; Jacques 1981; Meinig 1979; Samuels 1979; Lowenthal 1979; Tuan 1979).
Landscape preference is associated with regional place attachment, and the subjective experience
of the particular viewer. While individual meanings might be identified with value constructs
that have roots in societal traditions associated with distinct historical eras, values currently coexist and overlap in a somewhat tangled cultural value system that is highly affected by
individual experience of landscape, and particularities of specific places. Lothian (2010, 1999),
Swanwick (2009) and Zube et al. (1984) associate the subjectivist theoretical orientations with
qualitative research in fields of cultural geography, social and cultural history, art history, and
cultural anthropology.
An examination of aesthetic preference in a specific landscape requires some familiarity
with the predominant cultural traditions embedded in that particular zeitgeist: the defining spirit
that affects a particular society’s beliefs and values (Norberg-Shulz 1980). The cultural traditions
that have had the most significant influence on landscape preferences in rural Ontario can be
associated with distinct ideologies (McIlwraith 1998). In the literature, these are generally related
to different eras in landscape history. These traditions will be described as five dominant
landscape preference typologies: 1) Naturalism, 2) Pastoralism, 3) Industrialism, 4)
Vernacularism and 5) Ecologism.

Naturalism: the primitive, the picturesque and the sublime
Affection for the natural elements in the North American landscape is sometimes
described as an innate attraction to humankind’s primitive landscape (Kellert and Wilson 1993),
but Naturalism is also described as a cultural construct, an ideology frequently ascribed to
literature that emerged during the European Romantic Era of the mid-18th century. During this
time, landscape aesthetics were debated philosophically as landscapes of England in particular
were undergoing dramatic changes in visual form. Widespread appreciation for natural elements
arose from despair over the loss of natural environments and the taming of the wilderness as
wooded landscapes were felled, and industrialization transformed urban and rural landscapes.
Comprehensive overviews of the varying strands of philosophical thought that came together as
the Romantic Movement, and their influence on aesthetic sensibilities affecting landscape design
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and landscape art, are found in abundance in landscape history texts (Rogers 2006; Meyer 2005;
Bermingham 1986; Cosgrove 1998; Nash 1973; Newton 1971) and art history books (Rogers
2010; Hartt 1985). Several key beliefs mainly originating in English Romanticism have been
formative in the development of North American sensibilities, include primitivism, organicism,
appreciation for the picturesque, and enthusiasm for the sublime.
Picturesque landscapes
At the root of Naturalism is a rejection of the “meticulously ordered” landscapes of the
increasingly urbanized and rational world, and also a rejection of the groomed landscapes of the
pastoral and agrarian tradition; preferred are the aesthetics of pristine wilderness and the
“unkempt forest” (Nash 1973 p. 47). Appreciation for picturesque landscapes, first defined in the
18th century by Gilpin (1748, as cited in Rogers 2010), Price (1794) and Knight (1794), is a
cornerstone of modern North American aesthetic sensibility (Meyer 1992). In reaction to the
groomed appearance of the pastoral landscape as popularized by landscape designer Lancelot
“Capability” Brown, Richard Payne Knight published a critique of the “Beautiful” and
championed the aesthetics of picturesque landscape, characterized by a fascination with the
organic form (see
Figure 4). Preferences include views where human intervention in the landscape is minimized,

and views are composed and framed by natural elements, particularly trees and boughs. Preferred
scenes include the messier aspects of nature including dead branches, fallen and decaying leaves,
and stumps.
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Figure 4. Richard Payne-Knight, 1794, p. 15. Left: the “Beautiful”. Right: the “Picturesque”.

Ruskin’s writing in the latter part of the 19th century inspired appreciation for the primitive, and
drew connections between society, art, and nature, inspiring an enduring cultural fascination with
mysteries of natural science, including process and temporal cycles of death and decay.
Sublime landscapes
The essence of appreciation for the sublime landscape is mankind’s subordination to the
awesome power of nature, enunciated by Burke in 1757 as emotionally energizing and
awakening, inspired by awe and fear. Fascination with natural cycles, weather and geologic
processes grew into preference for landscapes that had, until the 18th century, been conceived of
as hazardous. Prohibited landscapes, such as the mountains of the Alps, came to be conceived as
both physically restorative (for their pure air) and emotionally restorative due to heightened
aesthetic experience (Tuan 1974), and sublime mountainous landscapes became more frequently
visited (ibid.). Mountains became a favoured subject of European landscape painters such as the
Dusseldorf School, as were tempests and raging storms (Appleton 1990).

Figure 5. Albert Bierstadt. Among the Sierra Nevada Mountains, California 1868. Smithsonian American
Art Museum, Washington DC
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The fascination with the sublime influenced mid-19th century North American artists like
Thomas Cole, Frederic Church, and Albert Bierstadt (Figure 5) who painted epic landscapes on
oversized canvases. Ongoing preference for landscapes where humans are absent, or subordinate
to Nature’s vast scale and strength, is demonstrated in society’s ongoing appreciation for
photographs of Ansel Adams (Meinig 1979), and an unflagging interest in paintings of powerful
storms and vast scale.
Pristine Landscapes
Public preference for pristine areas of wilderness, rooted in the picturesque tradition and
bolstered by growing cultural appreciation for the sublime aesthetic, culminated in the North
American Preservation Movement at the end of the 19th century. Fuelled by the poetic writings
of John Muir (1901), vast tracts of pristine wilderness were acquired and preserved as National
Parks (Rogers 2006), and public enthusiasm for protection of large areas of undisturbed
wilderness led to the passing of the American Wilderness Act in 1964 (Robertson and Hull
2001). The Naturalist acknowledges the supreme power of nature while wishing to protect it
from human harm; “the more people begin to see man’s works as despoliation, the more they
will see pristine nature as perfection, as a baseline from which to measure corruption” (Meinig
1979, p. 2).

Pastoralism: agrarian beauty and the garden tradition
The English Pastoral Tradition is generally ascribed a growing sense amongst the nobility
in18th century England that dwelling in the countryside landscapes should be favoured over
living in cities. Prior to the 18th century, cities were believed to be places of order and virtue in
contrast to wilderness, or rural villages, from which came villains. As a result of
industrialization, cities began to be seen as polluted, dangerous, chaotic, and seen as a moral
threat (Tuan 1974). The literary tradition of favouring countryside as a distinct preference from
areas of either civilization or wilderness was evident in very early literary writings of Greece
(Virgil) and Rome (Pliny). The Arcadian landscape of Ancient Greece, romanticized by
archaeological rediscovery, became a visual idyll captured compellingly by 18th century
landscape painter Claude Lorraine. The pastoral landscape is, according to Virgil, a place
between the encroaching wildness and the bustling city; neither order nor disorder, it mediates
between nature and civilization (Marx 1964).
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Marx summarizes the essence of pastoralism in his analysis of a conversation between
Gonzalo and Prospero in Shakespeare’s The Tempest. Gonzalo describes a utopian vision of a
primitive society, fully removed from civilization. In contrast, Prospero’s centre of value “stands
on a middle ground, a terrain of mediation between nature and art, feeling and intellect” (ibid. p.
65). The pastoral ideal is separated from the Romantic ideal of wild nature. Although both share
a mistrust or retreat from civilization, the stormy wilderness embraced by the Naturalist is
associated with primal impulses and uncontrolled emotions, whereas the Pastoralist prefers views
of the wilderness, such as mountains or storms, to be mediated by human constructions.
Ebenezer Howard’s “Garden City” proposes a community of 30,000 inhabitants living between
the urbanized metropolis and the rural wilderness, a utopic view of a place bridging the best of
both worlds. Howard and his followers based their new vision on John Ruskin’s writing: “no
festering and wretched suburb anywhere, but clean and busy street within, and open country
without, with a surrounding belt of beautiful garden and orchard, so that from any part of the city
perfectly fresh air and grass and sign of far horizon might be reachable in a few minutes’ walk”
(Ruskin 1871, p. 219 as cited in Rogers 2006, p. 403).
The Agrarian Ideal
The pastoral ideal is described as “an old and attractive view…the earth as the garden of
mankind” (Meinig 1979, p. 2). The relationship between the pastoral landscape and ideology is
clear in the philosophy of Thomas Jefferson, who in 1776 connected moral virtue with
stewardship of the agrarian landscape (Marx 1964). It called for the equitable distribution of the
vast American landscape, and the yeoman farmers would be “the bedrock of democracy and
freedom” representing the “true Americans” and the hope for North American prosperity and
democracy (Jefferson 1776, as cited in Lanza 1990, p. 2). Similar sentiments are echoed in
Andrew Jackson’s State of the Union address: “Independent farmers are everywhere the basis of
society and true friends of liberty” (as cited in Lanza 1990, p. 2). Visually, the pastoral ideal
shows balance and harmony between human endeavour and natural form: nature’s bounty
accessed by human hard work. We see evidence of people “creating resources out of nature’s
materials; in short, man domesticating the earth” (Meinig 1979, p. 2).
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The “Beautiful” and Aesthetics of Care
A pastoral concept that is related to agrarianism but not always tied to farming is the idea
of stewardship – the care of a place by people. In settled areas, “people expect to see the look of
human intention” as an expression of sociability (Nassauer 1995, p. 161). The grassy, scenic
compositions of Lancelot Brown’s “Beautiful” idealized rural landscapes of the late 18th century
England (Figure 6) resonate today. Brown’s garden expanded visually to em-brace the larger
landscapes; “a garden was simply a rural working landscape arranged to be at once productive
and beautiful” (Rogers 2006 p. 248).

Figure 6. Petworth, West Sussex. Designed by Lancelot Brown, 1750 (Rogers 2006 p. 249).

Landscapes that are tended, mown and tidy, and “park-like”, or a “blend of the natural
and unnatural” (Nassauer 1995 p. 167) are associated with virtue, are considered attractive, and
have consistently inspired aesthetics of suburban and rural residential and recreational properties.
Tension between the Pastoralist and the Naturalist
Tuan writes that the agrarian ideal and the ideal of the wilderness are perhaps antithetical;
“it is the expansion of the countryside, rather than of cities, that poses the immediate threat to
wilderness” (1974, p. 112). As early as the 18th century in North America, the gap was widening
between those who struggled against wild nature (pioneers) and those who saw the wilderness
“through the eyes of the tourist” (ibid., p. 111). Thoreau’s (1854) depiction of his cabin in the
woods on the shore of Walden Pond, supported by a simple lifestyle and maintained with the
fruits of manual labour in a small garden, strikes a balance between the values of the Naturalist
and the Pastoralist (Marx 1964).
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Industrialism: power, production and dominion
Preferences for firmly ordered landscapes are aligned with an ideology in which humans
are viewed as technocrats, able to dominate and remold nature. Such landscapes appear as
constructed artifacts of human industriousness (Meinig 1979), a product of rational thought, and
an expression of dominion over the biophysical environment (Tuan 1974). Rather than
despoliation, preference for human intervention in the landscape indicates that human endeavour
is most valued.
Order and disorder
Humankind’s desire for order seems a constant companion to humankind’s desire for
disorder and naturalness, and the competition between these two desires results in rural
landscapes that show appreciation for both spatial order and organic form at the same time. In
the tradition of pre-Dorian Greek cultures (similarly, the cultural traditions of Taoist China),
natural forms were invested with virtue and power (Tuan 1974). By contrast, later Greek
concepts of orthogonal planning, considered the first expressions of rational impositions of order
on landscape, became the embodiment of virtue, exemplified by Hippodamus’ rectilinear plans
for the cities of Miletus and Prienne (Rogers 2006). In the early Christian tradition, rectilinear
cloisters and walled gardens were considered holy sanctuaries where orderly man-made forms
had sanctifying power set within “an unredeemed wilderness”, a landscape described as “the
haunt of demons” (Tuan 1974, p. 148).

Figure 7. Vaux-le-Vicomte. Designed by Andre Le Notre, 1656 (Rogers 2006, p. 170).
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Rather than setting themselves apart from wilderness, the industrialist view is that humans are
technocrats who control that natural landscape entirely, and in their building regimes express
“utter disregard for the contours of nature” (Meinig 1979, p. 3). Meinig writes of technocratic
dominion over landscape as a 20th century concept, although 17th century Baroque kings
expressed power and dominion over entire regions, celebrating the capacity of the engineer and
designer to remodel forms, views and landscape systems (Figure 7).
Euclidean geometry
As preferences vacillate between rational and irrational forces, the orderly, rational
physical forms created by humans are set in contrast to those irregular and irrational forms
created by natural processes; these tensions are clearly visible in the varying land forms evident
in the rural Ontario countryside. Forman characterizes each as visible in physical patterns, as
shown in Figure 8:
Nature’s forms are primarily aggregated, curvy, convoluted with lobes and coves.
Elongated, variable in size, irregular, fractal or dendritic and richly textured. These are
not amorphous forms, they are well documented spatial patterns with known causative
mechanisms from the scientific literature. In contrast, the spatial patterns of design and
planning by people seem limited by Euclidean geometry. Squares, grids, rectangles, two
parallel lines, smooth curves, and circles with radiating lines seem to predominate
(Forman 2002, p. 94).

Figure 8. Man’s Forms and Nature’s Forms (Forman 2002, p. 94)
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Visual dominion
Early human settlements across cultures and time frames show a consistent preference for
landscapes that afford height, labelled “the vertical aspiration” by Tuan (1974, p. 148). Tuan
explains vertical aspiration in relation to human’s spiritual aspiration to be closer to the heavens,
relating the desire for height to an axial connection from the centre of the earth to the cosmos,
the axis mundi, that defined an orientation of landscape view of all early civilizations until the
European Renaissance. The aspiration for height has been also described as an expression of
military dominion over landscape (Bachelard 1994). Visual dominion over landscape also occurs
as imposition on the ground plane, and in two other horizontal axes perpendicular to the axis
mundi. An aspiration of landscape form in Baroque periods included a complete control of view
extending from the eye of the viewer into an infinite, single point in the distant landscape, a
concept labelled extensio (Rogers 2006). Cultural concepts of significant view later changed, to
include an infinite sweep along the entire horizon, parallel to the ground plane but incorporating
all visible features that appeared on the horizon (Tuan 1974).
The Machine Age
The industrial city, so disparaged during the Romantic Era, also had its protagonists;
aesthetics of modern building techniques were embraced optimistically and woven into the park
landscape, such as Paxton’s glass and steel Crystal Palace (Kostoff 1985). Corbusier’s City
Beautiful (Kostoff 1985) borrowed the idea of suburban remoteness from Ebenezer Howard’s
Garden City plan (1898, as cited in Rogers 2006, p. 405), but embraced roadways rather than
trains as a means for individuals to escape the metropolis to dwell in the clean suburban air.
Tony Garnier’s “Une Cite industrielle” proposed a utopian city similar in scale (35,000
inhabitants) but suggested aesthetics of future landscapes as oriented to industrial production,
with a focus on rivers and ports (Figure 9). Other modernists like Otto Wagner, and Futurists
Eero Saarinen and Antonio Sant’ Elia depicted exuberance and faith in progress in their
sculpturally modern aesthetic (Figure 10), one that celebrates the achievements of construction:
roads and road networks, bridges and constructed buildings, productive farms and rural
infrastructure networks such as power lines and energy infrastructure. These early 20th century
modernists were “untroubled by the transformation of the city’s appearance into an expression of
functional, machine-like order and practically” (Rogers 2006, p. 403). Excitement for such
constructs supports modern aesthetic enjoyment of the machine, for networks, and for structures;
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Carlson (2009) identifies modern agriculture’s aesthetic of pure function as aligned with the
ideals of the machine age.

Figure 9. Tony Garnier. View of the blast furnaces and the Figure 10. Antonio Sant’Elia. Proposal for
dam with power plant. 1917. Une Cite Industrielle.
a skyscraper city. Rogers 2006, p. 413.

Vernacularism: Everyday landscapes
In contradiction to society’s continued fascination with the aesthetics of the sublime, and
to modernism’s universal language, interest in the landscapes of the everyday were celebrated in
the writings of Jackson (1986, 1980), and seen as providing a counterpoint to the aesthetic
fascination with both the sublime landscapes, and the universal language of the industrial
modernist landscape that was experiencing a challenge in urban planning literature (Jacobs 1961;
Mumford 1970). Regional histories and traditions make an essential contribution to the
authenticity of aesthetic experience of a particular place (McIlwraith 1998; Melnick 1987; Watts
1957); nostalgia for historic landscape form and traditional culture persists in the Ontario
countryside. Meinig writes of the cognitive process of one who sees landscape as history: “to
such a viewer all that lies before his eyes is a complex cumulative record of the work of nature
and man in this particular place” (1979, p. 6).
Meinig differentiates the historicist perspective from those who view landscape as
“place”, a highly localized conception that includes all environmental factors, the “unique
flavour” (1979, p. 7) of a particular setting that is unlike other settings. All factors of a particular
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environment, mediated through one’s own personal orientation, experience and beliefs,
contribute to the individual’s experience of and attachment to a landscape’s particular aesthetic
(Lewicka 2014; Lowenthal 1979; Meinig 1979; Sopher 1979).
Carlson (2009) discusses the significance of differentiating the concept of landscape with
the ideas of terrain, territory, and place, and describes how each concept relates to aesthetic
congruency of built structures with their environments. Terrain is associated with earth itself,
with roots in geologic or biological environments. Frank Lloyd Wright’s prairie –style
architecture is described by Carlson as exemplifying structures designed to blend with terrain.
A building should appear to grow easily from its site and be shaped to harmonize with its
surroundings if nature is manifest there. The prairie has a beauty of its own and we should
recognize and accentuate this natural beauty, its quiet level. Hence, gently sloping roofs,
low proportions, quiet sky lines (Wright 1908, as cited in Carlson 2009, p. 80).
Although the roots of the word are similar, territory differs from terrain, as it implies jurisdiction
or authority; knowledge of not only biophysical qualities of a site, but cultural and historic
aspects of the formation of the landscape contribute to people’s perception of what defines their
territory. As an example, Carlson discusses the tall forms of grain elevators that are found
throughout the flat agricultural expanses of the Canadian prairies, or the onion domes of the
Russian Orthodox churches amid the grain fields, that make sense in relation to cultural aspects
of land development, but also become symbols of a territory. Similarly, cathedrals in the
European countryside may mark the centre but also the extent of a territory, as those places that
offer views of them are identified with the particular region (Le du-Blayo 2011). Place is defined
by Carlson (2009) as having similar meanings as territory, but at a much smaller, personal scale.
Lyons reports that individuals respond uniquely to landscape based on social and
demographic factors; she concludes that individuals have “unique, not universal, predilections”
(1983, p. 490), and preferences are affected by factors such as gender, age, and choice of leisure
activities. These scholars are loosely grouped into what Zube et al. (1982) call experientialists
who believe that landscape preference is primarily a subjective construct of the mind (Jacques
1981; Samuels 1979; Relph 1979, 1976). According to Samuels, the tradition of objective
classifications of aesthetic values amount to a history of war against the self, the “battle against
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the individual, against subjectivity, and against the self on the part of the sciences…and its
manifestation in the rise of absolute or objective idealism” (1979, p. 59).

Environmentalism: aesthetics of healthy ecosystems
Those who promote the ideals of Environmentalism suggest that principles of healthy
biological ecosystem management should be the primary driver of aesthetic preferences and
principles; “a thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the
biotic community” (Leopold 1949, p. 224).
Rooted in ecological preservation, the Environmentalist’s point of view bears a strong
resemblance to the Naturalist’s. An ecological aesthetic is positioned as one of moral virtue, at
odds with the Pastoral ideals that subordinate ecological function to visual appeal (Carlson 2010,
Berleant 2005, Nassauer 1995, Gobster 1995, Thayer 1994b, McHarg 1969). Two centuries
earlier, Knight rejected society’s propensity to over-groom its lawns, “T’improve, adorn, and
polish, they profess; but shave the goddess whom they come to dress…” (1794, p. 16). His words
are similar to the ecologically-protective aesthetic sentiments of today’s Environmentalist
viewers of landscape not because of a nostalgic or visual appreciation for the unkempt forest, but
because the creation and maintenance of such landscapes causes ecological damage (Gobster et
al. 2007; Nassauer 1995). Rather than natural form, it is ecological function that takes priority.
Invasive species, regardless of their organic form, are viewed negatively if they cause damage.
The industrial landscape may be viewed, therefore, in varying ways, depending on
whether ecological function is enhanced or compromised by the intervention (Strang 1996;
Thayer 1994b). Those manipulated landscape forms and patterns that reveal or suggest
environmental degradation are viewed negatively, as problems (Meinig 1979). Although
Wendell Berry’s (1977) ecological agrarianism suggests a farming model that corresponds with
the ecological aesthetic, the industrial farm landscape is generally considered antithetical to
wilderness, and a threat to nature (Tuan 1974). Fears of environmental damage from industrial
chemicals, as brought to public attention by Rachel Carson (1961), are inherent in the aesthetics
of modern industrial farms, as are erosion and nutrient exhaustion of soils, and over-consumption
of water (Nassauer et al. 2007).
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Infrastructure and built forms that pollute or interfere with natural hydrologic function are
viewed negatively, especially structures such as expansive roadworks that are also associated
with pollution from vehicles (McHarg 1969). There is a positive role for human ingenuity and
manipulation, even at a large scale, if these structures or interventions support healthy
ecosystems, such as improved hydrological function (Thayer 1994a). Wind energy landscapes
are viewed positively as they are perceived as beneficial to atmospheric health (Gobster et al.
2007; Saito 2005; Pasqualetti et al. 2002; Strang 1996; Thayer 1994a; Gipe 1993).
Of particular importance in debates about aesthetics and our current preferences, and how
future landscapes ought to be shaped, is a prevailing belief that our current cultural models are
encouraging people to practice unsustainable landscape management traditions. Many argue that
it is imperative that people’s aesthetic values, as they are perceived as socially constructed, can
and should be intentionally altered in future to avoid ecological or social damage (Leahy et al.
2010; Gobster et al. 2007, Berleant 2005; Cosgrove 1998, 1984; Nassauer 1995; Thayer 1994b).
The Environmentalist viewpoint is also considered by some to support an objectivist
approach to evaluating landscape (Sell et al. 1984; Daniel and Vining 1983; Zube et al. 1982);
those with expertise or formal knowledge assess qualities of physical form and function.
However, the biophysical features that are considered most highly valued and preferred are those
that contribute most highly to ecological function rather than pleasing aesthetic form or spatial
configurations. As the ecological model is thought to have arisen from the cultural ideology of
the environmentalist movement, it is categorized as a culturally-constructed model.

Evolutionary models: innate preferences
Evolutionary theories suggest that powerful biological determinants underpin our
attraction to particular landscapes and are rooted in instinctive responses to habitat, and that
these responses are common to all people. Cultural shifts, symbolic meanings, and societal
values are perceived as significant factors in how people shape landscape, but are ultimately
derived from unchanging evolutionary aesthetic bias towards particular affordances in
landscapes (Appleton 1990, 1975). Appleton refutes the idea that cultural changes alter these
intrinsic meanings.
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Key attributes of landscape elements that provoke innate response include those that offer
shelter, view, access and avoidance of danger such as prospect, refuge and hazard (Appleton
1975) - elements that assist in knowledge-gathering or information processing such as
complexity, legibility, mystery and coherence (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989), or support biophilia
(human attraction to biological elements) for their suggestion of supportive habitat or biological
sustenance (Kellert and Wilson 1993, Ulrich 1993, Orians 1986, Gibson 1979).
Prospect, refuge and avoidance of hazard
One of the most widely referenced theories explaining landscape perception is
Appleton’s (1975) prospect-refuge theory. It holds that preference for particular environments
stems from patterns of behaviour in which preferred environments are those that offer favourable
conditions for survival needs. In particular, humans are drawn to view (prospect) and shelter
(refuge); landscapes affording these typologies have higher aesthetic values because of
biological processes related to hunting and avoiding danger. Appleton (1975) claimed that
landscape preference was, at root, biologically driven, and that landscapes that offer shelter and
refuge as well as full views that offer prospect are subconsciously appealing to not only humans
but also to other living creatures such as birds and mammals. Viewing a landscape from a high
tower or mountain offers prospect; human desire to view landscape from a high place is a
prominent theme in building endeavours and rituals across all cultures and timeframes
(Bachelard 1994; Tuan 1974), and shelter provides protection from the elements while providing
a place for procreation, defined by Appleton (1982) as a biological impulse for nesting.
Appleton (1989, 1975) describes our attraction to sublime landscapes as rooted in
survival instincts; our continued fascination with hazard, including our fear response, enables
people to learn to avoid danger. Heightened awareness in response to the aesthetics of sublime,
described by Burke in 1757 as an emotional awakening, stimulates adrenaline in the viewer; the
response is described as a contribution to self-protection and survival in case additional strength
or speed is required to escape dangerous situations.
Habitat and biophilia
Other theorists support the idea that preferences have roots in our instinctive connection
with safe or fertile environments and may have an evolutionary basis, such as Orians’ (1986)
savannah theory and Gibson’s (1979) habitat theory. Wilson (1975) introduced the concept of
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biophilia; people are innately drawn to other living organisms. Fine-grained texture, and colour
and hue that relate to sustenance (greens and blues or foliage and water) are preferred over
inanimate greys (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989) and are known to have a restorative effect when
applied to garden design; even painted landscapes and vistas seen through windows can help
people recover from illness (Ulrich et al. 1991; Ulrich 1984).
Gibson used the term affordance to describe innate preference for landscapes that
promise sustenance and shelter, and explains that preferences are rooted in safe or fertile
environments or habitats that can be accessed by actions of the perceiver. An affordance is “what
the environment offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes” (1979, p. 127). Wilson (1984,
1975) theorized that there is a biological or genetic base for preference for natural environments
and diversity in landscapes due to biophilia, defined as “the innately emotional affiliation of
human beings to other living organisms” (Kellert and Wilson 1993, p. 31). Our affinity for nature
goes beyond living things to include elements embedded in natural environments, such as our
prominent preference for park-like landscapes and views of water (Dutton 2009; Heerwagen and
Orians 1993; Dubos 1970). Orians’ savannah theory (1986) suggests that evolutionary processes
draw people to views of landscape in which the first humans evolved in the African savannah:
landscapes with copses of trees offering shelter, open grasslands with suggestions of both
hunting grounds and escape routes, and views of water.
While sometimes equated with habitat theories, Appleton distinguishes prospect-refugehazard responses as more primary and urgent than habitat or sustenance, providing an
“immediate source of aesthetic satisfaction” (1975, p. 73).
Information processing
Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), responding to what they considered a theoretical void in the
field of environmental perception and cognitive psychology, developed Information Processing
Theory. It explains that unconscious cognitive processes draw people to landscapes that support
comprehension and exploration of an environment; environmental comprehension is considered
essential to human survival. Four factors have been identified as key components of preferred
landscapes: complexity, coherence, mystery and legibility. Objective features of landscapes are
appraised by people in a pre-cognitive manner, and those landscapes that enable people to extend
their mental map or environmental knowledge are valued most highly.
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People are drawn to landscapes with features such as trails or pathways that suggest ease
of locomotion through a landscape, enabling exploration and understanding. The Kaplans’
findings bear a strong resemblance to Lynch’s (1960) findings that imageability, legibility and
wayfinding are important determinants of preference in urban environments. A means to traverse
the landscape may be instinctively related to ease of escape (refuge), and a view of a trail or
pathway would support deeply-rooted impulses to flee to safety, or pursue prey. Environments
that offer opportunities for action, such as paths and bridges, are also described as landscapes of
affordance (Gibson 1979). Appleton provides the example of a cross-country ski trail as a
favoured image because it suggests both a clear path and speed. Traversing landscape is strongly
associated with access to waterways; the draw to watery vistas is related both to sustenance and
to locomotion (Dutton 2009; Orians 1986; Dubos 1970).
Landscape preference and restoration are closely related. Certain landscapes are
perceived to be more conducive to relaxation, and provide relief from stress caused by
attentional fatigue, or from psychological stress (Joye and van den Berg 2011; van den Berg et
al. 2003; Kaplan and Kaplan 1989, 1987). Natural settings, or those that appear to be natural
(including imagery of natural elements such as greenery and water features) are well known to
be more conducive to physical and psychological restoration than built environments (Staats and
Hartig 2010; Hartig 2007; Vellarde et al. 2007; Ulrich 1984).
Kaplan’s (1987) Affective Restoration Theory suggests that what constitutes a restorative
environment is based on more complex relationships between the environment and the nature of
the stresses of the perceiver. He explains that by redirecting attention, people are able to reduce
stress and achieve cognitive rest. In the restorative experience, ‘getting away’ – described as “a
shorthand for going to a restorative place”, could involve a shift in gaze or point of view, even
without a change in physical environments (1987, p. 173). The key to a restorative environment
is compatibility: “the setting must fit what one is trying to do and what one would like to do”
(ibid). Kaplan defines four main aspects of restorative experience: being away, fascination,
extent, and compatibility.
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2.4 Summary
In the previous section, various explanations about the roots of landscape preference are
described. Incorporating this knowledge in an overall research design that includes a visual
elicitation methodology is the next task. The challenge in utilizing landscape perception theory to
underpin a research project is considering how these varying models can be well-utilized in one’s
methodological structure. There is little agreement about how landscape perception theory can
assist those tasked with evaluating landscapes or making decisions in a landscape planning
context. Some argue for exclusive use of subjectivist preference-based models (Lothian 2010;
1999). But Lowenthal argues against such a strong focus on individual experience, and the
abandonment of discourses of formal aesthetic beauty from landscape evaluation in practice
(2007). Most scholars recognize the tension, and call for integration of objective-subjective
values, but defend one method over another based on issues of validity, agency or practicality
(Swanwick 2009; Daniel and Vining 1983).
Researchers concur that subjectivist approaches have been too fragmented and
idiosyncratic to helpfully inform decision making. Responding to purely subjective criteria in
which landscape value is unique to each observer, referred to as the “beauty is in the eye of the
beholder” paradigm (Dearden 1989, p. 41), poses practical difficulties for those charged with
evaluation to adequately represent the public interest in a democratic way (Dearden and Sadler
1989). Planning management literature has a history of disregarding theoretical literature in the
experiential and cognitive paradigms especially, as Zube et al. pointed out more than 30 years
ago, “if it is lacking in suggestions of practical use” (1982, p. 14). While the experiential
paradigm is well represented in theoretical literature, empirical examination remains somewhat
unexplored because methods are expensive, onerous, and lack quantitative substantiation (Groulx
2010; Lothian 2010, 1999; MNR/NEC 1976). Lowenthal (2007) argues that the history of
distinct disciplinary approaches to landscape assessment has resulted in fragmented research
methods, and prevented the development of a unified comprehensive theoretical understanding to
guide research. Lack of agreement between ‘objective’ experts has failed to solidify any
theoretical unity to support practice (Tveit et al. 2006; Lothian 1999).
Daniel describes landscape evaluation practice as, at best, a “shaky marriage” where both
objective and perceptual (subjective) models are applied in parallel, and then “in some as yet
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unspecified way merged in the final environmental management decision-making process”
(2001, p. 267). Understanding the way people perceive and value their landscape is important in
a landscape planning context, therefore a reliable methodology for researching perception is
necessary. Furthermore, if Bourassa is correct, understanding where these perceptions are rooted
is particularly important when landscape change occurs, as people’s ability to alter their own
perceptions in light of changing visual landscapes may well depend on whether preferences are
deeply rooted in innate responses, or more easily swayed by shifting cultural ideologies,
regionally-developed social values, or new knowledge gained at the individual level.
Methods for achieving the objectives outlined for this research begin with understanding
people’s perceptions of their landscapes. In the next chapter, research methods that are designed
to first explore people’s landscape perceptions, and then applied in an environmental
management planning process, are outlined.
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Chapter 3. Methods
If landscapes are, to local residents, “an expression of the diversity of their shared
cultural and natural heritage” (Council of Europe 2000, 2:5), then significant changes to
landscapes should also be congruent with cultural and natural heritage of the place. Site design
for renewable energy installations in the rural landscape therefore requires a nuanced
understanding of a complex set of variables concerning cultural and aesthetic values of landscape
character. Case study research that explores people’s responses to visual landscapes, and
perception of infrastructure development in the rural landscape, will help shed light on what
these values are. Practical tools and techniques for gathering new local knowledge are required.
The first goal of this research is to develop and test a methodology that can enable
understanding, articulation, and deliberation of local value orientations and landscape
preferences. The second goal is to contribute to effective community involvement in the regional
planning process for new rural infrastructure. The research design addresses the objectives in
three main stages, as summarized below, and are broken down into a series of steps, as outlined
in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Research Design
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3.1

Stage 1: Exploring Visual Landscape Values with Q‐method
In order to develop a practical technique that could elicit people’s values and perceptions

of the regional landscape, a methodology was selected that is utilized to elicit and analyze
subjective values. Q-methodology is considered an innovative foundational tool for analyzing
subjective discourse, belief structures, and value orientations in a scientifically interpretable form
(Watts and Stenner 2012). It is most frequently used in the analysis of discourse - the way that
people ‘talk’ about an issue – and provides a practical and effective means to gain information
needed to understand complex value structures. It can also be used to analyze visual perceptions
and values. A visual application of Q-methodology was designed to explore the way that local
citizens ‘see’ their landscapes, to gain knowledge about these perceptions and value orientations,
and to provide the means to articulate the results and the findings.
First developed by William Stephenson in 1936 as a means to measure subjectivity, Qmethodology was popularized by Stephen Brown in 1980 (Watts and Stenner 2012). Considered
an emergent technique, the method is increasingly applied in social science research to identify
shared discourses among different stakeholder groups, particularly within the context of
intractable or polarized environmental discourse in order to provide a nuanced understanding of
subjective value constructs and interests around policy and planning choices (Watts and Stenner
2012; Brown 2009; van Excel and Graaf 2005; Addams 2000; Barry and Proops 1999; Dryzek
and Berejikian 1993; McKeown and Thomas 1988). Q-methodology offers a means to provide
the diversity and richness offered by qualitative approaches with the robust quantitative data and
rigorous technical analysis requested and considered legitimate in related policy fields (Eden et
al. 2005). The status of the methodology is described as “somewhat fugitive” (McKeown and
Thomas 1988, p. 11) and frequently described as innovative, and “therefore somewhat suspect”
(van Exel and Graaf 2005, p. 17).
Eden et al. (2005) evaluated the use of Q-methodology as a practical tool in the discipline
of human geography and resource management, finding it particularly suitable for eliciting views
about how people view desirable futures in the context of climate change (Dayton 2000). It has
been recently employed to study discourses surrounding environment and resource management,
as a proactive approach to the development of low-carbon policy options (Curry et al. 2012), and
as a response to wind farm siting issues (Wolsink and Breukers 2010; Ellis et al. 2007). Q-
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methodology was used to examine the diverse perspectives that inform public debate on future
energy development in three case study areas in Canada, including the Grey-Bruce Region of
Southwest Ontario (Parkins, Hempel, Beckley, Sherren and Stedman 2014), and to investigate
host community responses to wind energy in East Ontario (Fast 2015).
Typical Procedure for Developing a Q‐methodology Study
Researchers who develop a Q-methodology study usually adhere to a standardized set of
procedures, although methods may vary slightly from one project to another (Watts and Stenner
2012; Addams 2000; Brown 1986). These procedures are outlined below. Following this
description, an outline of a new modification to the standard Q-methodology procedure that was
designed to facilitate exploration of visual landscape values is presented.
Exploring discourses
The standard process begins with an investigation into the opinion domain (Watts and
Stenner 2012) on the topic being studied, also described as a universe of discourse about a
particular issue. Statements that express diverse sentiments about a topic are collected to make
up a communication concourse intended to provide a full representation of people’s opinion on
the topic (Watts and Stenner 2012; Addams 2000). In Q-methodology research, differing
approaches can be employed to structure the initial review of the opinion domain. Structured
searches use theory to underpin a search for material that supports one or more pre-determined
hypotheses. A systematic approach to gathering the statements can produce a more structured
communication concourse that provides “a focus and boundaries for the issue being studied”
using key themes and categories (Addams 2000, p. 21).
The search usually begins with a review of relevant literature; statements may be
gathered from multiple sources, including academic and popular literature, newspaper clippings,
broadcast media, personal conversation, previous researcher knowledge, or participant
interviews. A semi-structured approach may use a theoretical framework to provide initial lines
of inquiry, but new knowledge is expected to be gained during the observation process, with
opportunity to advance and extend theory (Watts and Stenner 2012; Addams 2000; McKeowan
and Thomas 1988). Naturalized searches do not employ a theoretical framework, but investigate
the opinion domain without pre-conceived ideas, but aim to inform or develop new theories
about people’s values a posteri, as an outcome of the analytical process (Curry et al. 2012).
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Naturalized searches usually begin with participant interviews that provide data for the
communication concourse.
The Q‐sample
The communication concourse is often extensive, usually ranging from 200-500
statements or expressions of value. The communication concourse is then condensed into a set of
stimuli or representative statements called the Q-sample or Q-set (Watts and Stenner 2012;
McKeown and Thomas 1988). Generally, a collection of statements considered representative
(usually 40-60 items) is selected from those gathered. Some researchers suggest very little
alteration, to avoid researcher bias or interference (Curry et al. 2012). While others
recommending crafting or synthesizing statements for clarity (Parkins et al. 2015; Eden et al.
2005). The statements may not all be factual; Watts and Stenner (2012) claim that what is
important is that the key sentiments expressed by people are captured in the Q-set.
The Q‐sort
Next, the statements are presented to participants who are asked to arrange these items in
a pyramid-shaped form in order of preference (a process called the Q-sort), usually across a
spectrum from strongly agree to strongly disagree, in a process described as operant subjectivity
(Brown 1986). In a short period of time (in comparison to a long interview) a fairly clear idea of
a person’s point of view in relation to the stimuli set can be determined (McKeown and Thomas
1988). It is through this responsive process that a participant can express their own meanings and
viewpoints; “sufficiency of meaning of a standard Q set is best judged after the event in Q
methodology, not in advance” (Watts and Stenner 2012, p. 64). Discussions frequently emerge
during the sorting process, often providing clarity about why the participant believes what they
do, and these qualitative comments are usually noted or recorded in a brief questionnaire.
Quantitative results are obtained by performing factor analysis of the data obtained on the Qsorting board. While this can be performed using mathematical methods (Brown 1986), it is
typically accomplished using freely available software such as PQmethod (Schmolck 2012).
Factor Analysis: finding similarities between unique respondents
A key expectation of Q-methodology research is the belief that there is finite diversity in
the subjective belief systems and values of a group of citizens (Addams 2000). The methodology
is designed to identify patterns through factor analysis. Once it has been collected, data from the
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sorts for each individual are entered into a database which is correlated (Q-sort by Q-sort) into a
correlation matrix. The matrix is then subject to factor analysis. Emergent factors identify a
distinct point of view, or collection of numerical similarities between the Q-sorts. The usefulness
in seeking these patterns is that “the logic of abduction” (Watts and Stenner 2012, p. 38) can be
employed during Q-research to use look for a general phenomenon, or an explanatory theory,
from a data set. The Q-sorts on their own could be considered an assemblage of individual
experiences, a variety of unique participants’ viewpoints. Identifications of factors from those
that are statistically correlated provides a way of collecting or grouping individual viewpoints
into families, and subjective viewpoints become measurable against those of others.
Once a number of factors are identified, each Q-sort can be mapped using co-ordinates
relative to each other. The factors are rotated, usually using automated rotation features within
the software such as “varimax” (Watts and Stenner 2012, p. 122) so that the factors can be more
clearly viewed as distinct from each other; an idealized Q-sort or factor array is created that most
accurately represents the viewpoint or typology of the entire grouping. They are considered
representative patterns or archetypes that a group of participants show a statistical alignment
with. With a relatively small number of participants (in comparison to a survey) a range of
predominant discourses arise from the analysis, usually 3-7 factors, emerging as ‘family
resemblances’ (Watts and Stenner 2012; Brown 2009). The typologies can then be more readily
interpreted to provide a “window to the range, the content, the character and the cleavages” of
key points of view (Dayton 2000, p. 74).

Using Visual Q‐methodology to explore ‘ways of seeing’
While Q-methodology is most commonly used to elicit ‘ways of talking about’ an issue
(Dryzek and Berejikian 1993), images can be successfully substituted for statements to explore
visual preference, ‘way of seeing’ a subject (Watts and Stenner 2012; Brown 1986). Visual Q
has been applied to explore cultural landscape values of a heritage rural landscape in Malaysia
(Shuib and Hashim 2011); preferences for landscape for alternative farming practices in the
American corn belt (Nassauer et al. 2007); alternative community perceptions of social and
environmental change related to tourism development in Thailand (Green 2005); architectural
and aesthetic preferences for urban river front developments in Cairo, Egypt (Gabr 2004); visitor
experiences in Kaikoura, New Zealand (Fairweather and Swaffield 2001); perceptions of what
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constitutes rural and ‘natural’ environment in New Zealand (Fairweather and Swaffield 2000);
investigation of attitudes towards land use change in New Zealand (Swaffield and Fairweather
1996); an investigation into professional bias in landscape preference (Dearden 1984); and visual
perceptions of scenic and heritage landscapes (Zube and Pitt 1981).
Critique of procedure for image‐based Q‐research
In the image-based studies noted above, the stimuli that make up the Q-set are usually
still photographs of the subject matter, or photo-realistic simulations prepared by the researcher,
similar to the type of images used in visual preference surveys (Lafortezza et al. 2007) or
scenario forecasting research methods (Holway et al. 2012). Images are generally objective; VQ
researchers are advised that images must be carefully selected or prepared so that participants are
not distracted by irrelevant visual information (Zube and Pitt 1981). As a result, a highly
structured, formal approach to the preparation of the Q-set is typical in visual landscapepreference applications; the researcher is usually responsible for the creation of the items, and
generally the Q-set lacks evocative qualities.
By contrast, in statement-based research, the Q-set is designed to include rhetorical or
expressive points of view, such as emotionally-charged sentiments, and the stimuli are intended
to represent subjective sentiments as expressed by the participants or by those whose values are
being explored by the researcher (Watts and Stenner 2012). Visually subjective expressions of
value as expressed by citizens are not typically utilized in VQ research; instead, the stimuli set is
composed of objective photos obtained by the researcher. An often-cited example is Fairweather
and Swaffield’s (2001) study of visitor landscape preferences in coastal New Zealand, using 30
researcher-provided photographs, or Shuib and Hashim’s use of 42 photographs to study cultural
landscape values in Malaysia.
Digital illustrations of future scenarios are also used to create Q-sets; digital images
created by researchers were utilized in Nassauer et al.’s (2007) VQ investigation of farmers’
preferences for alternative crop growing scenarios in the American Corn Belt, and a series of
photo-realistic digital architectural renderings were used for a study of urban waterfront
aesthetics in Cairo (Gabr 2004). Swaffield and Fairweather (1996) generated 36 computer-based
images to assess attitudes towards future changes in New Zealand re-forestation landscapes.
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The way the Q-set is created for visual applications of the methodology appears
fundamentally disconnected from the way that the Q-sets for discourse analysis are
recommended to be created. In discourse-based Q-methodology studies, the Q set is derived
from observing subjective statements or sentiments that express value orientations. For this
research, it was considered important that subjective sentiments be captured in the visual Q-set;
an important aspect of the research design was to develop a VQ-methodology that corresponded
to predominant Q-methodology objectives.
Observing symbolic imagery
The review of landscape perception literature described in Chapter 2 provides a
foundation of knowledge for understanding various landscape perception modes. For research in
a particular case study region, this knowledge can be used to observe landscape preferences that
are expressed visually by citizens. The particular focus brought by works of art or other visual
imagery can enhance understanding of emotional attachment and values (Lowenthal 1979;
Meinig 1979b). Historically, observation of representation of landscape in visual art is key to
deciphering historic cultural ideology and values towards landscape (Rogers 2010, 2006;
Appleton 1990; Bermingham 1986; Meinig 1979b). Hunter (1985) writes that “the perception of
landscape reveals (man’s) attitude towards it and generates emotion from distrust and fear, to
reassurance and delight. These may arise from the view of a real landscape, or from the imagery
of poet, painter or writer” (as cited in Swanwick 2009, p.S63).
The scenes that are created by landscape artists and captured by photographers, and those
that are collected or distributed by people in general reveals what is valued. Kaplan and Kaplan
(1989) suggest that much can be learned about landscape preference from a visit to a custom
frame shop. Meinig suggests that landscape depictions that are overtly propagandistic, such as
images used in advertising, travel sites and descriptions of highly valued real estate, are
particularly informative about settings that “conjure some association with basic values and
mores of idealized domestic life” (1979b, p. 175). Visual information provided by residents
provides focused information about the relationship between residents and the landscapes they
value. It is for this reason that the methodology was designed to include residents’ subjective
visual expressions. The steps in this new process are set out in the next section.
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Step‐by‐step approach to Visual Q‐methodology study
A brief outline of each research step is provided below. The design of the research
involves the development of a new technique, therefore the methodology, including new
adaptations of each step of the Q-methodology process, is experimental. A full account of the
research design process, and the development of the methods as they unfolded, are presented as
results in Chapter 4.
Step 1: Observation of visual expression
Imagery provided by local residents can be very subjective in nature and, as a result,
reveals a great deal about visual landscape values. Artwork, sculpture, architecture, paintings and
photographs can express the ideology or zeitgeist of a society (Reynolds 2011). The art,
photography, memorabilia and poetry about landscape that people respond to, collect and
distribute tell a great deal about local citizens’ value orientations and landscape preferences
(Lowenthal 2007), especially those images that are particularly evocative (Meinig 1979b).
Observational approaches to viewing landscape imagery have been suggested by scholars of
aesthetics in order to deepen theoretical understandings of landscape preferences (Kaplan and
Kaplan 1989; Lowenthal 1979; Sopher 1979; Meinig 1979b). The first research step is
observation of the opinion domain; in the case study area of Grey, Bruce and Huron Counties,
this was accomplished by active observation of what people express about their landscapes
visually. These expressions were captured and collected (using photography, digital reproduction
and sketching) to form a visual communication concourse of 561 images.
Step 2: Analysis and creation of a set of stimuli
The next step involved analyzing the material observed and creating a matrix to describe
the attributes of the imagery, underpinned by landscape preference theory or by new knowledge
that emerged during the exploration of the opinion domain. This analysis was performed so that
the communication concourse of 561 items could be condensed into a representative sample,
called a Q-set. The set was created by synthesizing each key expression into a watercolour
image. In total, a set of 35 watercolour illustrations were created to capture the range of
sentiments about visual landscape character (Watts and Stenner 2012) as expressed by citizens in
the case study area.
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Step 3: Data collection and elicitation
Once the Q-set was created, a set of stimuli was printed using both cards and a larger
book, and a sorting board with a pyramidal preference grid was designed so that the images can
be placed by the participant to express their viewpoint in a statistically interpretable form. The
participants were selected based on their knowledge of and relationship to the landscape, with
the aim of creating a balanced sample. Furthermore, responses to the stimuli were collected in
the form of brief interview notes, or participants wrote their own notes on a standardized
questionnaire form.
Step 4: Analysis and interpretation of factors using Dearden’s conceptual framework
Results of the data collection were analysed using PQMethod software (Schmolk 2012)
to determine whether there are factors, or lines of agreement, that emerge from the data and
resemble viewpoints held by groups of citizens. The software is easy to use, and the numerical
data collected is easy to input. However, interpreting the significance of the results that the
software provides is complex. A step-by-step description of the data analysis process will be
included as results in Chapter 4.
Four robust factors emerged from the data set. Each of these factors represents an
archetype, and is graphically represented and interpreted using Dearden’s (1989) Nested
Hierarchy of Influences as a conceptual model. Dearden’s model illustrates that there are four
levels of landscape perception: those that are innate, and common to all humans (most
objective); those that are cultural, and common to society; those that are rooted in familiarity,
and common to those living in a region or biome; and those that can be explained by socioeconomic or demographic variables, and held only by individuals (most subjective). The visual
landscape values of each factor were described as they are related to each of these four levels of
perception. Differences between factors, and also differences between individual sorts, were
interpreted; these Q-sorts and the accompanying questionnaires contribute to a deeper
understanding of the commonalities, and the divergence between varying points of view.
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3.2 Stage 2: Perceptions of Wind Energy Landscapes
In the second stage of research, the Visual Q-methodology technique was applied to
understand attitudes toward landscapes that intersect with wind energy infrastructure
development. In order to gain insight into siting preferences for wind energy landscapes,
knowledge was required about local attitudes towards wind energy development, and citizens’
responses to the aesthetics of wind energy infrastructure. The VQ instrument was altered to
represent future landscape scenarios, and views about future landscape changes were elicited
from local residents. Methods utilized for the secondary study were similar to the Visual
Landscape Values (VLV) study described above; however, the set of stimuli was created using
different strategies. The process used to administer the sorts, and to analyze the data sets, was
very similar to those techniques used in the VLV study in Stage 1. A full description of the
methods employed will be presented with results in Chapter 6.
Step 5: Future Scenarios for a Q‐set
Selected images produced for the Q-set for the VLV study were altered using watercolour
and digital techniques to depict future scenarios that include wind energy infrastructure. These
illustrations provided a range of physical forms and a variety of scenarios aimed at investigating
cultural landscape compatibility, and were based on previous research about citizens’ perceptions
of visual impact.
Step 6: Eliciting Values
Administration of a secondary Q-sort with this altered set of 27 images was conducted
with a select group of 33 participants from the VLV study. These participants were selected for
their knowledge of particular wind energy landscapes, political concerns, or particular
knowledge about wind energy development. The data set was analyzed using PQmethod
software, producing three distinct factors.
Step 7: Analyzing the Factors
Three factors emerged from the data set of the secondary VQ study. Each of these factors
represents an archetype, and was graphically represented and analyzed using landscape
perception theory, and augmented by information about local perceptions of the impact of wind
energy development. The three factors represent typologies of how people perceive wind energy
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aesthetics, and provide new information about how local residents view landscape suitability. In
addition to other knowledge gained during this second stage of research, this information
contributed to the next phase of research aimed at spatial planning processes.

3.3 Stage 3: Deliberative Planning for Wind Energy
Ontario’s current community consultation process for wind energy siting has been widely
criticized (Fast and Mabee 2015; Fast 2013; Jami and Walsh 2014; Baxter et al. 2013; Holtz
2013; Christidis and Law 2012). Calls for new processes that include meaningful consultation
have come from local municipalities, from the provincial Minster of Energy (Chiarelli 2013),
and from the Ontario Power Authority, as recommended in a report commissioned by the
provincial Ministry of Energy four years after the GEA was enacted (OPA/IESO 2013).
However, decision-makers are unsure how effective community consultation for future planning
should be structured; an objective of this research project is to consider how consultation might
be better designed.
The third objective of the research was to explore processes that foster knowledge
sharing of the varying ‘ways of seeing’ landscape described in previous research steps. The two
VQ applications were developed in hopes that new knowledge about local perceptions of
landscape could inform the decision-making process that results in changes to visual landscape.
Sharing, and deliberation of, these values of visual landscape character and attitudes towards
wind energy aesthetics, was to be enabled. It was hoped that the new knowledge arising from
landscape analysis, active listening, and visual landscape investigations could be translated in a
collaborative setting into a mappable form, early in the decision-making processes. Steps 8 and 9
address the design and testing of a new process that helps to reach the third objective of this
research.
The fourth objective was to investigate whether these collaborative efforts support the
development of ‘lines of agreement’ on energy infrastructure development, and whether site
congruency for wind energy development could be established, or furthered, by these processes.
Step 10 includes an analysis of the output of the collaborative mapping exercise, and the
evaluation by participants of the effectiveness of the workshop. A full description of the methods
employed in Stage 3 will be presented as results in Chapter 8.
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Step 8: Designing a process
There are few models for successful upstream, bottom-up approaches to visual landscape
character assessment in the face of wind energy development. In other areas of spatial design,
there is ample evidence of successful upstream, bottom-up approaches (Sanoff 2008, 2007,1990;
Hester 2006, 1990, 1984,1975). They are grouped into a design and planning process umbrella
known as participatory action research and participatory community design. Informed by the
analytical planning process currently in use in Germany, and borrowing the guiding principles
for a number of collaborative and participatory techniques, the structure for a one-day workshop
was designed.
Step 9: Implementation of participatory design workshop
Once the workshop was designed, and preparatory technical information was prepared, a
date and location was set; 27 selected participants and researchers were invited. The aims of the
workshop were to share knowledge gained from previous research steps, to discuss communitybased planning methods used in the Brandenburg Region of Germany, to deliberate the issues
concerning the siting of wind energy infrastructure, and to determine whether the workshop
format enabled participants to arrive at consensus concerning siting.
Step 10: Analysis of results
After the workshop, the individual and collaborative maps produced at the workshop
were analyzed, and a new map was created to synthesize the sentiments expressed by the
participants. Evaluations submitted by participants and observations about the process recorded
by researchers were also analyzed, leading to conclusions about the capacity for deliberative
processes, such as the planning workshop, to assist in developing ‘lines of agreement’
concerning infrastructure locations where wind energy will most likely be congruent with
cultural values and biophysical landscape form; to identify areas where wind energy
infrastructure should be prohibited; and to identify locations that have possibilities for
development, but require more input and research.
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Presentation of Results
The results of each stage of research, including detailed explanation of the methods used,
and a discussion of key findings, will be presented in the next six chapters, following the outline
of the three methods stages presented above.
Chapter 4 will include results of the first exploration of visual landscape values in the
case study region, including 1) the results of the process of exploring the opinion domain; 2) the
analysis of the imagery and the development of Q-set; 3) preparation of the VQ research
instrument; 4) the results of the elicitation process 5) analysis of data and 6) a detailed analysis
and interpretation of each factors. Chapter 5 will include a discussion of key findings of the
results of Stage 1.
Chapter 6 will include the results of the second VQ exploration examining wind energy
aesthetics, and a summary of local perceptions of wind energy development. Chapter 7 will
include a discussion of key findings of the results of Stage 2.
Chapter 8 will include the results of the participatory planning exercise, including 1) an
outline of the design of the workshop; 2) observations of the effectiveness of the workshop
design; 3) analysis of the maps produced and key planning issues identified during the workshop.
Chapter 9 will include a discussion of key findings of the results of Stage 3.
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Chapter 4a. Results of Visual Q‐methodology Study
4.1 Observation – Review of Citizens’ Expressions
The first step for exploring visual landscape values in the case study region was to review
images of landscape that are created, collected, displayed, and/or distributed by local citizens.
This informed observational process is a visual interpretation of the first step of text-based Qmethodology research: reviewing the opinion domain. Landscape preference theory as outlined
in Chapter 2 was utilized to provide a platform to inform the observational process and to
understand the various sentiments and perceptions of landscape that might be communicated in
displayed images.
Within the literature there were illustrations and descriptions of visual landscapes that
provided explanations of visual concepts, themes and archetypes. Images displayed in the case
study area, through various media, that appeared to portray a particular value or corresponded
with archetypical or exemplary landscapes were recorded and collected into a ‘communication
concourse’: a large collection of items representing the range of values expressed about the topic.
Imagery was also collected that appeared particularly expressive was also collected even if the
inherent values were not understood by me, and especially if themes emerged that appeared more
than once. More discussion about themes that emerged during the observation phase will be
presented in Section 4.2. In total, 561 images were collected. This process included an
examination of print and on-line material, and observations in the field.
Observation of print and on‐line resources
There is a great deal of expression of visual landscape values in books, magazines, and
online sources. Examples of online sources that provide ample landscape preference material
include photo contests featuring landscape themes, images pinned to shared mapping (such as
Panoramio on Google Earth), on-line knowledge-sharing forums, advertising in real estate and
tourism websites, websites related to landscape-related industries, art gallery websites, and
newspaper advertisements and editorials. Collecting the images into the communication
concourse was accomplished either by digitally copying the images, or by photographing or
scanning pages of books or printed brochures. Some on-line sources did not permit downloading,
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so the screen shots were collected for study purposes only. Sometimes sentiments were
augmented by descriptive words, and these were also collected.
Litton’s (1968) classifications of objective landscape types were used to help identify
relevant images found on-line and in grey literature (Figure 12). Similarly, literature describing
varying cultural orientations provided cues for the search of grey literature and secondary
sources. For example, Meinig (1979) writes that the photographs of Ansel Adams illustrate
concepts of the sublime; in the case study area an abundance of similar imagery demonstrates an
attraction to sublime landscape form (see Figure 13 ‘A’(left) and ‘a’ (right). Additional examples
drawn from the literature are shown below including naturalism (Meinig 1979), pastoralism
(Marx 1964), dominion (Rogers 2006), agricultural minimalism (Carlson 2010), and futurism
(Rogers 2006).
Field observation methods
Observation also included viewing images on display in the region. This was first
undertaken by touring places where landscape imagery is produced, sold, displayed or collected.
These places included public art galleries, artists’ studio tours, framing stores, home décor and
furniture stores, tourist locations such as inns, spas and restaurants, and those areas in public or
semi-private spaces where landscape imagery contributes to an overall atmosphere such as
banks, medical clinics, retirement homes, and civic spaces such as town halls. Brochures
published by tourism offices provided numerous examples; billboards, advertising brochures,
and town murals were also examined. The images were gathered for the concourse by taking
photos in the field. In some galleries, photography of artwork was not permitted, so the images
were simply observed in order to gain insight, or quickly sketched. See Figure 14 for examples
of the type of photographs that were collected when gathering images in the field.
At the beginning of the process of collecting the communication concourse, images were
amassed in digital folders according to the source of the imagery (e.g., book title, or name of
gallery). The title and description of the image was noted if available. As themes began to
emerge, a catalogue that was arranged into sections using keywords, titles and descriptions was
created, and sources of the imagery were noted for future reference. A detailed description of the
process of identifying themes and designing the catalogue is described in Section 4.2.
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Figure 12. Litton’s (1968) categories, and corresponding regional expressions: using academic literature
as a platform for noting objective landscape qualities in review of secondary literature.
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A.Naturalism. Ansel
Adams. Monolith, the face
of half-dome, 1927
a. Uncredited photo from
Bruce County tourism
brochure
B.Pastoralism. John
Constable, the Hay Wain,
1821.
b1. Chuck Finley, Oil.
Meaford Hall Exhibition
b2. Dar West, Mennonite
Harvest. Acrylic. 2014
Landscape Calendar, Bruce,
Grey & Southern Georgian
Bay
C. Dominion. Andre le
Notre, Architect. Vaux-leVicomte, France, 1656
(Rogers 2006 p. 170).
c. Telfer Wegg
Beauty and Bounty of
Huron County
D. Agricultural minimalism
Takao Tanabe, The Land,
4/75 – East of Calgary 1975.
(Carlson 2009 p. 96)
d. Ed Ambrose
The loft Gallery, Clarksberg
E. Futurism. Artist: Antonio
Sant’Elia. Proposal for a
skyscraper city with gradeseparated transportation
channels
(Rogers 2006 p. 413)
e1. Vitaly Korolev, Station
Google Earth Panoramio,
Grey County, Ontario
e2. Vitaly Korolev, Station
Google Earth Panoramio,
Grey County, Ontario

Figure 13. Using imagery in literature to inform observation in the field.
Left column: Examples of varying typologies of cultural landscapes
described in academic literature. Right column: images created/shared by
residents of Grey, Bruce and Huron, collected from secondary sources

F. Aesthetic minimalism.
Sculptor: Walter de Maria,
photo by Joe Berkovitz
(Saito 2005)
f. Barbara Pearn, The Art
Map
http://www.theartmap.com/studi
osandgalleries/barbarapearn-studio
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Figure 14. Reviewing the opinion domain in the field. Photos: C. Hempel
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Photo taken during tour of artist’s home gallery, Kemble, Ontario. Artist: Elizabeth Sanders.
Photo of framed painting from Thornbury Antique Shop. Artist unknown.
Photo taken of Meaford town mural. Artist unknown.
Photo taken at Family Medical Health Centre, Owen Sound. Photographer unknown.
Photo of advertising brochure, TD Bank, Goderich.

Learning from the landscapes
The observational process took considerable time, partly because the case study area was
quite large, but also because it was important to see many of the images in situ. Artists in one
region would capture very different sentiments in their paintings than artists in another region;
touring through the landscapes was highly instructive as observations of the landscape character
would inform the quality of the investigation as the opinion domain was explored. The following
set of artist or citizen-contributed images (Figure 13, left column) was collected and grouped as
various representations of wayfinding. Figure 15, right column, shows some of the varying
landscape experienced by me on various roads and paths during the field research. A careful
reading of the physical landscape was aided by the study of landscape representation; the
imagery helped me grasp the essential landscape characters that exist in the region because when
I was travelling through it, the experience of having studied the imagery helped solidify the
visual memory of the countryside.
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Figure 15. Learning from landscape and landscape imagery. Left Column: Citizens’ expressions of
landscape values. Right Column: Researcher’s photographs
A: Acrylic Painting. Susan Hay, Dutch Line Facing South. Huron County
B: Acrylic Painting. Barbara Pearn, untitled. South Grey County
C1: Photograph from Grey County tourism brochure
C2: Watercolour Painting. Barbara Hotson, On the Bruce. Eastern Grey County
D: Photograph. Nathan Drescher, The forests of the Bruce Peninsula are thick
and filled with life. Bruce County

a: Huron County
b: South Grey County
c: Eastern Grey County
d: Northern Bruce Peninsula
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Learning from residents
There are limitations when reviewing an opinion domain using visual observation which
differentiates this application of VQ from typical first steps in Q-methodology research. When
viewing imagery in print, on-line or in the field, images often conveyed more than one possible
sentiment; confirmation of the values expressed was not usually possible as the observation
process was conducted predominantly without interviews. Values were generally inferred by me,
and often multiple meanings or values were attributed to a single image. Where possible,
meanings were clarified by speaking to those who created or displayed the images.
In some cases, those who had produced or distributed the images, such as artists, art
gallery owners or customers in stores, provided information about the imagery in the form of
written descriptions, brief statements or in-person interviews. Such exchanges provided valuable
insight that helped clarify the values expressed in the work and drew attention to important
aspects of the imagery, especially when the work was challenging to interpret from the
preliminary review of academic literature. Place meanings, cultural associations, and symbolism
were sometimes expressed uniquely. Themes emerged from the observational process that
required guidance before I could interpret the inherent values.
For example, I noticed a pattern of forested settings, imagery of shelter, and intimacy of
scale in many First Nations’ landscape images. Many scenes depict heavily-treed enclosures, and
enclosed waterbodies rather than open ones. The prevalence of celestial imagery in so many
depictions of landscape was interesting but the meanings were not clear to me. One First Nations
artist explained the key role that cosmology plays in the relationship between people and their
landscape, therefore depictions of landscape are generally accompanied by a mythological
narrative. The imagery shows the prevalence of symbolic connections between the sky, water
elements, and earth. Lightning and birds are frequently represented as connectors and
messengers between heaven and earth, between gods and humans (see Figure 16). Place-specific
associations such as clan symbolism (usually stylized animals) and landscape-related rites are
present even in everyday signage.
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Figure 16. Artist Harold Thompson explaining mythical themes present in his artwork. Photo: C. Hempel
(with permission) Saugeen First Nation.

This conversation helped me to understand that the values represented by the imagery I
was viewing are rooted in a mythological conception and expression of landscape, depicting the
relationship between the earth and the heavens. Individual preferences for landscapes were
sometimes gathered during conversation; the owner of an art gallery explained that she liked this
painting (Figure 17) because although it depicts a Grey County landscape, it reminded her of
England, where her mother lives. The Pastoral tradition, despite its English origins in the 18th
century, is strongly influential in our regional landscape preferences

Figure 17. Image of acrylic painting in Grey County Gallery. Artist: Anne Evans

Other comments reminded me that one cannot learn about landscape preference from an
image alone; a preference study will always require a component of elicitation to provide
meaning. I asked one artist why she felt that old fence lines in the landscape were the subject of
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so many paintings…was it because they denote boundary or territory? Are they reminders of
historic settlement patterns? “No”, she said, “I think artists just like interesting objects, and the
posts provide focus for the eye. It’s the buyers who are nostalgic for the past.”
Three types of observation of the visual opinion domain were essential to this study.
Scholarly literature about landscape perception, and the illustrations that accompanied it, formed
an essential platform to begin to see what people value. Online searches of websites that
distribute imagery from area residents were an efficient way to explore large amounts of
material, and provided immediate breadth to the search. Finally, field methods provided helpful
insights whether from driving or walking through the region observing physical characteristics of
the landscape, examining the photographs hanging on office walls, paintings captured by artists
and displayed on studio tours, or speaking with people about the images and the landscapes they
represent.
It is difficult to know when an opinion domain has been fully reviewed; however, it is
typical in Q-methodology research that several months are required for a fulsome review (Watts
and Stenner 2012). This VQ study was no exception; after more than 500 images were collected,
it seemed that new expressions ceased emerging. This is common in Q-methodology research; a
sense of saturation in the communication concourse implies that the opinion domain has been
fully explored.
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4.2 Analysis and Synthesis of the Concourse
After the review of the opinion domain, and gathering images into a communication
concourse, Q-methodologists must carefully consider how to synthesize the items into a
manageable set of items that represents the range of expressions and values encountered. The
process developed for this VQ application is described below.
Organizing the communication concourse
In order to organize the concourse, any keywords were noted that corresponded with
previously identified preference typologies arising from the literature, from observations, or from
discussions. These keywords corresponded to such elements as objective landscape features,
subjective or socio-cultural meanings, or evolutionary themes; however, there was usually
overlap between all three themes. An example of a string of keywords might be “barn, shelter,
nostalgia, focal object”. After collecting the first 100 images, patterns and repeated themes began
to emerge. I developed a digital filing system by creating 4-compartment tables using Microsoft
Word, and began to sort the images into typologies based on keywords. Pages were added as
each cell was filled with images and descriptions. The primary typologies and keywords are
shown in Table 1. Many images had more than one theme; in such cases the image was
duplicated and filed with each typology.
Table 1. Themes arising before and during the search of the opinion domain

Objective typologies

Subjective typologies

Evolutionary typologies

enclosure
open landscapes
framing
focal objects
patterns
boundary
viewer position
artistic principles
scale
ecological aesthetic
minimalism

naturalism
pastoralism
dominion
territory
harvest
wealth
landscape systems
history and nostalgia
vernacular
spirit of place
ecological aesthetic

refuge
prospect
hazard
biophilia
restorative landscapes
wayfinding
mystery and complexity
coherence and legibility
bounty and affordances
savannah landscapes
mating
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Generation of the Q‐set
The themes identified in the collection process were evaluated carefully, for both
previously-identified themes and emergent themes, in order to create a comprehensive Q-set.
Creating a balanced matrix
For each thematic grouping of landscape perception typologies, sub-themes were
identified, and a matrix was developed into which each image was placed. A goal of creating a
set of stimuli is that the Q-set is balanced and representative all identified themes and key subthemes; one approach for creating a structure for the Q-set is called a ‘balanced block’ design
(Fisher 1960, as cited in Proops 2000). The process began by arranging images within each
typology according to themes, and then grouping according to keywords; the keywords provided
sub-themes. For instance, focal objects could have a singular object or form such as a single tree
(single object), or multiple focal objects such as multiple bales of hay. Patterns could be
represented by repetition of objects such as hydro poles extending into the distance, geometric
division of flat agricultural landscapes, abstract foliage patterns, or images of rolling field
patterns divided by hedgerows. Dominion could be expressed by a combine harvester set in neat
rows of grain, an expanse of smooth lawn in a golf course advertisement, or a view over a
landscape from a high precipice. Biophilia could be represented by images of watery landscapes,
animals or livestock, or lush foliage and fruit. See Table 2 for themes and sub-themes arising
from the communication concourse that were considered key expressions.
Emergent themes
Some thematic categories arose after collecting and studying the imagery; in some cases
more literature had to be consulted in order to gain understanding of the significance. For
instance, the relevance of cosmology/religion, and axis mundi, arose after learning from artists
and studying the artwork of First Nations artists, where connections from the earth to the heavens
is a key feature of almost all work. The axis mundi was historically the primary ordinance
associated with environmental attachment for all cultures across the world until the 15th century,
at which time the dominant mode of perceiving landscape became a sweeping horizontal view
(Rogers 2006). This concept had been presented in Tuan’s (1974) comprehensive work on
topophilia, but concepts of sacredness had not been fully explored during my initial literature
review; revisiting the literature was required often while developing the VQ instrument.
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Table 2. Themes and sub-themes in communication concourse

Objective typologies

Subjective typologies

Evolutionary typologies

enclosure
 natural enclosure
 constructed enclosure
 symbolic enclosure
 partial enclosure
open landscapes
 natural spaces
 constructed spaces
framing
 natural frames
 constructed frames
focal objects
 single focal objects
 several focal objects
 multiple objects
 rectilinear objects
 distant focal objects
 near focal objects
 natural objects
 constructed objects
patterns
 patterns on ground
 lines
 vertical patterns
 natural patterns
 constructed patterns
boundary
 fences and constructions
 natural boundaries
artistic principles
 serpentine line

minimalism
 balance
viewer position
 viewer above
 viewer subordinate
 distant views
 intimate views
scale
 smallness
 vastness (width)
 vastness (height)

naturalism
 romantic
 picturesque
 sublime
pastoralism
 natural landscapes
 traditional built pastoral
landscapes
 modern built pastoral
landscapes
dominion
 structures for prospect
 structures for access
 things that go
 natural view structures
 geometric land divisions
territory
 fences and structures
 field patterns
 view of territory
 property wealth
harvest
 modern harvest
 traditional harvest
 livestock
 wild harvest
landscape systems
 weather systems
 man-made systems
 geologic processes
 death/decay/renewal
history and nostalgia
 childhood landscapes
 farm machinery
 traditional work
vernacular traditions
 work landscapes
 home landscapes
spirit of place
 axis mundi
 religion/cosmology
 seasonality
 atmosphere

refuge
 built structures
 natural structures
prospect/vertical aspiration
 built structures
 natural structures
wayfinding
 minor built structures
 major built structures
 natural pathways
 waterways
legibility
 open landscapes
 comprehensive views
hazard
 natural hazards/death
 climate hazards
 man-made hazards
biophilia
 flora
 fauna
mystery and complexity
 mysterious pathways
 intricacy
 fascination
bounty/affordances
 access to water
 food (livestock)
 food (fruit/veg)
savannah landscape
 natural landscapes
 constructed landscapes
mating
 virtuosity/prowess
 natural features
 human endeavours
 scale/size
 site selection
 nesting
restorative landscape
 calmness
 sensory stimulation

Synthesis of images
Once the concourse had been analyzed and grouped in categories based on sub-themes,
the images in a category had to be condensed into a singular expression or sentiment. This was
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achieved with considerable craft. Essentially, each grouping was studied and, after a process of
sketching, an image was designed that was intended to capture the essence of the typology. At
first there were about 80 different groupings; however, there was overlap between categories,
and a single image could be used to represent more than one typology.
The scope and size of the Q‐set
While most text-based Q-methodology projects have between 40 and 60 items in the Qset, VQ studies typically have far fewer items because, to be legible, they need to be physically
larger than items of printed text. Before deciding on a final number for the Q-set, a Q-sorting
sheet was laid out to see how many images (about the size of standard 3” X 5” photographs and
no smaller than a deck of cards) could be arranged in a typical preference pyramid. A sorting
board that is too large would be difficult to place on a table, but too few images would limit the
amount of information that could be collected in the process. Approximately 30-36 images were
considered a reasonable limit.
An expressive medium
The imagery was intended to elicit emotions from the participants. A fairly clear image of
landscape character needed to be depicted while representing the subjective sentiments expressed
by imagery collected in the communication concourse. Paintings and hand drawings are
considered evocative, unfinished, and open to deliberation, unlike objective photographs or
highly realistic digital imagery often used for visual elicitation research (Sheppard 2012; Holway
et al. 2012; Lange 2011; Leggitt 2010). People react more positively to the human hand that is
evident in hand renderings and realistic sketches than to high-tech photographic and digital
imagery, often thought to be described as “slick” or “manipulative” (Arendt et al. 1994, p. 15).
There were other practical advantages to the watercolour medium. The landscapes depicted
could be invented, portraying iconic settings rather than distinctly recognizable physical places.
In visual elicitation research, it is recommended that representations of iconic landscapes will
help participants avoid becoming distracted by personal associations with specific sites as they
do with photographs (Sherren et al. 2011). Furthermore, the colour palette could be carefully
controlled. In stimuli sets for VQ studies, researchers are cautioned to avoid too much variety in
colour palette (Zube and Pitt 1981), or irrelevant patterns such as varying clouds or sky tones
(Fairweather and Swaffield 2000) as they may distract the viewer from the subject matter of the
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image and create inaccurate results in the study. On a practical note, I have technical experience
as a watercolour illustrator, and it made practical sense to use watercolours because the images
could be efficiently produced.
For an example, Item #32 of the Q-set (entitled Old Barn) is shown in Figure 18. The 24
citizen-provided images that influenced this painting are shown in Figure 19. Images with similar
themes and sentiments were grouped, studied, and finally synthesized into each watercolour
painting. The full Q-set of 35 items is shown in Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5.

Figure 18. Item #32, The Old Barn. Watercolour.
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Figure 19. Images collected and synthesized to create Item# 32.
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Table 3. Q-set for Visual Landscape Values Study (Items 1-15)
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Table 4. Q-set for Visual Landscape Values Study (Items 16-30)
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Table 5. Q-set for Visual Landscape Values Study (Items 31-35)

4.3 Preparation of Elicitation Materials
The materials for these VQ studies did not require onerous expense, but care needed to be
taken so that the instrument would be effective. It was also a consideration that participants
would enjoy the process; typically, respondents enjoy the novelty of a Q-methodology project, as
the instrument resembles a game board. Pleasing visual stimuli were prepared in hopes that the
experience would be engaging.
Stimuli sets
The Q-sets were printed in softcover books with a spiral binding. The images were 9”
wide by 6.5” high and printed on high quality 17” X 11” photo-quality copy stock, trimmed to
14” X 11”, allowing for generous white borders around each image. The book and the images
were viewed in landscape format, with front and back covers in neutral stock. The images were
placed in a random order, with the page number in the book corresponding to the assigned image
number for the data collection process. The Q-sets were also printed on smaller cards, each 3.75”
wide by 2.75” high, with a 3/16” white border surrounding each card. These were printed with 6
images to a page onto 8.5” X 11” card stock, and then cut apart into individual images. The item
number was written on the back so as not to distract from the imagery. The book was intended to
resemble a coffee-table-type photo collection that participants could browse through at their
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leisure at the beginning of the interview, and available throughout the sorting process. The
smaller cards were used on the sorting board (see Figure 20). This was intended to eliminate the
problem that VQ methodologists encounter when smaller images become too small for
participants to effectively view.

Figure 20. The final Q-set for the study, printed in a softcover book and set of 35 cards
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The Q‐sort boards
As the pyramid shape must be fine-tuned depending on how many cards are required to
fit on the board, the final Q-sort boards were designed once the final stimuli set was created.
Although the photos were quite small, this board was 47” wide by 18” high (and could be
economically printed using blackline printing, two to a page, on 48” X 36” stock). Because some
of the data was collected in a group format, many sets had to be produced. Figure 21 shows an
image of the final sheet.

Figure 21. Q-sorting sheet. Actual size 47.5” wide by 18” high

Data recording sheet and questionnaire.
The final element was a sheet to record the results of the sorts; a duplication of the Q-sort
board on 8.5” X 11” paper was prepared, along with a one-page questionnaire, and attached to
the information sheet and consent form (see Appendix II). The questionnaire was prepared so
that notes could be taken by the interviewer after the participant finished the sort, or participants
could fill in some information about their responses themselves, in order to assist with later
analysis of results.
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4.4 Data Collection
Description of participants
Unlike the results of quantitative surveys of large numbers of participants, the results
from Q-methodology research is not assumed to be generalizable to larger populations. The
number of participants (p-sample) in typical Q-methodology studies is quite small, typically 4060 people. Due to the large regional area for this study, and because the project is exploring an
unconventional version of VQ, a large p-sample (82 people) was invited to participate.
The sampling was purposeful; people were asked to participate because their particular
point of view was relevant to the research question. Participants were chosen from a diverse
range of social backgrounds, with a wide and varied range of life experiences and relationships
to landscape and place. This project follows a previous Q-methodology study conducted in this
case study area in 2013, investigating discourses around energy futures (Parkins, Hempel,
Sherren, Beckley and Stedman 2015). I administered the Q-sorts for that study, and had already
established contact with 20 participants who had expressed an interest in being involved with
future research. They included elected officials, planners, engineers, off-the-grid farmers, energy
workers, developers, business owners, and environmental groups. Additional participants were
invited, including artists, historians, seasonal and long-term residents (urban and rural), recent
immigrants, architecture and landscape architecture professionals and students, truck drivers,
hobby farmers, industrial farmers, conservationists, real estate agents, recreational visitors, and
First Nations residents. The chart below outlines the key areas of expertise and demographics of
the respondents.
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Table 6. Participant demographics and areas of expertise – Visual Landscape Values
Area of Knowledge

M
18-35

F
18-35

M
36-90

F
36-90

Resident

Childhood
landscape
in region

Visitor

Land use planning
Elected representative
Economic development
Visual Arts (landscape
photography or
painting)
Architecture
Landscape Architecture
Engineering
Environmental groups/
wildlife conservation
Geography
Tourism
Cultural Heritage
Natural recreation (hiking,
cross country skiing)
Constructed recreation (golf,
downhill skiing,
motorized sports)
Farming - intensive
Farming –small scale
Hunting and fishing
Roads
Real Estate Sales
Property Development
Energy Infrastructure
First Nations expertise

1

2
1

2
2
3
9

7
13
6
13

4
6
1
4

2

1

4
11
3
3
2

3
4

5

2
1
3

2
1
3
5

1
2
3

3
2
3

1
2
5
8

1
4
6

3

1

5
9
1
4
2
1
10
6

5
5
1
3
2
1
5
4

3
2
1
1

2
2

2

3

1
3
2

2

7

1

2

3
4
2
4
2
2
6
5

2
5

2

1

Seasonal
Re
sid
en
t

1

2
8
2
1
1

1

2
2

2
1
4
1

Multiple types of expertise
The numbers presented in Table 6 do not add up to the number of participants because
many people had two or more areas of expertise. While some people with professional expertise
can be neatly identified, such as “Land use planners” or “Architects”, many rural citizens wear
several hats. Some elected officials are cattle farmers or real estate agents. Hobby farmers can
also be economic development consultants, and visual artists operate galleries, own orchards,
and drive snowploughs. Frequently, knowledge that community members contribute comes from
hobbies or voluntarism, or was gained in an area of previous employment, often 30 or more years
prior.
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Insiders and outsiders
The case study region is very large and is composed of three counties, plus two First
Nations territories. In total, there were 31 participants from Grey County, 17 participants from
Huron County, 11 participants from Bruce County, 4 participants from First Nations, and 19
visitors. Both ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’ were included in the study because perspectives vary
depending on whether the viewer is intimately familiar with a region, and multiple perspectives
provided breadth to the exploration (Tuan 1974). More than ¾ of participants lived in the case
study region and had significant local knowledge, including 30 participants who spent their
childhood in the landscapes of the region. People living in other parts of Ontario were included;
however, the outsiders invited to participate either had visited the region, or had particular
knowledge of landscape issues relevant to the study.

Administration of Q‐sorts
The process of collecting data for the VQ studies was enjoyable, and provided an
opportunity for my participants to share knowledge with me about landscape and the meanings
that citizens attach to these landscapes. The process took about four months, although this was
not a full-time endeavour. In part, this was because participants were only available during
certain times of the year. Later in the spring, farmers would sometimes cancel appointments if
the weather turned out to be more suitable for seeding, and I had to return to the study area
several weeks later (having hoped for rain) to collect the data. This challenge with availability is
quite common for rural field researchers (Thorbeck 2012). At the beginning of the process, it
was easy to connect with participants due to a large list of hoped-for respondents, but towards
the end of the process when respondents with particular expertise were sought, collecting data
was more time consuming.
Administering Q‐sorts with individuals
The process of meeting with individuals was informal. Generally, information about the
project was sent by e-mail or discussed by phone call, and an appointment was scheduled. In a
few cases I dropped in to likely places, such as golfing clubhouses or art galleries, and described
the research to interested onlookers, as I found that some people became more interested in
participating after they could see what the study involved. Other participants were referred to me
by participants who had already undertaken the study. In some cases I visited people’s homes or
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places of work; in other cases if it was more convenient for them, they came to my home for the
interview. Administration of Q-sorts can be quite speedy, and in some cases the entire process
took about 20 minutes, but most of the time participants enjoyed speaking about their responses.
I generally allowed about 45 minutes to an hour, depending on the participant’s availability. The
interviews provided valuable knowledge that became key to interpreting results.

Figure 22. Data collection process in Visual Q-methodology research: participant sorting images

Testing the Q‐sort
The first participants to complete the Q-sorts were a group of seventeen Masters of
Landscape Architecture students from the University of Guelph, all in their mid to late- twenties.
This group administration was a helpful pilot process for several reasons; it determined whether
VQ sorts could be practical for administration in larger groups, and therefore effective in
situations where individual interviews were not feasible. It also tested whether the questionnaire,
unaccompanied by a one-on-one interview, could contribute effectively to the analysis.
Not all of the data collected from the first group administration was included in the
results, because a number of students had no experience with the regional landscape, either as
residents or visitors. However, some of the participants were familiar with issues related to
environmental conservation, regional planning issues, tourism and recreation, farming, and wind
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energy issues in particular, and had visited the area, so several were included in the results. The
information gathered from the self-reported questionnaire was not as thorough as an interview,
but it was still quite helpful. Later in the process I administered Q-sorts to three other groups.
One was a group of six undergraduate planning and geography students from the University of
Waterloo, and another was a group of five undergraduate engineering students from McMaster
University. Again, not all data was kept for the study as some students had no experience of the
landscape in question; however, these group interviews were opportunities for knowledge
sharing, and for both the researcher and the subjects to gain insight from the elicitation process.
A fourth time, a group of seven ‘wind techs’ (technicians who work on wind turbines) and a
technical site manager provided Q-sorts as a group. Due to their schedule, these participants
would not have been available for separate interviews. The data collected was very informative,
and the comments received on the questionnaire were helpful enough to interpret the results with
a degree of confidence.

Figure 23. Group administration of Q-sorts: Wind Energy Technicians.

4.5 Data Analysis
Once the sorting process was completed, software specifically designed for Qmethodology factor analysis - called PQMethod - was downloaded for Windows 10 applications
and used to obtain results (Schmolck 2012). The PQMethod process will be described in steps.
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Data entry
The first step was to input the structure of the Q-sample, and the Q-sorting board. This
was done by assigning both a numerical value and a description for each item in the stimuli set.
In statement-based Q research, the description is the statement itself. For this VQ application, I
assigned a title to each visual image. The software prompts the user to input each statement, and
then to input the number of columns and spaces in the Q-sorting board. For each respondent
(who is assigned a non-identifying numerical value) the data is entered following prompts; in this
way a digital spreadsheet is created for each response.
Extracting factors
Once the data is entered, it can be analysed by following prompts in the software. The
data is first analyzed to look for commonalities between participants. The software detects
patterns or alignments between each sort, and categorizes them into typologies, in order of
strength of the commonality. After this step, the statistical validity of all of the common factors
is tested. Tests for determining statistical validity are included in the PQMethod software. One is
“Humphrey’s rule” which states that significance of a factor is determined if “the cross-product
of its two highest loadings exceeds twice the standard error” (Brown 1980, p. 223). This option
helps researchers determine how many factors can show commonalities.
Eigenvalues are calculated using “Principal Component Analysis” (Brown 1980, p. 208),
and plotted. The numerical value provides an indication of each factor’s strength, and it is
recommended that Eigenvalues should be greater than 1 (Watts and Stenner 2012). It is also
important to determine where the Eigenvalues change slope; where Eigenvalues fall and flatten
out, the factors become less distinct from each other, and therefore stories that they tell will be
less clear. This test is called a “scree test” (Watts and Stenner 2012, p. 108).

Understanding what the software identifies, and how to make sense of the factor analysis,
requires much consideration for the researcher. The number of factors to be extracted, and the
type of extraction to perform, will create a different set of statistical outcomes. Watts and
Stenner provide a clear and extensive description of the options for analysis, including tests for
determining statistical validity, options for rotating factors, and the rationale for choosing one
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method over another; they caution that these parameters are not rules, but rather give the
researcher guidance when seeking a coherent story for interpreting the data; “the substantive
meaning and significance (or otherwise) of a factor, must always take its place alongside more
statistical considerations” (2012, p. 106).
Final factors
The data from 82 sorts was entered, and calculated to determine how many passed the
Humphrey’s Rule test with reasonable Eigenvalues, prior to factor rotation (See Table 7). While
8 factors passed the Humphrey’s Rule test, not all factors were rotated and interpreted.
Table 7. Eigenvalues for unrotated factors

Factor

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Eigenvalue

21.18

8.76

8.06

6.14

4.51

3.40

3.06

2.77

% of explained
variance

26

11

10

7

5

4

4

3

Determining the final factors to extract and discuss
The data collected provided 8 factors that have statistical validity; however, the factors
provide the most information when the Eigenvalues are changing. After determining statistical
validity, the Eigenvalues were plotted in a scree test to investigate where the slope stopped
changing dramatically. It appeared that the first three factors were key factors but, after the fifth
factor, there was little change (see Table 8).
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Table 8. Plotting the rate of change in Eigenvalues

Eigenvalues of Unrotated Factors
25
20
15
10
5
0
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Factor 6

Factor 7

Factor 8

Factor loadings are correlations, and describe how each individual Q-sort is common to
each factor. The concept of factor rotation allows these correlations to be mapped as geometric
co-ordinates, and assigns all Q-sorts in a study a relative spatial position. The rotation aligns the
axes to view the co-ordinates in a simplified way, and clarifies the differences between
groupings or factors. Rotation is commonly performed after the number of factors to be extracted
is determined, the most common called a Varimax rotation (Watts and Stenner 2012).
Different results will be obtained depending on the number of factors extracted.
Exploring the potential significance of the factors required consideration. There was an iterative
quality to this analytical process. For instance, if the difference between extracting four factors
rather than three could provide new insight for a particular demographic group, it might be worth
exploring in the research context even if there were only a few individuals who shared the
viewpoint of a particular factor. Watts and Stenner (2012) note that in some cases, even where
only two people align on a particular factor, or even where a response is unique to only one
individual, if the opinion of those particular respondents is especially relevant to the topic (for
instance, key decision makers), then the factor may be worth examining.
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To determine what would make sense for this study, I plotted out the factor matrices for
three different results: I performed a factor rotation on three factors, then four factors and then
five factors. Because the PQMethod software represents each of the factors as a list, and images
assigned a numerical value, it was important to find a clear way to consider these varying results.
I reproduced the factors as Q-sorts, on Q-sort boards with the cards, and viewed the resulting
factors. Then, I made lists of the participants who had loaded on each factor, to see if there were
any associations among the factors and the participants. In this way, when looking at the results
obtained by four factors, I could see that there was a definite story emerging from the data, one
that I had anticipated in some manner from the interviews and from the values expressed. It was
more complete than the picture emerging from only the first three factors. However, when I
plotted out the Q-sorts for five factors, and noted the participants, it was more difficult to
interpret the results, and the distinctions between the 3rd, 4th and 5th factors were less clear; as the
scree test suggested, rotating four factors provided a strong set of distinct typologies.
My experience points to some of the cautions other scholars have about the factor
analysis process; the number of factors extracted should relate to the objectives of the research,
and it is worth the time to plot several scenarios before settling on the factors (Watts and Stenner
2012). The factor array produced by the PQMethod software results is shown in Table 10. In
Section 4.6, where factors are analyzed in detail, these factor arrays are converted to images for
greater clarity.
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Table 9. Factor Arrays for VLV study using four factors, with Varimax rotation.
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Table 10. Factor Matrices from VLV study.

Summary: visual landscape values
There were 4 key factors identified in the VLV
study. The PQMethod software produces results
that can be exported into a notepad file. The raw
data with results showing factor matrices can be
reviewed in Table 10. A full summary of the
PQMethod output is attached in Appendix IV.
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Chapter 4b. Interpretation of Factors
The analysis of data collected in the Visual Landscape Values Q-methodology study
revealed four robust factors. Each factor represents a subjective value structure, in the form of an
idealized Q-sort, that bears a strong resemblance to the Q-sorts submitted by a number of
participants. Interpretation of each of the separate factors provides information about how these
belief structures are composed. The differences between each factor provides insight into why
people, in viewing the same landscape imagery, might develop different points of view and form
different preferences from others.
According to Dearden (1989), people form preference for landscapes based on four levels
of influences: evolutionary imperatives, social conditioning, regional influences, and factors
attributable to individual or personal views. The ‘Nested Hierarchy of Societal Landscape
Preferences’, as previously illustrated in Chapter 2, Error! Reference source not found.,
provides a framework for understanding how landscape perceptions might be formed. It also is a
helpful tool for interpreting Visual Q-methodology results, as it allows the interpreter to
incorporate a broad range of landscape perception theories to analyze the results of the study.
Also described as a “pyramid of influences”, I have organized this four-level framework
graphically for greater clarity (Figure 24) to show how Dearden’s framework provides a
conceptual structure for the analysis and interpretation of factors.

Figure 24. Pyramid of Landscape Perception Influences (from Dearden 1989, page 43).
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While Dearden’s pyramid delineates clear categories of influence, the way that
individuals perceive landscape is far less clear as there is overlap between all of the ‘layers’.
When a person gazes at a field of hay or strolls through a forest, the landscape is experienced in
its entirety; levels of influence might be infinite and experienced as a coherent feeling. The
reason that I have used an interpretive structure to analyze subjective values is because the tool
suggests a path for understanding how multiple influences might be at work; Dearden’s model is
thorough in that it incorporates predominant theoretical models and paradigms, yet it is
straightforward enough to provide new information that can be conveyed to others in academic
and non-academic settings. Information gathered from participants, such as a person’s
background or personal experience with landscape, aided by specific comments made by
participants about the imagery, provided additional information that aided the interpretation.
However, it must be noted that these interpretations are speculative; they are possible
explanations for respondents’ landscape perceptions and values.
A brief summary of the point of view represented by each factor will be followed by a
description of the influences that explain the point of view, in accordance with where landscape
preferences might originate. These explanations are organized into four sections, beginning with
a description of the objective or formal qualities of the landscapes most and least preferred. This
is followed by an interpretation of the landscape perceptions that are attributable to innate
responses and common to all people. The third section is an interpretation of the preferences that
arise from cultural conditioning, and common to society. Finally, beliefs attributed to regional
familiarity, individual experiences, and socio-economic and demographic variables are
described. Those perceptions that are considered unique, and therefore most subjective, are
associated with individual demographic variables.
The PQ method software numbered these factors in columns headed by 1, 2, 3, and 4 (see
Table 10, Factor Matrices for VLV study). As is common in Q-methodology analyses, each
factor was named to represent an archetype. The columns have been renamed as the Naturalist,
the Builder, the Cultivator, and the Gardener respectively. It is important to note that the order of
factors, as numbered by the software, did not correspond with an ordering of factors that allowed
for the clearest presentation of the archetypes. Analyses will be presented for the four factors the Naturalist, the Gardener, the Cultivator, and the Builder – are presented next.
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4.6 The Naturalist

Figure 25. Factor 1: Idealized Q-sort, the Naturalist

The first factor has been named the Naturalist, and represents the most common value
orientation found among participants in the study. This point of view aligns with the worldview
of those who see “landscape as nature” (Meinig 1979, p. 34). Most preferred landscapes are
those where nature is perceived as dominant and powerful, and the influence of humans is least
visible in the image. The least preferred landscapes show large-scale human intervention, such as
industrial agriculture, road infrastructure, and energy infrastructure.
The sky above, the ground beneath, and the horizon binding the two provide the basic
frame, holding within the lay of the land, its contours and textures; the weather and the
light, ever-changing with the hours and seasons, affecting all our perceptions; and at all
times some display of the power of nature, its quiet inexorable rhythms, the power of
growth, of moving water, the immense power of storms (Meinig 1979, p. 34).

Formal qualities of Naturalist preferences
Distinguishing components of viewer preferences are landscapes with a high degree of
enclosure or canopy, an emphasis on foreground detail and texture, a preference for an “inferior”
viewer position (Litton 1968), and preference for intricate and curvilinear forms over geometric
forms. Natural elements of large and small scale are enjoyed, whereas constructed elements are
preferred only if they are small.
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Preferred views are bounded, often with branches and foliage. Enclosure is represented
by the cabin in the woods, the tangled woods, and the limestone walls that enclose the space
surrounding the escarpment cedar. Canopied landscapes suggest ceilings of greenery or tree
limbs; within several of these canopied landscapes, the viewer is looking up and beyond, into the
sun or moon.
There is a distinct preference for detail that is perceived at close range; the intricate
surface patterns of rocks, bark, branches and foliage suggests the presence of the observer within
the landscape (Litton 1968). Participants’ remarks support the idea that the images evoke tactile
and sensory intimacy: “I can hear it; I can smell it” or “I can feel the breeze in the leaves”. Vivid
colour and effects of light, such as backlit scenes, night skies, and the winter contrasts, are
preferred. The Naturalist is also attracted to what Litton (1968) describes as the ephemeral
landscape, referring in particular to atmospheric and weather conditions.
The Naturalist shows a preference for organic forms over geometric forms, and for those
spatial patterns attributed to the organic processes of nature, as described in Foreman’s (2002)
diagram (Figure 8). “Nature’s forms are primarily aggregated, curvy, convoluted with lobes and
coves, elongated, variable in size, irregular, fractal or dentric and richly textured” (ibid., p. 94).
These forms are alternately described as detailed, sinuous, reticulated and weathered (Litton
1968); they are forms with variety and intricacy, rather than regularity or simplicity (Hogarth
1753). The least preferred forms (Figure 27) are the most ordered, with large-scale constructed
features.
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Figure 26. Landscape preferences for Naturalist archetype: Most preferred columns of Q-sort

Innate Responses
Mystery
Most preferred landscapes, illustrated in the first four rows of the Q-sort (Figure 26)
show a strong attraction to mystery (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989), as suggested by the overall tone
of the imagery, the subject matter, and the forms that show curvilinear pathways and bridges that
invite physical exploration. Preferred landscapes provoke curiosity; respondents often spoke of
“wonder”, or referred to spiritual forces. They enjoy landscapes that inspire wonder about the
unknown: “lightning is so mysterious”, or “this one makes me think about how far away the
moon is”. They described their appreciation for the formation of the limestone rocks from the
ancient seabed, and the “miracle” of the escarpment cedar that grows in a challenging
environment.
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Complexity and biophilia
Complexity is more valued than legibility; the ‘tangled woods’, ‘moon through branches’
and the ‘escarpment cedar’ are not conducive to easy motion through the landscape. Naturalists
are attracted to the textured geologic formations, and the intricate patterns of waves and clouds.
Fascination with natural elements, including visual examination of intricate forms, was described
as “calming”, and the perception of nature’s forms is considered restorative (Kaplan 1989).
The complexity of the landscapes depicting intricate patterns of foliage, branches, and
bark point to an especial preference for woodlands; “I’ve always loved trees, their branches, their
leaves”. Participants frequently respond to images by describing strong emotional bonds to living
systems generally, a biophilic response (Kellert and Wilson 1993; Wilson 1984), and many
spoke of a particular fondness for the vitality of plants, trees and forests.
Refuge and hazard
An affinity for shelter and refuge is expressed as a preference for natural enclosures such
as the protection from elements offered by tree canopy and the security suggested by the rock
walls. The constructed structures that are preferred, such as the cabin in the woods and the
lighthouse, are small in comparison to the natural elements in the image; the attraction to the
image of the lighthouse was described as a “cozy place to watch the elements”.
According to Appleton (1990), human attraction to the sublime is explained by a
fascination with “hazard”; humans are attracted to such landscapes because they are instructive
about danger, and awareness of hazard is a necessary component of self-preservation. Those
wilder elements of the landscape that inspire contemplation of danger and hazard (lightning,
waves, cliffs, winter temperatures) are embraced by the Naturalist; preference for strong natural
forces is described sometimes as “wonder” or “respect”. However, human-constructed elements
described as hazards are not preferred; they are perceived as danger to humans and to nature
itself. One participant described the harvest combines as particularly menacing: “They are
militaristic –they look like tanks coming towards me”. Others see hazards in the harvest
combines more symbolically, associating farm machinery, and large grain elevators with a mode
of farming perceived as threatening to biological systems: “I see monoculture, pesticides, GMO
crops”. The transmission towers are described as “monsters”, and generally the industrial wind
turbines, in particular those built in rows, are described as “looming”, and “threatening”. A
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number of participants described the structures as a direct threat to the safety of people and
animals, especially birds: “When I look at these, I see birds getting chopped up!” The dislike of
the large-scale and industrial appearance of the grain storage buildings, harvest combines,
transmission towers and wind towers, suggest an innate fear response due to their association
with bodily harm, and harm to nature.

Figure 27. The Naturalist: least-preferred columns of Q-sort.
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Societal influences
The dominant cultural influences visible in this factor are aligned most closely with
Naturalism, the primitive, the picturesque and the sublime and Environmentalism, the aesthetics
of healthy ecosystems (as described in Section 2.3). Mythological traditions from a variety of
traditions also seem to influence this particular point of view.
Naturalism
Landscapes depicting wildness as free as possible from the geometries and technologies
of industrial development are most preferred, because they appear “untouched by man” or in the
words of one First Nations respondent: “pre-contact”. The Naturalist prefers all aspects of nature,
-its picturesque and gentle woodlands - as well as the sublime, found in nature’s hostile
environments and destructive forces such as winter cold and lightning strikes. This corresponds
with Muir’s holistic appreciation for pristine landscapes: “As long as I live, I'll hear waterfalls
and birds and winds sing. I'll interpret the rocks, learn the language of flood, storm, and the
avalanche. I'll acquaint myself with the glaciers and wild gardens, and get as near the heart of the
world as I can” (Muir 1870, as cited in Wolfe 1945, p. 144). Another respondent disliked the
view over the vineyard as it suggested “colonization”. Although respondents are fully aware of
the long history of changes to the region’s natural landscapes (such as forest clearing, road
building and agriculture) those images where human intervention is absent or minimized are
preferred.
Environmentalism
Social values inherent in both Naturalism and Environmentalism include preservation and
conservation of wilderness areas, and consider human endeavour as subordinate to natural form
and natural systems; the latter view is one that considers ecological function and natural systems
(including non-visible aspects) as a priority over natural scenery. An ecological perspective,
according to Berleant (2012), transforms the concept of environment from ‘surroundings’ to a
holistic, understanding of environment as continuous, interconnected and inclusive of not only
humans but other organisms, geographical features and climate. People are understood as
“participating parts of their context, understood and experienced from within…aesthetics fastens
on the sensible aspects of that experience” (p. 121). This immersive sensation was frequently
expressed by respondents. One participant described the tactile sensations evoked by the most
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preferred image, the escarpment cedar: “I love this one because I can feel it all…the cool of the
rocks, the life in the tree, the light filtering down from above”.
The axis mundi and a mythical narrative
Many participants described the reaction to several of the most preferred images in
spiritual or religious terms, in particular those that draw the eye up into the sky or the heavens
(see Figure 28). The axial connection to the cosmos, the pre-Renaissance concept of axis mundi
(Tuan 1974) is an orientation perceived by many participants. Tuan (1974) describes those
landscape features (natural or built) that reinforce the cosmic axis or axis mundi, or the
connection between the centre of the earth and the heavens, as an expression of mankind’s
primary mythological orientation prior to the 15th century. This axis is a representation of
communication between higher realms (the gods) and lower (human) realms; some participants
spoke of this connection when describing their perception of certain landscapes: the Escarpment
Cedar was “reaching up towards God”, the Moon through Branches was described as “mystical”,
and was said to represent a “strong connection with the spirit”. The word “reverence” was used
to describe storms, evoked by the lightning bolt image, and the Cathedral of Trees was described
as “almost holy”.

Figure 28. Naturalist preferences for images depicting natural vertical axial connection. A: Cathedral of
Trees. B. Lightning. C: Moon through Branches. D: Escarpment Cedar.

Regional influences
The Naturalist point of view was shared by more participants than any other factor, with
26 participants aligning with this factor. In all positive factors, participants report direct regular
contact with the woodland environments that are favoured. Of the 26 positive respondents, there
were 15 female and 11 male, with an average age of 48 years. Eighteen live within or close to the
forested parts of the study area in Grey County or the northern section of Bruce County, 3 are
residents of Huron, and 5 are recreational visitors who participate in hunting, camping, and
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snowshoeing/hiking/cross country skiing. The Naturalists include 7 participants with visual arts
backgrounds (out of 9 visual artists in total), and 4 participants with First Nations backgrounds
(or extensive experience working and living with First Nations residents).
Most respondents spoke of direct immersive experiences elicited by the preferred
paintings, and most currently live within or within view of landscape types similar to the
preferred images depicted. All Naturalists reported spending extensive time in such landscapes
as children; those who do not currently live close to wilderness areas report familiarity with the
landscape forms through past travel and recreation. The forested landscapes of Grey and Bruce
counties that the landscape images were inspired by, in particular those drawn from the
escarpment biome that forms a geophysical eastern border to the entire study area, are those that
are familiar to the Naturalists, both visually and experientially; they like the images because they
like being in this type of place.
All respondents who declared either a direct association with a First Nations community
(as a member) or indirect association (professional experience working with First Nations
communities) identified with the factor, and preferred the images of trees and woodlands above
others. When describing most favoured paintings, participants spoke of their present-day
experiences and also those favoured in memories. The association is generally related to being
immersed in the landscape – and is accompanied by sensory descriptions of tactile experience,
sound or smell “I love the cool feeling of the rock walls”, or “I can hear the birds when I look at
this one…” Even Naturalists living in urban centres, and those living in non-forested rural
regions of Huron County, report significant experience and time spent immersed in preferred
woodland landscapes. The regional variations that are most familiar to the participant are
generally placed in the most preferred section. In cases where an image was specifically related
to a particular region, participants living in direct proximity to similar landscapes preferred them.
People unfamiliar with the particular patterns of the Niagara Escarpment rock face did not find it
especially compelling, and those participants who saw wild apple trees on their hikes along trails
included those images as most preferred. The lighthouse was generally preferred by participants
who spend time at or near shorelines and who associate that image with memories of seaside
landscapes or lakes.
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Individual influences
While the sorts of all Naturalists resembled each other, the differences amongst the sorts
explain how demographic variables and individual experiences alter landscape preference. The
sort by Participant #48 (P48), a visual artist and a resident of a rural property in Grey County,
shows that all wind energy images are perceived as negative; like most who align with the
Naturalist, this respondent felt that wind towers are industrial and potentially harmful to wildlife.
The sort by P14, a Grey County resident who camps on a First Nations reserve in Bruce County
during summers, perceives the single wind turbine positively. He explained that wind turbines
are beautiful; their beauty is associated with their function, one considered protective of clean air
and natural systems, and any environmental damage is minor in comparison to overall
environmental benefit.

Figure 29. Different ranking of wind energy image between two Naturalists.

Those who promote an ecological aesthetic suggest that knowledge is key in changing
perceptions; rather than viewing natural beauty only in form, we view ecological function and
understand environments holistically. This theory is supported in the response to the image of
“grazing cattle”, sorted by P14 as most negative (see Figure 30) because he had learned from
experience as a volunteer in a stewardship group that grazing near streams is harmful to the land
and to the purity of the water. The other two participants, P6 and P48, did not have similar
knowledge and perceived the image of the grazing cattle positively. P6 is a daughter of P14, and
loads on the same factor; she is a 19-year-old environmental studies student who grew up in
Grey County, with a background in visual arts. Her placement of the single wind turbine in the
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preferred section of the sort was explained by her comment “when I look at this I see fresh air”.
Pristine nature is threatened by climate change and carbon emissions, a threat she also perceived
in the representation of modern farming imagery (harvest combines, large grain elevators and the
monoculture crop she associated with the image of the grain field), the straight roads and the
rows of industrial wind turbines.

Figure 30. Difference in Naturalist’s perceptions of cattle grazing near watercourse.

Many participants define wind towers as hazards. The enormous towers topped with
spinning blades are themselves shaped like hazard symbols, and were described as “threatening”,
“looming” or “menacing” and sometimes considered more sinister than the harvest combines or
electricity transmission towers. The least-preferred landscapes include spatial patterns produced
by planning and design, indicated in the parallel lines or crop production and the gridded fields,
especially large-scale constructions and interventions in the landscape. Yet, a number of
participants place the wind energy images in favourable positions.
Those Naturalists in favour of wind turbines described them as protective of nature,
particularly air quality: “We need more renewable energy to counter carbon emissions”. They
would often describe the wind towers as “fighting pollution”; wind energy is seen as a solution to
an environmental problem, and is viewed as protective of nature.
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4.7 The Gardener

Figure 31. Factor 4: Idealized Q-sort, the Gardener.

The next factor has been named the Gardener because it corresponds with a view of the
landscape as both nature, and a home for humans. It is aligned with the point of view described
by Meinig (1979) as seeing landscape as a habitat for human kind, and the patterns of landscape
reveal human effort to work with nature, to shape and alter the contours of the land but also to be
shaped by nature and to adapt to nature’s forms in symbiotic relationship. “This, too, is an old
and attractive view. It is the ideology of the harmony of man and nature, of the earth as the
garden of mankind” (ibid. p. 36).

Formal qualities of Gardener preferences
Distinguishing aspects of this viewpoint are the curvy, rolling forms, with a general
preference for organic forms similar to those of the Naturalist as described in Section 4.7.
Preferences show enjoyment of both open views and enclosure, as well as preferences for
geometric or tamed forms, contrasted or set against organic or wild forms, variety, and a view
that extends into the distance. The serpentine lines described as beautiful by Hogarth (1753) are
preferred by the Gardener, as are undulating land forms, gently rolling hills, sequence, and
movement through space.
More than any other typology, the viewpoint of the Gardener expresses an appreciation
for fine grain, described by the German poet Schiller as the “landscape of small fields” (as cited
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in Nohl 2001). Elements and structures, both natural and created by humans, are more preferred
when modest in scale, and extremes of any form (vastness or enclosure), whether natural or
constructed, are least preferred. Large objects, such as structures of industrial agriculture, road or
energy infrastructure indicate dominance over landscape. According to one participant, the linear
repetitive patterns of hydro poles, transmission towers and rows of wind turbines “disrupt you
from seeing the landscape and steal the focus”. Preferred views of space show an intermediate
scale and a “discontinuous enclosure” (Litton 1968, p. 16). In all preferred landscapes, the
observer is able to sense his/her own scale in relation to the surroundings.

Figure 32. Landscape preferences for Gardener archetype: Most-preferred columns of Q-sort
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Innate responses
Affordances and bounty
The Gardener enjoys nature’s bounty, and is strongly attracted to landscapes that offer
sustenance. Landscapes that suggest or ease of locomotion, as perceived in imagery of bridges,
roads and paths, are preferred as they are seen as affordances, or environments that offer humans
possibilities for opportunity or action (Gibson 1979). Landscapes that appear bountiful, and
suggest abundant food or water, such as the grape vines or apple trees, are preferred.
Balance
Legibility, comprehension, mystery and complexity appear to be valued evenly. There is
variety enough to provide adequate complexity, with enough space and ease of movement to
provide easy access to information. There seems as much attraction to landscapes providing
prospect as there are those that offer refuge. The wooded areas have shelters, roads or paths for
access, bridges to ford obstacles, and places to sit to enjoy the fruits of nature’s bounty.
In contrast to the Naturalist, the Gardener dislikes landscapes that appear threatening or
hazardous, whether natural or man-made. The Gardener might disagree with Muir’s assertion
that “none of Nature’s landscapes are ugly so long as they are wild” (1901, N.P.). Night views,
entanglement suggested by the enclosure of tree branches, coldness, and the exposure of the
wide-open grain field are not preferred. Lightning over an open field, more than simply “spoiling
a good golf game” as one Gardener noted, was frequently described as frightening, not only for
the physical threat posed by strikes, but for threats to tranquility posed by the flashes of light, the
tremendous noise, or potential discomforts of wind and rain associated with storms.
Restoration
Appreciation of and desire for cognitive rest was frequently expressed by Gardeners. One
participant, busy with life and family obligations, explained that her preference for the image of
chairs positioned to enjoy a view over a vineyard was because she is often exhausted from family
caregiving, and longs to sit and rest. Traditional styles of agriculture, paths through woods, and
images of water are frequently described as quiet, tranquil, peaceful or restful. Movement along
paths is most preferred at a pedestrian speed, and as the roads became straighter and travel
became faster, the landscapes are less preferred. One respondent “saw” birds and heard birdsong
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when looking at images of vineyards and orchards, despite no representation of birds in the
illustrations: “The natural landscape is peaceful – there are so many birds there”. The word
“peaceful” was used to describe not only sights, but also a placid pace of movements: strolling
across paths, biking on roads, sitting in chairs, or harvesting hay slowly.
A dislike for large-scale human-made elements in the landscape can be seen in the least
preferred images (Figure 33). Transmission towers, wind turbines, grain elevators, harvest
combines, hydro poles and large straight roads are perceived negatively, and the Gardener
describes these elements as hazards, similar to the Naturalist’s view. The large industrial
agriculture building “feels threatening”. Extreme sensation and exposure created by natural
conditions are also threatening to the Gardener. The grain field with no shelter and the open field
with lightning are disliked, and the scene of the moon through branches, so appreciated by the
Naturalist, was disliked because of the coldness of winter, and because the branches “blocked the
view”.
The scene of cattle grazing near the stream was disliked by some Naturalists for
conservation reasons; the image represents a threat to nature. Gardeners who disliked this image
cited similar conservation reasons, but mainly as a threat to people’s recreation and enjoyment;
“you can’t swim in the river because it’s brown and full of cows”.
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Figure 33. The Gardener: Least-preferred columns of Q-sort

Societal influences
The ideology of the Gardener typology is that humans are stewards or caretakers of
landscape; preferred landscapes are a harmonious blend of nature and human intervention, with
an aspiration towards symbiosis (Meinig 1979). The typology aligns with the pastoral tradition,
where the preferred landscape lies neither in the wilderness nor the city, but in areas that balance
the tensions of both extremes. Various strands within these responses suggest dual influences of
two different pastoral traditions: the English Romantic notion of the Beautiful and the Agrarian
traditions associated with American Pastoral.
Romantic pastoralism; the beautiful
The differences between varying strands of Romantic landscapes, and the differences
between English traditions and American traditions, can be illustrated in a comparison between
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two of our factors, the Naturalist and the Gardener. Romantic Pastoralism and Romantic
Naturalism are movements that correspond with distinct landscape typologies, but are often
labelled “Romantic”. Similarly, Beautiful, Picturesque and Sublime landscapes are summed up
together as those cultural landscape preferences that evolved in Europe and during the centuries
that followed the rigorous geometries that defined the Renaissance and Baroque landscape
traditions. The sentiments of the Gardener are aligned with the Arcadian traditions as expressed
in the early era of the Romantic Movement; preferences for beauty resemble Walter’s (1983)
description typical of an English scene: “what makes it beautiful is the composition: the way the
elements are put together. In particular, the beauty lies in the balance between people and nature,
sensitively won over the centuries” (p. 46). By contrast, Walter described the dense forest of the
American landscape as womblike and claustrophobic, lightning and extremes of weather as not
desirable, and open prairie as “boring”; these landscapes are disliked by the Gardener.
The Beautiful landscapes, such as those English estates designed by Lancelot
“Capability” Brown in the mid-18th century, display signs of human management, and a subtle
taming of any extremes of nature. The extreme sensations of the wilder natural or sublime
landscapes are not preferred, especially those that suggest discomfort. “It’s as though the English
landscape, like English culture, speaks in subtle shades, while the American landscape and
culture speak in primary colours” (ibid). The patchwork fields and greens that are alternately
interpreted as smooth lawns or meadows of flowers appear to be managed attentively. Although
many respondents described the images as “beautiful”, “pretty” or “picturesque”, often using all
of these words to sum up their preferences, the Gardener is not as drawn to the irregularity or
disarray of the 18th century definition of picturesque (Knight 1794), and is more comfortable
with the smoothed curves attributed to nature by proponents of the “beautiful”. The Gardener
prefers nature made amenable; the forest is described as beautiful when it has paths for
exploration or a narrow road for easy access, a rustic bridge to ford a river, and chairs from
which to survey a view.
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Figure 34. Left: Aerial view of flat fields with turbines (+2). Right: Grain field (-2)

It is of considerable interest to note that the Gardener ranked the aerial view of the “flat
field pattern with turbines” as a mildly positive +1, higher than other wind energy landscapes,
whereas the Naturalist ranked it very low (-4). From a distance, the landscape appears composed
of smaller patchwork fields showing a variety of colour; seen from such a high vantage point, the
turbines appear diminished and more tame than in the other views (Figure 34 left). The grain
field was ranked negatively at -2, and often described as boring or empty (Figure 34 right).
English pastoralism
The image of people and animals toiling together in the hay field, or the contemplation of
the fruits of labour in a vineyard, are both favoured, while the empty grain field is not appealing.
Despite whether the livestock or crops are ‘natural’ in origin, or a non-native product of human
intervention, they represent ‘nature’ to these participants, and the traditional work of farming is
conceived as noble. Jefferson’s Yeoman farmer (Lanza 1990; Meinig 1979; Marx 1964)
corresponds to the Gardener’s idealized inhabitant of the countryside landscape, and this
nobility, or social virtue, is connected with religious morality. One participant, remarking on the
haywagon, said: “the Mennonites have such a strong work ethic. They maintain their fences; they
look after their land.” Participants expressed appreciation for the image of chairs overlooking the
vineyard as a symbol of “rest after a good day’s work”, although none who shared this viewpoint
made their sole living from farming. The smaller scale of agriculture, described as “diversified”,
is preferred over larger-scaled yet efficient methods of harvest production. Where prominent in
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the view, respondents describe modern farm machinery and wind energy projects as machines
not belonging in the landscape. “Wind turbines are busy – they mess up the countryside”.

Regional influences
Most of the Gardeners are familiar with the landscapes of Grey County, either as visitors
or residents, and the landscape types that influenced the images are rooted in the rolling
landscapes of the eastern and southern parts of the study area. The undulating curves, patchwork
fields, vales and orchards most closely associated with the Grey County landscape can be
correlated with this factor. The vineyards, favoured as the most preferred image, are found in the
benches of the escarpment, and the cliff cedars that grow in the unlikely limestone walls and
caverns of the escarpment are familiar to those respondents who live near the Bruce Trail. Both
of the Q-sorts shown in Figure 35 align with the Gardener archetype; the sort shown at the top is
by a resident of the Meaford area, and each of the most preferred images are highlights of that
township. The sort below this is by a tourist who has enjoyed visiting wineries but has not
encountered what he described as the “gloomy” landscapes of the caves and caverns that are
preferred by those familiar with the Bruce Trail.
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Figure 35. Comparison of Gardener Q-sorts: Meaford resident P17 (Above) and visitor P82 (Below)

The aerial view of wind turbines on the flat agricultural landscape was ranked positively
overall, although these wind energy landscapes are not part of the eastern part of the study area
with which Gardeners were associated; the industrial farming landscapes were elsewhere,
described as “those mega-farms out in Huron.”

Individual variables
Many of the Gardeners are planners, or work in local economic development, and some
explained that many of the preferred landscapes reflect scenic attributes of their particular place.
Some differences arose between respondents regarding wind energy landscapes. The overall
ranking of wind energy landscapes was somewhat negative for the Gardener. However, in the
interviews some respondents were more supportive of the idea of wind energy landscapes,
especially if the turbines appeared to be on industrial farm property.
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Figure 36. Comparison of Participant #20 with Gardener archetype.

One respondent (P20) is a planner who resides in the Grey County area; he noted that the
industrial farm landscapes seemed suitable for wind development. Indeed, the image of multiple
turbines in a row and the aerial view of wind energy in flat agricultural landscapes were
considered more preferable (both ranked at -1) than the single turbine in a field (ranked -4),
which appeared “out of place” (see Figure 36). He noted that the wind energy landscapes are
preferred where they can be grouped in congruent landscapes: “on a flat landscape I don’t mind
seeing multiple wind mills”. He noted that his most preferred “represents agri-tourism”, and that
he enjoys this aesthetic personally but also considers the attributes of agri-tourism landscapes to
have a positive economic impact (presumably to the entire community). The multiple turbines
were preferred because, grouped together in a dense or compact manner, other more scenic areas
could be left without the industrial infrastructure.
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4.7 The Cultivator

Figure 37. Factor 3: Idealized Q-sort, the Cultivator.

The third factor has been named the Cultivator because the most preferred landscapes are
farming landscapes; historic and modern agricultural traditions are equally embraced as they
represent the bounty of production and harvest. Beauty is found in fields of grain and open sky,
neat rows of crops, rural concession roads and fences that outline a domain. The Cultivator
values the hard but timeless work of farming, but also enjoys the tranquility felt after tending to
livestock at the end of day, or the fruits of labour celebrated at the end of harvest season; the
landscape is both territory and provisioner. Nature is conceived of as a willing partner in the
creative process of growing food, but respected and sometimes feared as an unpredictable and
occasionally destructive force.

Formal qualities of Cultivator preferences
Distinguishing components of this viewpoint are the qualities of openness, panoramic
landscapes, and a preference for geometric forms over organic forms. Most preferred views give
some suggestion of limitless boundary and view either of the horizon or into distance. There is a
preference for balance, regularity and compositional minimalism labelled simplicity by Hogarth
(1753) and similar to the minimalist aesthetic of associated with prairie landscapes; “Visually
and ecologically the prairie is a landscape of scarcity rather than plenty that appeals only to still,
quiet observers” (Rees 1982, p. 124).
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Figure 38. Landscape preferences for Cultivator archetype: Most-preferred columns of Q-sort.

Most of the preferred views resemble a “flat plain panorama” (Litton 1968, p. 30) or they
are flat panoramas with distinctive features that give identity to the landscape, such as hay bales
or combine harvesters. The images often have a focal object, such as the farmhouse that
terminates near the convergence of the rows of crops. The features and details are at medium
distance and at a variety of scales, from small haystacks being gathered by hand, to the single
focal object of the industrial grain elevators.
Preferred views extend infinitely either along the horizon, or are suggested as infinite by
lines extending out into an infinite horizon.
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Figure 39. Line emphasis is primarily horizontal. Some images draw the eye to a focal point using lines
perpendicular to the horizon (from Litton 1968 p. 29-34).

Innate responses
Prospect and legibility
The Cultivator ranks views with expansive prospect as preferred, and refuge is preferred
through built structures rather than the natural enclosures chosen by the Naturalist. It is easy to
detect coherence and legibility in the preferred images, described by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989)
as including those elements that make the picture plane easier for the viewer to organize and
comprehend. But there is little to suggest that complexity and mystery are significant factors in
preference; scenes where there is much to look at are seemingly absent from the preferred
images. Kaplan and Kaplan state “if there is very little going on –as, for example, a scene
consisting of an undifferentiated open field with horizon in the background –then preference is
likely to be low” (1989, p. 243). Yet a simple grain field, typical of an American pastoral
landscape and potentially “boring” when compared to the rolling English landscape (Walter
1983), is well liked by the Cultivator, although the open pastoral landscape, offering legibility
and prospect, is ranked as -2. The lighthouse image, preferred by both the Naturalist and the
Gardener, is also ranked -2 (see Figure 40).
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Figure 40. The Cultivator: Least-preferred columns of Q-sort.

Mystery and complexity
Descriptions offered by respondents suggest that the viewer sees in fields and crops a
great deal of complexity and interest that may not be apparent to others; it is seen in the plants
themselves, in the agricultural process suggested by the worked land, and in the rain and the sun
and the soil that, although absent from the illustrations, were envisioned by many respondents. “I
see the earth and the farmer working together with the sun and the rain; it’s beautiful.” Another
described the sound, sight and tactile quality of a breeze moving the stalks of grain “like waves”
(see Figure 41). Mysteries are perceived in the unseen transformation from seed to plant to
harvest, described frequently as “a miracle.” The fields where natural elements such as
hedgerows have been removed and diversity is spare are well liked by the Cultivator.
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Figure 41. Grain field. The cultivator sees mystery, complexity and bounty in what might be described as
“boring” by another observer.

Affordances and bounty
Gibson’s (1979) description of perception of affordances provides an explanation for
Cultivator preferences. The perceptions of the individual viewer are related to what the viewed
scene has to offer, and what functional possibilities the landscape affords, but perceptions of
opportunities are associated with the perceiver’s actions. Most often interpreted as an attraction
to scenes of natural bounty, the Cultivator prefers settings where humans are necessary in the
creation of bounty. Harvest is a creative process, conceived of as collaboration between man and
nature; it is perceived in both the traditional and modern harvesting imagery. One participant
remarked: “I see people growing food for people,” but also described seeing nature and farming
at its finest, a “symbiotic relationship with mother nature.” The image of the horse-drawn hay
cart was ranked highly, as was the image of harvest combines.
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The idea of nature is one of balance between humans and the elements, but unlike the
Gardener, these elements are intricately tied to the act of harvest: “I’m very conscious of what I
put into the land and what’s coming out.” In their enjoyment of farming imagery, respondents
spoke of sunshine, rain, hard work, and the bounty that results from the cooperation between
man and these particular elements of nature. Imagery of ripening grains is compelling; it
represents not only food for livestock and people, but also respect for the work of humans in the
production of this food. Others spoke about the importance of healthy soil and sustainability,
described as a balance between what is put into the soil and what is taken out. The large
combines are not seen as threatening to the land: “They don’t damage the land the way smaller
tractors do.”
Restoration
Cultivators are usually drawn to the image of the grazing herd. One participant remarked,
“I like checking on my cows on a summer evening – I find it calming, no noise…serenity.”
Another Cultivator commented that he enjoyed “the tranquility and beauty of nature.” Orians
(1986) suggests that humans have an archetypical attraction to savannah landscapes, defined as
park-like, and essentially consisting of widely-spaced trees with enough room for grasses to
grow underneath and between. His attribution of this preference to human evolution in the
African savannah landscape is disputed, as humans may have evolved in numerous and varied
landscapes, but innate preferences for legible, park-landscapes with wide prospects and ease of
locomotion are consistent across all cultures and time frames (Dutton 2010; Kaplan and Kaplan
1989; Orians 1986; Gibson 1979; Appleton 1975).
Appleton (1975) asserts that prospects are key to survival, primarily because they provide
views to observe both prey and predators, and routes for quick passage (1975). However, the
responses from participants seem to suggest that Cultivators prefer open landscapes because they
were “calming”; they often described an appreciation of stillness. Comprehension of an
environment and legibility of the space as suggested by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) may be more
important than speedy passage.
As with the first two factors, acquired knowledge prevented the image of the grazing herd
from receiving an overall high ranking. Respondents see degradation of the landscape, in
particular the erosion of soil. One respondent remarked that “the ‘younger me’ would have really
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liked this one, but now all I see is the ecological damage.” Because of her acquired knowledge,
the image was ranked as -4, one of the least preferred.

Societal influences
American pastoralism
The worldview of the Cultivator has an affinity with the ideological traditions associated
with agrarian pastoralism in North America, including the aesthetics of managed land, the virtues
associated with both traditional and modern farming lifestyles, and an appreciation for
landscapes of production.
Dominion
The Cultivator’s appreciation of geometrically ordered landscapes may reflect some
appreciation for technocratic dominion, and in some ways Cultivators see the landscape as an
‘artifact’, as articulated by Meinig (1979). They express a preference for big sky and distant
views along the straight roads; this is aligned with Descartes’s concept of extensio, “the
indefinite extension of cosmic space” (Rogers 2006, p. 175). In landscape design, extensio
pertains to the axial extension of view into a point on the distant horizon. Extensio is associated
with ‘dominion’ certainly the Baroque kings appreciated extensive axial views as an expression
of power and control of territory. But the Cultivator’s appreciation for ordered landscapes seems
to be associated with caretaking and stewardship rather than subjugation.
Production
At first glance, the imagery preferred by the respondents who favour modern farming
suggests that Cultivators might view the landscape as primarily a source of capital. Seeing
landscape as a source of wealth is “strongly rooted in American ideology and reflective of our
cultural values” (Meinig 1979, p. 42). Responding to the image of the grain field, one resident
described the thought process as he visualized production and harvest: “When I look at land, I
think ‘what can I do with it?’” Another participant explained his preference for images of farmrelated activities because of the perceived “value and impact of farming/ agriculture to our
community/economy.” For the Cultivator, the possibilities for production and wealth are
associated with involvement in the landscape; land that can support future generations is highly
valued.
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Stewardship and care
Growing food is seen as a noble and creative act, and generating wealth and manipulating
the landscape are outcomes of both a traditional and a modern agrarian relationship with
landscape. The most preferred image is a field studded with round bales of hay, and the
haywagon was often identified as a most-preferred image because people saw “good honest toil”.
The product of the harvest is associated with human work and creativity, and the overall purpose
of living in a farming environment. Respondents articulated feelings of community pride in
working together at harvest. The image of the vineyard reminded respondents of “sitting together
and the end of a good day’s work.” The Cultivator appreciates landscapes that demonstrate
neatness and care, whether they were describing the round hay bales studding the fields, the
neatly tended rows of vines, or the patterns in grain fields created by harvest combines. For
some, the harvest combines are associated with good farming practice; “Huge tractors don’t
compact the land – they don’t damage the land the way smaller tractors do.” Interestingly, the
Old Barn was very well liked, but the state of disrepair was described as sad by Cultivators; one
participant noted “this would have been my favourite one – too bad it’s falling apart.”
Two people reflected on the potential for mess for future landowners that the wind
turbines might leave behind if they are abandoned in the future: “If the technology becomes
obsolete, what will we do with these hulking things?” But the dominant concern that the wind
turbines represent to the Cultivator are related to concerns about the future of agricultural
livelihoods, and the cohesiveness of agricultural communities. When describing the images
showing multiple turbines, one participant noted that people in the area have left, their houses
abandoned or sold to wind energy companies; “we’re losing even more people because of this,
and that’s not what farming is all about.”

Regional influences
The flatter, open landscapes of South and West Grey, South Bruce and Huron County are
those that inspired the paintings that the Cultivator preferred; not surprisingly, most live in the
western part of the case study area that contains these landscapes. The Cartesian grid, set over
the entire landscape of North America by early surveyors in efforts to rationalize the newly
colonized landscape, produced those geometries that fostered agricultural production and
influenced the form of landscape that underpins the Cultivator’s most favoured views, large and
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small. Regionally specific preferences include images of boundary and delineation, images of
farming activities, expansive views, and ‘big sky’. Associations that are related to dislikes stem
from unfamiliarity (landscapes that are ‘elsewhere’), threats to livelihood, and threats to social
cohesion that is highly valued in the farming region.
Numerous hobby farms and large-scale working farms are located in the flat, fertile fields
of the region, and for more than a century the landscape has been divided and subdivided into
regular geometric units. People who reside in these landscapes appreciate the imagery of
demarcation: the concession roads, 1000-acre industrial farms, 100-acre family farmsteads
bordered by regular fencing, smaller fields divided by hedgerows, and crops sectioned into neat
rows. The delineations of boundary and territory, and the expansive views created by straight
roads, are strong regional characteristics. They have been shaped by historic human intervention,
and the physical form has in time shaped how people prefer to see their land. Extensive views
from the road are a by-product of the straight roads that are characteristic of the region; there are
fewer hills and woodlands than in other regions, and Cultivators appreciate expansive views of
productive land and sky.

Figure 42. Cultivator ranking of landscape types: A) Open natural landscape (-2). B) Grain Field (+4). C)
Two turbines and row crop (-3). D) Farmhouse and row crop (+3).
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The open, somewhat featureless, natural landscape is ranked -2, “that land is just going to
waste”, while the open grain field is ranked +4. The Cultivator associates human involvement in
preferred landscapes; the grain field was described as “ready for harvest”. The farmstead, shown
in Figure 42(D), reminded respondents of where they grew up, or the landscapes they saw “out
my car window everyday”.
Enclosed and heavily wooded landscapes, and the views with escarpment features, are
less familiar for the Cultivator and ranked less highly. The lighthouse was ranked +4 by the
Builder, the Gardener and the Naturalist, but only -2 by the Cultivator. One respondent
explained: “this is a pretty picture, but it looks like somewhere else”. The Cultivator appreciates
the visual appearance of the familiar landscapes, and also the activities that are associated with
working the land, both historically and currently. The strong dislike of images of wind turbines is
associated with troubles that the development has brought to the region. Unlike the Naturalist
and the Gardener, the Cultivator is not opposed to large-scale farming activities, and the Harvest
Combines are +3. To Cultivators in this region, wind energy represents a threat to livelihoods,
social cohesion, and democratic principles.
Cultivators expressed dislike for turbines because of their adverse economic effect for
individuals, communities, and the province. Key issues were described by participants. One
elected official, with expertise in economics and geography, noted: “Industrial farms are
productive lands, supporting the economy. Wind energy is an economic scam.” Another
respondent, an elected official and realtor, stated: “the wind turbines have a terrible effect on
property values…they are an economic black hole.” Explaining his ranking of the hydro
transmission towers (disliked by most participants), another respondent noted: “I don’t like the
look of them, but at least they have a use. You have to get power to the people.” Another realtor
(and farmer) noted: “we see properties devalue because of turbines, not hydro lines. You see
people who have worked their whole lives for their property… when they need to retire they find
the value is way down.”
For elected officials, the growing awareness of damage to the social fabric has added a
new layer to previous frustrations, and this negative association has impacted people’s visual
perception of the structures. Previously cohesive communities are experiencing deep conflict,
with those who agree to lease their land described as “sell-outs” by resistant residents. One
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Cultivator, a former county planner, examined the image of the solitary wind turbine and
responded with feelings of sadness. “I would have liked this picture 10 years ago, but now I see
fractured families.” Another participant who has farmed the same land alongside relatives for
generations, spoke about new stresses at family gatherings; most of the family is opposed to the
installation of turbines, but a close relative has recently agreed to host turbines.
Similar to Gardeners and Naturalists, the Cultivator reports concerns about environmental
hazards and human health due to wind turbine operation, visual appearance and noise: they are
“a blight on our natural beautiful environment” and described as a threat to the serene quality of
the place. However, Cultivators associate the structures with a loss of social fairness; they are
disliked from a “democratic perspective,” and several spoke about the loss of municipal selfdetermination; “people here should decide whether we want these hulking things in our region–
it’s not up to voters in Toronto tell us how to regulate wind towers.”

Individual influences
All nine of the participants who aligned with the Cultivator’s perspective describe an
association with farming; three are female, and six are male, with an average age of 48. Several
are currently farming, and make either a full-time or part-time living from farming, or previously
earned a living from farming. Two work as planners in an agricultural region, and four are
elected representatives who describe their main responsibilities as sympathetic to farmers and
farm families. The preferred landscapes are described as strongly familiar to the respondents.
Depending on the experiences of the individual respondent, preferences may lean towards
modern industrial farming, small-scale family farms, or nostalgic concepts of traditional farming.

Figure 43. Q-sort from Participant #4: “When I look out at a landscape I think – what can I do with it?”
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The most preferred image of round hay bales (+5) is a common subject for regional
artists, just as rural haystacks have captured the attention of artists for centuries. The Naturalist
ranked the same landscape as -2. Compaction of the soil from the larger combines was described
as far less detrimental then the damage done by old tractors; and wind energy infrastructure was
described as potentially damaging to soil structures from their construction and operation, citing
concerns over damage not only to birds but also to earthworms (hazards sound and vibration):
“you’re not going to have an apple orchard if there are no earthworms left.”

Figure 44. Q-sort from participant #39. About the wind turbines: “I would have liked this picture 10 years
ago, but now I see fractured families.”

The Q-sort in Figure 44 was created by a professional planner who has lived in the region
for decades. Her placement of the Grazing Cattle image is negative. She explained that the image
would have been appealing “to a younger me,” but knowledge of ecological damage caused by
grazing near watercourses caused her to rank it very low; it represented lack of care and
stewardship for the land and the ecosystem. Similarly, knowledge was given as the same reason
that she perceived wind turbines negatively. Before knowing the negative impacts of the Green
Energy Act, she would have responded positively to views of wind energy. Now, the images
evoke thoughts about “fractured families”. People with strong community attachments, inclusive
of the landscape and residents, are now experiencing serious conflict with each other over the
infrastructure. Some families who have signed on for wind energy leases are derisively labelled
as “sell-outs”, because those who resist are either against the idea of wind farms for a number of
reasons, or were unable to obtain leases if they wanted them and therefore experience no benefit.
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Figure 45. Q sort submitted by Participant #79. “Harvesting wind is a beautiful way to farm.”

The Q-sort shown in Figure 45 was prepared by a participant who owns a farm in Grey
County that has been in the family for four generations, and who is now hosting wind energy
infrastructure. This result does not factor as a Cultivator statistically. If the imagery depicting
wind imagery is removed from the sort, the visual values become strongly aligned with the
Cultivator archetype.
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4.8 The Builder

Figure 46. Factor 2: Idealized Q-sort, the Builder.

This factor has been named “the Builder” because the visual landscape values appear to
reflect appreciation for landscapes that display strength and evidence of human creativity, natural
forces, or a combination of both. The Builder might agree with those Meinig describes as
viewers who see landscape as ‘system’, where landscape is viewed as a “dynamic equilibrium of
interacting processes” (1979, p. 40). One respondent, a landscape architecture student, noted that
he appreciated landscapes depicting ingenuity, such as the wind turbines and the grain elevators,
because of the “marriage between humans, innovation and the landscape.” Preferred images of
nature are those depicting dynamic natural forces, such as the lightning and the slow but
powerful geologic forces that created the escarpment landscape.

Formal qualities of Builder preferences
The Builder typology is not easily deciphered for its objective qualities. In both ends of
the preference scale, there are open landscapes, enclosed landscapes, large and small
constructions, framed and unframed, organic forms and Euclidean forms. Observer positions
vary, and level of detail varies. In the words of one participant, “A beautiful landscape might be
completely empty or completely busy.” The qualities of preferred landscapes seem to be related
more to their function than to their visual form. Three objective features distinguish the Builder
typology: magnitude, the presence of a strong focus in the imagery, and movement.
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Generally, images that show objects or settings of magnitude, vastness, and quantity are
more preferred. The large scale is something to be admired; the single wind turbine is described
as impressive - “like a really tall skyscraper” - and the image of lightning and the view from the
lighthouse into the distance was preferred because of vastness. While Hogarth (1753) associates
movement with formal qualities of landscape - such as intricacy or the serpentine line that leads
the eye, movement is also perceived by the Builder in functional processes that are not always
self-evident in form. Images that have identifiable focal objects in the composition are preferred.

Figure 47. Landscape preferences for the Builder archetype: Most-preferred columns of Q-sort.
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Innate responses
For the Builder, there seem to be no consistent formal attributes of innately preferred
landscapes; preferences seemed to arise mainly from impressions of functional opportunity.
Opportunity
The image of the bridge was generally well liked by all participants, and ranked +2, -1,
and +3 by the Naturalist, the Gardener and the Cultivator, respectively. But the Builder ranked
the bridge as +4. The curved path through woods was also well liked by other respondents (3, 3
and -1 respectively) but the Builder ranked it as -2. These differences help to interpret the
Builder’s innate responses. Appleton (1990) suggests that people are instinctively drawn to
bridges because they are a “powerful symbol of opportunity” (p. 66); the bridge is ubiquitous in
landscape representation regardless of historic period, nationality or culture. These structures
enable the crossing of an obstacle, and our interest is captured by what he describes as a strategic
opportunity. Ease of movement and access, suggested by pathways of varying types, are
appreciated by all respondents. But the Builder prefers the bridge far more than the concession
roads or the winding path through the woods; the appreciation is for the constructed element.
Power and the hazard landscape
The Builder is fascinated with images of power. The lightning is a clear example, but
power is also associated with the lighthouse; “I like this one because I enjoy powerful storms”,
and the generating power of the wind turbines. One respondent described his landscape
preferences this way: “I appreciate the majestic power of nature. The strength of wind, water,
lightning, the open skies and shining sun.” Appleton (1982, 1975) described peoples’ innate
fascination with the awesome power of nature, and attraction to the hazardous landscape, as an
evolutionary aspect of human self-preservation; the viewer is attracted to danger because it
provides a learning opportunity, and fosters instincts to take shelter and avoid danger. This
appreciation was articulated by one Builder, concerning the viewing of hazard from a safe
environment: “I like (the Lighthouse) because I would love to watch a storm there”.
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Figure 48. The Builder: Least-preferred columns of Q-sort

Complexity and information
Complexity is a key component of the Builder’s preferred imagery; he/she is drawn to
landscapes that offer opportunities for fascination and wonder. Many of the least preferred are
those that are considered static and unexciting (see Figure 48), and words like “boring” or “hohum” explained why they were ranked lower. Images that spark curiosity, or inspired
consideration of complex processes, were ranked highly.
Constructed shelter
Like the Naturalist, the Builder likes the Cabin in the woods (+2), but where the
Naturalist preferred the natural shelter and enclosure of the Tangled woods even more (+3), the
Builder does not prefer it (-5). The Builder enjoys the Old barn (+2), but not the Open natural
landscape (-4) that offers no constructed shelter.
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Dynamics and locomotion
The movement that the Builder often associates with constructed elements, natural
features, and life forces suggests that the dynamic landscapes are innately preferred. Movement
is associated with images of water, roads, and paths through open landscapes, and may be due to
attraction to ease of locomotion associated with legible landscapes (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989),
wayfinding (Lynch 1960) or affordances (Gibson 1979). Appleton (1989) claimed that the image
of a cross-country ski trail down a slope is one of the most highly appealing views because it
suggests speed. The Builder prefers views that suggest kinetic movement; comprehension and
legibility alone are not determinants of preference, and least preferred landscapes are described
as “too static” despite what may look like ease of locomotion or easy comprehensibility. One
respondent described the wintry image of the Moon through branches as “cold,” and it reminded
him of “death”.
Life force and vitality
One farmer, wind energy host and arborist, summarized his preference for highest
ranking landscapes this way: “I see life”. He preferred landscapes of active cultivation, energy,
and growth. In the escarpment cedar he saw “perseverance in the face of adversity”, in the
lightning he saw “energy and power”. He spoke about how he enjoys the movement of the
turning blades of the wind turbine, the moving waves and water, and the speed and power
suggested by roads and farm machinery. Conversely, the image of the moon through branches
was described as “cold” or “dead”. He commented on the sad state of repair of the Old Barn:
“this barn is dying”.
The Builder prefers landscapes that evoke appreciation for dynamic “life forces,” and it
seems that their preferential response to constructed elements is linked to an attraction to vitality.
From an evolutionary perspective, it seems possible that the Builder’s preferred imagery may be
associated with innate respect for craft and human creativity.
The Art Instinct
Dutton (2009) has suggested that human appreciation for “virtuoso craftsmanship” is
related to evolutionary instincts; people (usually men) display their ability to create and construct
objects in efforts to convince potential mates of competence and capability. To support his
theory, Dutton argued that primitive man worked on objects of beauty in addition to objects of
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utility as a display. The words used to describe the Builder’s preferences indicate that ingenuity,
creativity and inventiveness are appreciated in human endeavours, and perseverance, power, and
“life force” is respected in natural systems. The word “impressive” was used many times in
interviews and in written comments. The appreciation for human constructions, expressed in
response to images of bridges, shelters, wind turbines and “things that go”, may be related to
their symbols for opportunity for survival or affordances, but may be akin to humankind’s innate
desire to impress, and be impressed.

Societal influences
Design appreciation and environmental aesthetics
Builders often noted admiration for forces that shape the landscape, whether they are
forces arising from natural scientific processes (physics, geology and meteorology) or from
human interventions in the landscape. When Builders view either natural or constructed
landscapes, perceptions of processes and systems inform their preferences. Two respondents
noted the “fascinating” process of tectonic movement that resulted in the particular rock
formation of the Niagara Escarpment. Several expressed an admiration for the cliff cedar, and
knew that they were extremely ancient trees; one respondent (an arborist) most preferred this
image because of the life force and perseverance represented by the cedar. This perception of
‘design’ in nature is described by Carlson (1993) as a necessary aspect of an ecological aesthetic;
in order to move beyond a purely objective, or uninvolved, appreciation for landscape, his
assertion is that viewers should gain knowledge of natural processes and functions in order to
understand, and presumably respect, natural ecological systems.
The sublime landscape
Interestingly, aspects of the aesthetics of the sublime are frequently described in the
Builder’s most preferred images, but depending on the personal experiences of the respondents,
it was perceived in varying forms. Some referred to the immediate, sublime energy of the
lightning, and they described the sound and vibration of associated thunder as “awesome”, and
the Lighthouse was associated with storms. But sublime forces were also detected in slow but
powerful geologic forces evident in the limestone formations, and it was commented upon many
times in perceptions of the wind turbines. Unlike the Naturalist, the Gardener and the Cultivator,
the Builder prefers the image of multiple turbines in a row, their immensity and scale described
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as “awesome”. The enjoyment of viewing the landscape from very high places is common
throughout human history, and may be an expression of dominion (Tuan 1984, 1974, Bachelard
1994), but these respondents describe feeling “awe” and an intensity of emotion that resembles
Burke’s (1757) description of the sublime experience.
Futurism
The industrial grain elevators represented to one participant “a more impressive image of
what farming can be.” The reference to a more positive future that includes large, utilitarian and
modern structures suggests the Builder’s values are aligned with futurists. Another spoke
admiringly about the wind turbines because they “look to the future”. One Builder, a visual artist
who has spent many enjoyable hours driving in the region, said this about the most preferred
images depicting the surf, the lightning, the harvest combines and the road: “travel –space- going
somewhere…boats, trains and planes, what more can you want?” (see Figure 49, P61). One of
the respondents noted that a wind turbine reminded him of a skyscraper; such structures have
always symbolized a positive attitude towards the constructed future, and for the Builder this
includes future landscapes. The Builders in this study are technicians, an architect, a planner, an
engineer and an artist: all vocations that are historically associated with futurism (Rogers 2006).
Promethean optimism
The image of multiple wind turbines was associated with the transformation of wind
movement into electricity; admiration for the “elegance” of the process was coupled with “awe”
- both were associated with the aesthetic of the technology. Such responses to designed elements,
and appreciation for what human ingenuity can achieve, points to a “promethean optimism”
about human involvement in addressing environmental challenges (Lomborg 2005). Fittingly,
images were disliked because the technology did not make sense. Although the Straight Road
and Maples was not well liked overall, one of the Builders noted that he did not like the
“drooping” hydro wires because the lines were stretched. The transmission towers were roundly
disliked, but the Builder had no issue with their size or industrial presence. To him, they
represent an inefficient method for transporting electricity; “transmission lines should be buried.”
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Regional influences
Familiarity is not as strong an indicator of preference for this group of respondents than
for others. Interestingly, many of the images least preferred are also part of the respondents’
familiar landscape (see Figure 48). From the comments provided about their preferences,
Builders seem to associate positive visual landscape values with positive life experience rather
than a particular regionalism.
A group of wind energy technicians who live and work in the same region participated in
the study, and many of their Q-sorts are aligned with the Builder typology. These results show
that a number of Builders are associated with South Huron, and there are some preferences that
may be associated with the Huron landscape region, but this may be attributable to the
respondents’ line of work rather than a particular regionalism. Most Builders have experience
and preference for the industrial farming landscapes, wind energy landscapes, and extensive
views that are common to the biome. But the Builders’ home landscapes also hold several of the
least preferred landscapes; the Framed Views of Pastoral Landscape, and the Open Natural
Landscape, were described as “pretty and all, but nothing striking to look at.”
The Lightning, the Grain Elevators, the Harvest Combines and all images with wind
turbines are described as familiar and therefore pleasing. Preferred landscapes are summed up by
a 30-year-old participant: “These remind me of where I’m from and evoke memories from before
in my life”. The Builders echo the words and sentiments of other Cultivators from the same
region who were comfortable with big skies, row crops and harvest combines, except that the
Builders appreciate the large wind turbines as an accepted feature of their home landscape. The
industrial wind turbines are becoming a familiar sight and, unlike the Naturalist, the Gardener,
and the Cultivator, to the Builder the structures do not represent a threat but are a welcome
aspect of a familiar landscape.

Individual variables
The varying life experiences of each participant accounts for variations. The average age
of Builders is lower than for other factors (42) and all but one of the Builders is male. The group
of wind energy technicians that participated in the study already share a common value
orientation stemming from their line of work; it is not a surprise that many of their visual
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landscape values appear to be aligned. But the individual influences described by the Builders as
they described their responses to the images sheds light on how still images are perceived, and
then transformed through imaginative processes into dynamic visions that relate to individual life
experience.

Figure 49. Builder’s varying definitions of power, dynamics and movement. From top to bottom:
Participants #67, 73, 61 and 38.
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While the most-preferred images are different, each of these respondents associated them
with movement, and described this movement as something that they enjoy. Figure 49 shows
varying responses, although the dominant preferences are related to kinesthetic experience. P67
commented on the movement of water under the bridge and the power of storms, and highly
preferred the escarpment image because he enjoys rock climbing. Another Builder preferred the
same image because it brought to mind recreation activities he remembers from a quarry
landscape. P73 is an architect who grew up in a rural farm area; she spoke of her enjoyment of
“dynamic” farm landscapes, the movement of farm machinery, and envisioned the working
systems and “mechanics” of the grain elevator structures. P61 is a visual artist and photographer
who enjoys the vista of changing landscapes as seen from a moving vehicle, and also appreciated
movement of the waves in the image of the lighthouse. Participant 38 is an engineering student
who preferred wind energy landscapes because they are dynamic; he appreciated the movement
inherent in the images of the bridge, the combines, and the wind turbines. Unlike other Builders,
he ranked the snow-covered branches highly, but noted that it was because he enjoys crosscountry skiing. He also liked the Harvest Combines because they reminded him of the snow
groomers at a local ski hill, the “methodical way they go.”
Although none had lived in a mountainous area, many Builders describe vacation or
childhood enjoyment of mountain views. Those who report having frequent experiences viewing
landscapes from above (e.g., from the top of a wind turbine) favour long vistas and extensive
views. While most Builders found the grain field somewhat static, it was most preferred by two
respondents who grew up in Alberta. The preference was explained by one respondent who
recalled the waves of grain in the wind: “It reminds me of back home – kind of looks like an
ocean.”
The overall appearance of the Builder’s Q-sort does not clearly explain the landscape
preferences; the individual responses help clarify how the system or function is evoked by the
image. Indeed, it might be said that when the Builder views the landscape, beauty is truly in the
eye of the beholder.
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Summary
According to Dayton, the statistical tools that link similar Q-sorts together into common
typologies or discourse should enable interpretation, “in order to give the researcher a window to
the range, the content, the character, and the cleavages within the policy discourse of
participants” (2000, p. 74). In this VQ study, the typologies are displayed visually, and the
interpretation of these archetypical Q-sorts presented may provide a window into the visual
landscape values of area residents, their ‘ways of seeing’ their landscape. Dearden’s (1989)
conceptual framework provides a practical structure for categorizing and describing where such
perceptions of landscape might be rooted and why they arise, and in this way the similarities and
the differences between groups of people might be better understood.
A thorough understanding of the range, the content, the character and the cleavages of
particular subjective viewpoints, as exemplified by the Naturalist, the Gardener, the Cultivator
and the Builder, become especially significant when visual landscape values are contested. As
familiar places undergo visual changes, a thorough understanding of varying perspectives will
help to open dialogue and understanding between people with different value constructs.
According to Bourassa (1990), when landscape preferences are rooted in innate responses, points
of view are unlikely to change; perceptions are rooted in ‘laws’. Where landscape preferences
are socially constructed, perceptions are rooted in ‘rules’ and can be altered by new information
and influence. In the next chapter, a discussion of the significant findings of the Visual
Landscape Values study, including new insights about the possible origin of participants’
landscape preferences, is provided.
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Chapter 5 ‐ Discussion of Stage 1 Results
The first goal of this research project is to develop and test a methodology that can enable
understanding, articulation, and deliberation of local value orientations and landscape
preferences. The methods applied in the first stage of research were designed to accomplish the
first research objective relating to this goal: to develop a Visual Q-methodology technique in
order to elicit and analyze the ways that residents of Grey, Bruce and Huron County perceive the
rural landscape. The results of this first stage of research were presented in Chapter 4; in the
following chapter, insights gained from these results will be discussed.

Perceptions of landscape
According to the Council of Europe, landscapes are “an expression of the diversity of
their shared cultural and natural heritage” (2000, section 2:5). However, it is a challenge for a
researcher to read such expression in the landscape, and even more difficult to understand the
diverse subjective perceptions that people have when they read their landscapes. Visual Qmethodology has proven to be a useful technique to learn about interactions between people and
their landscapes; the particular adaptation of VQ utilized in this case study proved to be deeply
informative. The first four steps outlined in the methods section were developed to further
understandings of landscape perception, including observation, analysis and synthesis,
elicitation, and analysis of factors. Key findings in each step will be discussed in the following
four sections.

Step 1: Structured observation
Generally, when exploring discourses Q-methodologists begin the review of the opinion
domain with observation, either of material gleaned from secondary sources such as newspapers,
or by conducting interviews with people who express views on the topic being studied. In this
VQ application, secondary source material was informative and provided a strong beginning for
assembling a communication concourse, but the field observations proved especially informative
in this landscape context. The field work involved physical immersion in the landscape during
trips out into the region as well as interaction with people who were interested in discussing
landscape imagery; this helped develop a keener eye for ‘seeing’ the landscape expressed in
imagery. After visiting an art gallery where paintings or photographs of apple orchards or rolling
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patchwork fields were on display, the eye became attuned to see aspects of local landscape
character that are valued by people, especially when exploring unfamiliar landscapes. I began to
see beauty as seen by others as and appreciated diverse relationships to visual landscapes. The
pride and accomplishment some residents feel viewing harvest combines in a field of golden hay
became visible after seeing such imagery displayed proudly in living rooms, or on the walls in
farm equipment dealerships. Landscapes that had previously appeared flat and uninteresting
became more compelling with the help of focus and interpretation provided by images that others
value.
Those learning about landscape are encouraged to ‘read’ the physical countryside, and to
study the transactions between people and their environment, to gain an understanding of the
past and present cultural relationships between people and their landscape (Jackson and Meinig
1979). However, Zube et al. (1982) expressed concern that research typically employing
unstructured exploratory methods such as observation, or reviews of literature and art, lead to
limited techniques for analysis, due to the ‘give and take’ quality of the transactive experience.
The way that the review of the opinion domain was conducted in this VQ application heightened
the researcher’s awareness of both physical landscapes and others’ perceptions of those
landscapes, but led the way for a well-informed structured analysis in the second step.

Step 2: Analysis and synthesis
The aim of generating a Q-set is to create a set of items that represents a full range of the
sentiments expressed about a topic. In order to accomplish this, a way to analyze the material
collected in the communication concourse had to be designed, and a way to create a
representative set had to be devised.
Analysis
The review of landscape perception literature led to the creation of a simplified model
outlining three predominant modes of landscape perception – objective, subjective and
evolutionary. A framework was developed using these three main categories and related themes,
as seen previously in Table 1. This conceptual structure underpinned the observation of imagery,
and provided an initial framework for collecting the concourse. After the concourse was
collected, sub-themes were identified, and a fuller matrix was developed that would underpin the
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creation of a Q-set using the structured ‘balanced block’ approach suggested by Addams (2000),
inclusive of diverse perceptual models. As Daniels (2001) noted, landscape evaluation in practice
has been described as a “shaky marriage” where multiple perceptual models are applied in “in
some as yet unspecified way” during the decision-making process (p. 267). The design of the
matrix attempted to address Daniels’ concerns that the use of landscape perception models tends
to be vague or not clearly specified in landscape analysis practice.
Synthesis
In standard Q-methodology studies, the Q-set is created by selecting representative items
from the larger communication concourse. Depending on the researcher’s intention, these items
can be left unaltered, or they can be crafted (Eden et al. 2005; Parkins et al. 2014). There were
advantages to creating new original items in this VQ research. Distributing other people’s
artwork or photographs in ongoing research work might infringe on copyright; many artists and
gallery owners do not wish for their work to be duplicated. Additionally, there was a great
variety of colour palettes, media types, and styles of expression in the images collected for the
concourse. The decision to use the medium of watercolour in a fairly technical style allowed for
the creation of original images that synthesized specific key sentiments, while still conveying the
evocative tone of the original imagery. The use of an illustrative technique allowed the palette to
be controlled, and to ensure that extraneous visual information was not present in the image.
However, even when simplified, most images have multiple meanings; in this way VQ
research presents a challenge that is quite different from statement-based studies. Q-researchers
are typically advised to keep an eye out for statements that are ‘double-barrelled’, or have more
than one meaning (Watts and Stenner 2012), but images inevitably have more than one aspect to
which people could react. For example, The Old Barn could be perceived as a strong focal
object, a symbol of shelter, a nostalgic reminder of a viewer’s personal experience, or evidence
of a process of decay and ruin. Because of these multiple meanings, interpretation presents a
greater challenge to those using visual items in Q-methodology. Unlike a ranking for a clear
statement of singular meaning, order of ranking is not self-explanatory for images. For this
reason, VQ produces complex results; interpretations require the view of patterns arising from
the visual Q-sort as a whole, often with the assistance of explanations provided by participants.
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Step 3: Elicitation
Data was collected by administering Q-sorts, followed by a brief interview using a simple
questionnaire. The questionnaire asked for qualifying remarks about the least and most preferred
images, with space for additional comments (see Appendix II). At times, participants filled in the
questionnaire on their own. The questionnaire proved to be helpful when understanding the
participants’ Q-sort, but the interview format allowed for a much richer explanation than the
standardized form. Participants’ qualifying remarks provide necessary cues to the reasons behind
the ranking of individual items. When participants filled in their own form, if there was no
opportunity for an interview, there was usually missing information, and interpretation of the sort
was far more challenging.
One of the questions asked by Q-methodologists is whether such studies can be
undertaken in quantities similar to surveys with much larger participant sample sizes (Thompson
2013); these studies have been conducted using techniques such as mailed-in responses
(Thompson 2013; Curry et al. 2010). Findings suggest that statement-based studies can be
effectively performed with much larger samples. However, in-person interviews provided
essential data for this VQ application; without the follow-up interviews, or a substantial
questionnaire that could substitute for an in-person interview, the results of the elicitation would
be very difficult to decipher.
Key information may not arise simply from statistical information, or by asking
participants to comment on their ‘most’ and least’ preferred images. For example, the Grazing
Herd was statistically ranked fairly neutrally (0 for the Naturalist and the Builder, 2 for the
Cultivator, and -1 for the Gardener). However, there was considerable interest and discussion
about the image, across all archetypes. Many people really disliked it or really liked it, depending
on whether the image was associated with ecological damage; its neutral ranking belies the
importance of the insights that were gained from item during interviews. Future researchers
using mail or on-line questionnaires should find a way for participants to offer comments on all
images rather than most and least preferred choices.
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Step 4: Analysis of factors
Dearden’s (1989) ‘Pyramid of Landscape Perception Influences’ as shown in Figure 24
provided a clear and comprehensive framework to guide the interpretation of data. Analysing the
sorts according to where perceptions might originate provided insight into the mechanisms of
how landscape preferences might form. Many scholars do not attribute landscape preference to
innate or evolutionary responses (Carlson 2009; Gobster et al. 2007; Berleant 2005; Cosgrove
1988), but the results obtained through interpretation of both individual Q-sorts and the four
idealized factors, aided by comments and notes from participants, suggest that innate responses
play a significant role in the formation of landscape values.
The root of landscape perception: innate responses
Innate responses to landscape appeared to be evident in all Q-sorts. These results support
Dearden’s (1989) assumption that evolutionary impulses underlie other modes of environmental
perception, such as cultural, regional or individual influences - a viewpoint championed by
Appleton (1975) and supported by numerous researchers (Bourassa 1990; Kaplan and Kaplan
1989; Orians 1986; Gibson 1979; Wilson 1975). Understanding how individuals are innately
influenced provides a key to understanding how people respond societal influence or personal
experience. The results obtained in this study suggest innate responses manifest themselves very
differently in individuals, creating diverse patterns and typologies of perception. Results also
suggest that innate responses related to procreation instincts may be responsible for some modes
of landscape perception; this concept has not been fully explored in landscape perception
literature and warrants further exploration.
Varying procreation responses: nesting, hazard avoidance, shelter, and mating
Appleton’s (1975) well-known prospect and refuge theory links landscape preference
with evolutionary impulses; the desire for refuge, he argues, is rooted in instinctive attraction for
landscapes that offer protection from the elements, and for requirements for nesting. In a later
article, Appleton (1982) articulates Environment-Behaviours relationships, summarizing key
implications for environmental preference in a chart (Figure 50). Relationships are drawn
between initiating desires, arising from necessary bodily activities, and the environmental
implications, which become preferential choices. He lists requirements for survival, necessary
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bodily activities, and initiating desires that are related to the environmental implications that
determine preferences.

Figure 50. Environment-Behaviour Relationships. Appleton, 1982, reproduced from Sadler and Carlson
1982, Figure 1.2, page 30.

One of these requirements for survival is listed as ‘Procreation of species’; mating and
protecting are the necessary bodily activities, while initiating desires are sex-impulse and
maternal instinct. Environmental implications are “site selection” and “hazard protection”, both
relating to nesting impulses. Preferences for protected sites were found in this study, particularly
in the responses of the Naturalist and the Gardener. One Naturalist described her most preferred
images as follows: “I like spending time in the woods –I feel sheltered when I’m surrounded by
trees.” The same respondent least preferred the wind turbines; they were described as hazards
because she perceived a threat: “I really don’t like those turbines spinning over our heads.”
Appleton (1982, p. 30) listed such desires for protected “nesting sites” as stemming from
maternal instincts; he argued that preference for protected sites is innate, and associated with
mating instincts.
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Appleton’s model does not identify relationships between acts of display, human mating
instincts, and landscape preferences. While Appleton recognizes that impulses relating to
procreation of the species, such as mating and protecting, are one of the innate desires
responsible for human responses to environments (1982), he does not make connections between
‘design appreciation’ or acts of display, human mating impulses, and preferences for certain
forms of landscape. This research suggests that there may be additional environmental
implications that explain some people’s preferences for built structures that are rooted in
evolutionary impulses.
The Builder shows a strong preference for environmental elements that display human
endeavour or accomplishment. Many Builders described life experiences that led to appreciation
of creative forms; among the Builders are architects, engineers, artists, technicians, and planners
working with large infrastructure projects. The Builder’s appreciation of design may be a result
of cognitive processes, stemming from knowledge gained from individual experience, or from
cultural appreciation for built structures and human accomplishment.
Carlson (1993) suggests that to be equipped to appreciate the aesthetics of the natural
environment, a viewer should be equipped with ecological knowledge. He draws parallels
between aesthetic appreciation of natural landscapes and the discipline of art appreciation; just as
a viewer should have knowledge of types of art and artistic traditions to truly understand the
subject, and should be able to appreciate design and order in the work, a viewer should have
knowledge of ecological function to appreciate beauty in landscape. Carlson associates an
‘objective’ aesthetic model with disengagement from landscape function where the viewer
focuses primarily on form and scenery; by contrast, an ecological aesthetic is considered holistic.
The Builder’s preferences demonstrate a strong ‘design appreciation’ for both humanconstructed and natural landscapes (see Figure 51); understanding and admiration for functions
and systems are tied to aesthetic preferences.
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Figure 51. Builder preferences: +3, +4 and +5.

Builders were stimulated by dynamic processes, such as the transformation of wind
energy into electricity, the fording of a river perceived in the constructed bridge, and the
perception of dynamic geologic or ‘life forces’ depicted by the escarpment cedar. They also
described preference for tall structures and places, similar to what Tuan (1974) described as
‘vertical aspiration’; some perceived wind towers as if they could see the landscape from the top.
As Tuan notes, “vertical elements in the landscape evoke a sense of striving – defiance of
gravity” (ibid, p. 28). Cultural influences may play a large role in the Builder’s preferences, but
appreciation of design may also stem from innate impulses. Dutton (2009) argues that primitive
humans’ impulses to create art or works of ‘virtuoso craftsmanship’ were intended to display
skill and capability to potential mates.

Mythological narratives
Many respondents described a spiritual component to their perception of landscape,
envisioning “Mother Earth”, “God”, “life forces” or “the heavens” when responding to images.
A mythological narrative was present in many representations of landscape that were gathered in
the communication concourse. Some depicted mythological stories told in First Nations
communities, or were titled to suggest spirit worlds or gods (Figure 52). One artist described his
depiction of landscape as embedded in cultural mythology; the meanings tied to landscape
preferences are deeply rooted in spiritual practices. Other imagery in the concourse depicted
axial connection to the sky, influencing several items in the Q-set depicting landscapes with a
focus on the sky rather than the horizon. Many evoked responses suggesting that such landscapes
have spiritual meaning for residents, most particularly the Naturalists, but participants in all
archetype groups described aspects of sacredness in their perceptions of landscapes.
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Figure 52. Images from the communication concourse depicting vertical connections.
A: Harold Thompson: Creation Myth
B: Kathy Wright: Autumn memories.
C: Lazarus Iannou, Northern Souls.
D: Evelyn Simmons, Lightning on the Bruce.
E: Tom Thompson, Northern Lights.
F: Unknown, (photo taken in Owen Sound Family Medical Clinic).

Carroll (2004) suggests that earlier cultures revered powerful natural forces as an
extension of mythological values, but that modern appreciation for these same forces stems from
knowledge of science and natural history. Berleant suggests that the combination of enlightened
respect for scientific process in combination with mythological thinking is problematic; he
regards this as ‘dualistic thinking’: “The wisdom in natural philosophy is truly comforting once
we slough off the false security of mythologies” (2004, p. 174). His concern is that mythological
rather than scientific appreciation for nature may amount to an ideology of helplessness or blind
faith and will “remove our grounding in the natural world and place our hopes and our survival
in the mists of myth” (ibid., p. 176). This helplessness may lead to a rejection of our sense of
responsibility for current conditions of ecological degradation. Berleant suggests that a true
ecological perspective is grounded in natural science and not cultural mythology.
The results of this research appear to stand in contrast to Berleant’s (2004) position.
Many participants express strong admiration for ecological processes; they describe lifestyles
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that promote responsibility towards ecological systems and they report taking action against
harmful environmental practices while simultaneously expressing mythological thinking or
describing spiritual connections to landscape. Futhermore, sacred connections to landscapes for
many respondents appear unconscious, and may be very deeply rooted.
Berleant (2004) and Carrol (2004) assume that the reverence for mythological forces is a
cultural concept and that spiritual perceptions are created or swayed by social conditioning.
Appleton, too, described aspects of landscape preference arising from religion as stemming from
cultural influence (1975). However, desire for spiritual connection to landscape appears common
across all cultures and historic eras, similar to other modes of landscape perceptions that are
considered to be innate. One aspect of human desire for spiritual connection is preference for
elements or views that strengthen connections between the earth and sky. Tuan (1974) described
this desire to seek or admire high places as ‘vertical aspiration’. Appleton (1975) explains
preference for high places as desire for prospect and a means to gain height so that enemies,
predators or prey can be seen from a distance. Bachelard (1994) suggests that appreciation for
heights is related to desire for defence or dominion over landscape and territory, while Kaplan
and Kaplan (1989) suggest that views from high places are preferred as they afford opportunities
for viewers to gain comprehension and understanding of a landscape.
But vertical aspiration may be a manifestation of human’s orientation to the axis mundi,
described as a desire to make connections with the earth and the sacred realms, or to be closer to
the gods; this desire for axial connection is evident in all cultures and across all time frames
(Eliade 1991). Others write that the primary axis of orientation for perceiving landscapes is said
to have gradually shifted during the 16th century, to be replaced by a world view that landscape is
perceived across a sweeping horizon (Rogers 2006; Carrol 2004; Tuan 1974). It is in the history
of European landscape painting where the change from vertical to horizontal vision is most
evident, with the use of three-dimensional perspective; ‘landscape’ begins to be defined as a
prospect seen from a particular standpoint (Tuan 1974). However, the sacred connections to
landscape are described by respondents who prefer horizontal forms, and those who prefer
vertical landscape forms.
Both the Naturalists and the Builders in this study described a preference for vertical
elements, and images that emphasized connections between the earth and the sky often were
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described as having sacred qualities or spiritual associations. The Gardener and the Cultivator
also described sacredness in preferred landscapes, although the preferred axis of perception is
generally aligned with infinite extension into the distance, or a sweep along an infinite horizon.
Sacredness or spirituality is associated with many of the landscapes that are most
preferred; sacred landscapes are perceived in images of the moon and sun, the mysteries of
weather events, views that peer out into the infinite horizon, and the smaller miracles of “mother
nature” - including the geometries of leaves on trees or the microbes in the soil. Spiritual
associations are seen and felt in the landscapes that participants are drawn to; when mythological
aspects are described by participants, they do not refer to societal constructs (such as religious
affiliations) but describe their responses as instinctive.

Varying perceptions of hazard
Industrial hazard: the machine in the garden
The Gardener is drawn to landscapes of restorative environments, describing preferred
landscapes as places of respite and refuge. Landscapes that offer ease of locomotion and
wayfinding are also preferred, as well as those suggesting bounty and sustenance (food and
water). Because the Gardener seeks peaceful landscapes, elements that are perceived as
disruptive, such as the harvest combines and the wind turbines, represent a threat. Whether
individual respondents were residents, or visitors enjoying recreation in the landscapes,
respondents’ relationship to the landscape is easily identified with the cultural traditions of
pastoralism. The appearance of the ‘machine in the garden’ is described as a disruption to the
peacefulness of rural or agrarian life by industrial elements, and was first associated with the
appearance of the railroad in the rural American landscape in the mid-19th century (Marx 1964).
Aligned with the pastoral tradition, a number of participants explain that they respond
negatively to imagery of industrial elements in the landscape because these elements symbolize a
clash with existing rural landscapes, and are incongruent with the appearance of the rural
landscape; such responses are rooted in socially-acquired perceptions about what is appropriate
in the visual countryside landscape. However, industrial imagery is sometimes perceived as a
physical hazard; for some people industrial elements in the landscape elicits an innately-felt
response to an environmental hazard. The visceral threat of the industrial machine was captured
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by Nathaniel Hawthorne as he wrote during his travels through Berkshire in the mid-19th century
England seeking inspiration for stories. In one passage, a steam engine in a factory begins to
possess a “malignant spirit”:
…it catches one man’s arm, and pulls it off; seizes another by the coat-tails, and almost
grapples him bodily; - catches a girl by the hair, and scalps her – and finally draws a man,
and crushes him to death” (Hawthorne 1850, as cited in Marx 1964, page 269).
In this study, farm machinery was perceived by many participants as physically
threatening to humans, and to the landscapes; electrical transmission towers were perceived as
looming monsters that were moving across the landscape or shooting out deadly currents of
electricity, and wind turbines were seen as menacing: chopping birds and killing bats, looming
overhead, or threatening to topple “like those tripods from the War of the Worlds.” Such
associations suggest that some people innately perceive an environmental threat.
Shifting concepts of hazard
Though Dearden (1989) describes innate responses as common to all mankind,
deciphering what is innate presents a challenge, as responses vary from one individual to
another, people have differing responses to what Appleton described as primary ‘initiating
desires’ (1982). The implications of this are that what is perceived negatively as a threat or
hazard for one person may be positively associated with vitality for another. Although Appleton
describes response to hazard as innate, perception of hazard is not universally shared by
individuals as responses can also be altered by cognitive processes, such as societal influences or
individual experiences. Appleton (1990) uses a historic human settlement to explain how innate
perceptions can be shifted with cognitive influences. The extremely steep and high cliffs at San
Marino, Italy, represent a strong hazard to those who dwelt there, but the refuge provided by the
strategic fortifications built upon these cliffs offered protection against a threat that was stronger
than the possibility of falling: hostile intruders. The hazards of the cliffs augmented the refuge
offered by buildings. “What may be a hazard to ourselves may become an ally in furtherance of
our self-protection if we can enlist it in the task of repelling an even greater hazard” (ibid., p. 46).
Looking at the results of two more Q-sorts illustrated how cognitive processes may play a
role in altering instinctive responses to hazards in the landscape. Both of the sorts pictured in
Figure 53 were created by Naturalists; they are both male residents of rural Grey County in their
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early 50s, with an affinity for natural landscapes. Unlike the majority of Naturalists, they prefer
some landscapes with wind energy technology; the single wind turbine is seen as benevolent.
Wind turbines are seen as a defense against the greater hazard of climate change; “I see fresh
air”; “I want my grandchildren to breathe clean air.” Appleton (1982) lists ‘breathing’, as a
necessary body activity, resulting in preference for environments that offer ‘Fresh air’ (Figure
50). While wind turbines likely inspire an instinctive fear response in many viewers, for some
people the towering infrastructure has become an ally in self-protection, enlisted in the task of
repelling climate change.

Figure 53. Q-sorts produced by two Naturalists: P36 Above and P14 Below

The two Q-sorts shown in Figure 53 also demonstrate additional ways that personal
experiences influence perception of environmental hazard. In both cases the cattle grazing near
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the stream is perceived as an ecological threat; overgrazing creates erosion of soil, and bacteria
from feces contaminates the water; they commented: “those cattle are ruining that guy’s land.”
and “cows shouldn’t shit in creeks.” Both participants learned the potential ecological threat
during individual experiences; one gained knowledge by involvement in a community
stewardship group, and the other gained knowledge through work experience. Throughout the
study, the grazing cattle provided an example of how knowledge and information work to shift
an innate response to visual landscape. The grazing cattle are ranked highly for many
respondents; rural participants generally describe an affinity for animals, whether livestock or
wildlife. But respondents who have knowledge that ecosystems are threatened by grazing near
watercourses tend to rank the image negatively, or they demote its ranking from highly preferred
to neutral, usually providing a comment on that particular image.
Some have argued that if aesthetics of wind energy can be symbolically associated with
the protection of ecosystems, people’s acceptance and preference for energy infrastructure
elements in the landscape will increase (Carlson 2009; Gobster et al. 2007; Berleant 2005; Saito
2005). Preferences may shift in response to cognitive processes, and these processes can be
encouraged to promote energy literacy (Pollution Probe 2011). For example, environmental
pollution that is normally invisible can be made more tangible using illustrations so that
atmospheric carbon can be more easily envisioned by citizens as a threat to pristine landscapes
and to human health. The image shown in Figure 54 graphically portrays the amount of carbon
emitted by an average household (Sheppard 2012, p. 390).

Figure 54. Still image from David Attenborough’s TV documentary on climate change (as illustrated
Sheppard 2012, p. 390)
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Wind energy infrastructure might then be perceived as protective rather than hazardous,
and this new conception will overcome our innate or learned objection to aesthetics of wind
energy. For some Naturalists, the threat that atmospheric carbon poses to pristine landscapes is
more urgent than the localized threat of industrial infrastructure in the landscape, as the wind
energy aesthetic becomes associated with environmental protection, the viewer’s perception of
hazard is overridden by stronger impulses.

Involvement: biophilia, bounty and affordances
Stewardship or ‘caretaking’ of landscape often suggests nurturing or protectiveness, and
is considered by many residents to be a virtue, as exemplified by this framed poster on display in
a store in Goderich, Ontario (Figure 55). For others, ‘care’ is associated with condescension and
patronage (Tuan 1984); straight roads, fences and orderly rows of crops are also associated with
subordination of nature. Meinig (1979) agrees that the geometrically ordered farming landscapes
indicate technocratic dominance; the act of manipulating nature’s curves is described as a lack of
regard for, and a subjugation of, nature.

Figure 55. Framed poster displayed in a store window. Christian book store, Goderich, Ontario.
Inscription reads: And on the 8th day, God looked down on His planned paradise and said, “I need a
caretaker.” So God made a farmer. Artist: unknown. Photo: C. Hempel.

Nassauer suggests that although care has a “dark side” (1988, p. 973), it can also be
interpreted as involvement with nature, and includes understanding, familiarity and stewardship.
The Cultivators demonstrate a deep affection for nature, and speak of intimate involvement with
the soil, the plants and the animals that many have grown up tending. The Cultivator’s
preferences appear to be strongly rooted in biophilic perceptions; although most described an
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upbringing in farming and a respect for farming culture, their affiliation for plant and animal life
expressed during this study suggests that personal experiences serve to amplify an innate
biophilia. The Cultivator also demonstrates a preference for landscapes that are bountiful, and
prefers imagery depicting affordances in the landscape; these were perceived in the straight rows
of crops, but also in the imagery of farm equipment. Affordances provide possibilities for motor
action (Gibson 1979), and support the Cultivator in producing bounty from the landscape. The
Cultivator associates the landscape with livelihood; although Meinig described the perception of
wealth in the landscape as a cultural concept, the landscape may be perceived innately as a place
of provision and sustenance by the Cultivator.
Perceiving landscape as ‘Farm’
Meinig (1979) describes varying perceptions of industrial farm landscapes in two
sections: those who view landscape as ‘Wealth’, and those who view landscape as ‘Artifact’. In
these viewpoints, landscape is perceived as terrain to be exploited, those who view landscape as
Artifact do so with “utter disregard” for nature (ibid, p. 37):
The earth is a platform, but all thereon is furnished with man’s effects so extensively that you cannot find a scrap of
pristine nature. The soils, trees, and streams are not “nature” as distinct from man, they are profoundly human
creations: soils altered by plowing, cropping, burning, mulching, fertilizing, draining, forests cut and burned
and the whole complex changed by new associations of species (Meinig 1979, p. 37).

Meinig associates this view of landscape as a preference for conquered nature; “A rigid
geometry has been set discordantly but relentlessly upon the varied curves of nature” (ibid). The
Cultivator shares some values as those who view landscape as ‘Wealth’ or ‘Artifact’; however,
they share attributes with those who perceive “landscape as Habitat” (ibid, p. 36). Meinig’s list
appears incomplete; the two typologies of Wealth and Artifact describe dominatory viewpoints
towards industrial farm landscapes, and neglect the caretaking aspects that the Cultivator in our
study perceives, whether the landscape is a modern industrial farm or a small hobby farm.
Rather than disregard for nature, in this study, participants who are industrial farmers
describe their perceptions and respect for nature and natural systems; the sun and rain, the
worked soil and resulting harvest is evidence of a balanced relationship between human
endeavour and natural forces. Meinig’s (1979) axioms seem to be lacking an adequate
explanation for those who see landscape as Farm. Cultivators see both an extractive and caring
relationship; there is an aspect of wealth production and harvest, and a commitment to nature.
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They sense that the relationship between humans and landscape is symbiotic, and characterised
by intimate involvement with the land.
Unlike Gardeners and Naturalists, many Cultivators do not oppose industrial elements in
landscapes, such as harvest combines or grain elevators. Respondents described their familiarity
with farm machinery; they drive, repair and understand their machines just as they understood
the needs of their teams of horses in previous generations. However, Cultivators in this study
ranked landscapes of wind energy negatively and describe hostility towards the dominatory
aspects of industrial wind turbines, perceiving them as a threat. None of the Cultivators are
leaseholders, therefore are not involved with the harvest of wind. They are not familiar with the
mechanisms of the machinery, and their livelihoods are not integrated with the harvest of wind.
Jorgen Tranberg, pictured in Figure 56, is a Danish farmer who is celebrated for his successful
efforts to bring wind farming to the Island of Samso (Turner 2011). The image shows a farmer
who is involved with his machinery – in this case a wind turbine. Furthermore, the wind turbine
is on his property, and the income from the sale of wind-generated electricity benefit Tranberg as
well as his community.

Figure 56. Farmer Jorgen Tranberg sitting astride the wind turbine he has erected on his own land, Samso,
Denmark. Photo: Nicky Bonne, The Guardian, September 20, 2008.
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Varying perceptions of mystery and complexity
For the Gardener, large-scale farming of any kind, wind energy or agriculture, is not
harmonious with what are perceived as fine-grained countryside landscapes. They might agree
with Nohl who argues that the simplification of modern agricultural landscapes diminishes
aesthetic values, as variety of natural informational content is lost, and regional identities are
threatened by sameness: “landscapes are not able to tell their stories any longer, or to deliver
stimulating orientation patterns” (2001, p. 244). He suggests that where flat fields and large
homogenous areas have been levelled for large-scale agricultural functions, the perceptual field
will be “coarsened” and landscape aesthetics impoverished by monotony and sameness, devoid
of opportunity to satisfy a sense of mystery (Kaplan and Kaplan 1989): “In place of a richly
patterned view, which corresponds to the curiosity of man, the beholder is confronted with single
percepts of vast and disconnected landscape areas, and his needs for information remain quite
unsatisfied” (Nohl 2001, p. 225).
For other viewers, mystery and complexity areperceived very differently than visual
pattern. The Naturalist described preferences for landscapes with visual and textural complexity,
or sensory engagement, and preferences for imagery of mysterious or complex processes such as
geologic formations or weather events. The Builder expressed admiration for functional
complexity. The Cultivator is stimulated by perception of mystery and complexity in otherwise
plain landscapes, such as the unseen transformative processes at work below the ground and
within the leaves as rain and the sun’s energy is transformed into ripening grains. The Cultivator
also values his/her own engagement in the creative process, the symbiotic relationship between
the bounty offered by nature, and the human work to transform landscapes into livelihoods.

Summary
Bourassa theorizes that perceptions arising from evolutionary responses to landscape are
subject to deeply held ‘laws’ that are unlikely to respond to outside influences, culturally-rooted
perceptions can be swayed gradually by societal shifts, and experientially-acquired perceptions
can change quickly when people receive new information or gain experience that alters their
previous point of view. The findings of this study examining visual landscape values suggest that
innate, cultural, regional and individual responses work together to shape our preference.
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Adapting to new landscapes
Insights gained about the mechanisms of these varying responses may help explain how
perceptions shift to accommodate changes in the landscape, and may also explain why some
people readily adapt to new landscape aesthetics, while others remain resistant to some forms of
alteration. Visual landscapes are rapidly and significantly changing as wind energy infrastructure
is constructed in the region, and this results of this research may provide insight about why
residents have differing responses to the appearance of wind turbines.
In the next stage of research, the VQ technique developed to investigate visual landscape
values is modified in order to elicit residents’ views of future wind energy landscape scenarios in
hopes of gaining more in-depth knowledge about a particular landscape form.
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Chapter 6. Perceptions of Wind Energy Landscapes
The landscapes of Grey, Bruce and Huron Counties have been recently changing to
accommodate the construction of a rapidly expanding network of wind energy infrastructure. As
Schauman notes, “Visual changes are often the least understood and yet the most controversial
aspect of land use change” (1986, p. 104), and there has been considerable controversy in the
region over the resulting impact to familiar vistas. The second stage of this research project is to
examine how people perceive visual landscapes as they undergo significant changes. The
exploration builds on the knowledge of peoples’ perception of rural landscape gained in the VQ
study undertaken in the first stage of research. The specific objective of the second stage of
research is to develop an application of the VQ technique to elicit, analyze and articulate patterns
in the ways that people perceive changes due to the construction of wind energy infrastructure.
Analysis of the results of this wind energy landscape perception research are intended to gain
understanding of how people might respond to various future wind energy landscape scenarios,
and to gain insights that may inform decision-making processes in landscape management,
planning and design.
For this research, a technique for creating a secondary VQ sub-study was developed by
adapting the images used in the Q-set from the primary VLV study to examine scenarios
depicting future wind energy aesthetics. This chapter is divided into three main sections: a
description of the process of developing the research instrument, the results of the data obtained
during the elicitation process, and an analysis of the three factors that arose from the data.

6.1 Design of the Research Instrument
The images generated for the Q-set of the first VQ study as described in Chapter 4 were
illustrations of valued landscape imagery set in iconic landscapes typical of the region. The
subject matter was based on artwork, photography or advertising expressing landscape values
that were displayed or distributed by people in the region. There was a significant quantity of
imagery available to review and observe; residents have been expressing their landscape
preferences for centuries. Original paintings depicting rural Ontario scenery, such as those
created by the Canadian Group of Seven artists more than a century ago, are displayed in a local
art gallery in the centre of the study area. Reproductions are proudly displayed on greeting cards,
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calendars, and framed posters in thrift shops or antique shops throughout the region. A full range
of expressions of value has accumulated over many years in the region, providing a large pool of
imagery to review during the observation phase.
Initially, it was hoped that reviewing the visual ‘opinion domain’ on the topic of wind
energy aesthetics could be collected in the same way as the methods described for the VLV study
in Chapter 4, in that images expressing a wide range of visual values about the topic would be
generally available. However, wind energy infrastructure is a new feature in local landscapes and
has not yet been constructed in a wide range of regional landscape types; all but two industrialscale turbines have been constructed within the last decade. For those wind farms that are
operational, there has been little time for artists, photographers and lay citizens to reflect on the
landscape form, and distribute or display their own expressions of the new landscapes. There was
ample imagery portraying wind-energy landscapes as either benign or threatening. During the
course of the VLV study, I collected a number of images produced by wind energy companies
and advocacy groups that cast wind energy infrastructure in a favourable, progressive light (see
Figure 57 – left). I also found many images produced by wind energy opponents that showed
wind energy as harmful to the landscape (see Figure 57 -right); but a full range of expression in a
wide range of landscape scenarios would be required to collect a concourse that is nuanced and
thorough. Images of wind turbines only rarely appeared in galleries, or on the walls of local
businesses.

Source: Pembina Institute:
TIDES Canada brochure

Source: Txaris (Linda Rogers – Mothers against wind Turbines Inc).
https://twitter.com/LJRwindwarrior/status/460259923268337666/photo/1

Figure 57. Images expressing polarized perceptions of wind energy infrastructure. Left: wind energy
depicted as positive and progressive. Right: Imagery depicting wind energy as hazardous
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Furthermore, many possible scenarios for wind energy siting have yet to be constructed
in the case study area and there was not adequate imagery indicative of local future landscape
forms to contribute to a thorough communication concourse. This secondary study explores
values about future visual energy landscape typologies; it is aimed at informing future planning
processes. For this reason, the Q-set for the secondary WEA study was generated using
illustration techniques commonly employed for scenarios research. Such approaches have been
used by other VQ researchers who are exploring perceptions of landscape scenarios (Nassauer et
al. 2007; Gabr 2004).

6.2 Preparation of Materials
The stimuli set that had been developed for the primary VLV study was modified using a
combination of watercolour and digital illustration techniques commonly applied to elicit
participants’ views in landscape scenario forecasting research (Holway et al. 2012; Leggit 2010;
Hopkins and Zapata 2007). Five of the images that already contained energy infrastructure were
re-used in the second set, and twenty-two of the paintings that had been created for the VLV
study were digitally modified to show different scenarios of wind energy landscapes. This was
done by creating small paintings of wind energy elements at various scales, scanning these
elements, and then altering the images by using Photoshop to create new images. The full set for
the WEA study is shown in Table 12 and Table 13.
The table below describes the varying wind energy scenarios that the Q-set depicts. The
scenarios were created to represent a range of conditions and settings. Some settings were
developed to correspond to aesthetic guidelines as found in wind energy design publications
(McWilliam et al. 2012; Manwell et al. 2009; Pasqualetti et al. 2002). Other conditions were
generated by reviewing participants’ sentiments expressed about wind energy landscapes
gathered during the primary VLV study, or by reviewing opinions about aesthetics as expressed
in local newspapers and on-line forums. Common themes and concerns that arose during this
review suggested key siting concerns that the Q-set was designed to address. The most common
aspect of best practices for wind energy siting has to do with objective criteria relating to how
the infrastructure is perceived, such as scale, quantity and observer position. A variety of
scenarios are illustrated showing turbines at varying distances from landscape features, distance
from viewer, illustrated as single or multiples, and screening. The second most predominant
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concern relates to an exploration of compatibility or ‘fitness’. Whether a new development is
considered a good fit in an existing location is dependent on objective qualities and symbolic
associations (Schauman 1986). The intention was to describe varying scales and quantities of
turbines set in differing biophysical landscape typologies, while illustrating a range of potential
cultural associations. While atmospheric conditions were purposefully illustrated in a similar
style, two images depict windy conditions (7 and 8) and one depicts a lightning storm.
Table 11. Setting typologies for wind energy
Distance from
landscape
features
Wild landscapes
Wooded
landscapes
Pastoral
landscapes
Heritage
landscapes

Near
Middle
Near
Middle
Distant
Middle
Near

Cultivated
landscapes

Near
Middle

Industrial
landscapes

Near
Middle

Vernacular farm
landscape

Near
Middle

Rolling landscape
Flat landscape

Distance from
viewer

Atmosphere

Quantity

Distant
Middle

Windy

Near
Middle
Distant
Near
Middle
Distant

Dramatic

Multiple
Single
Multiple
Single
Two
Multiple
Single
Two

Near
Middle
Distant
Near
Middle

Windy

Screening

Foliage
Tree trunks

Multiple
Single
Two
Multiple
Two
Multiple

Distant

Two
Multiple

Near
Middle
Distant
Near
Middle
Distant

Single
Two
Multiple
Single
Two
Multiple

Roadside
trees
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Table 12. Q-set for secondary visual Q-methodology study: Wind Energy Aesthetics, Items 1-15
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Table 13. Q-set for secondary visual Q-methodology study: Wind Energy Aesthetics, Items 16-27
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Stimuli sets
In the VLV study, the stimuli set was printed in random order with each image on a
single page in an 11” x 14” softcover book, as well as in a set of smaller printed cards for use
when sorting. Similarly, a book was printed for the WEA study; it was identical to that produced
for the VLV study, as described in Chapter 4 (Figure 20), except that there were 27 pages rather
than 35. The smaller set of cards was similar, but they were slightly larger than for the VLV
study (5” wide x 3.6” high). This was done because the details of the images were small or faint,
and difficult to decipher at a smaller size. Images in the deck were numbered, corresponding to
page number, although numbers appeared only on the back of cards.
The Q‐sort board
The Q-sort board was printed at a scale that corresponded to a standard oversize printing
width, but was large enough to accommodate all 27 images. The final sheet was 47.5” x 21”.

Figure 58. Q-sorting sheet for the Wind Energy Aesthetics study.

Data recording sheet and questionnaire.
A duplication of the Q-sort board, printed on 8.5” X 11” paper, was prepared for
recording the results. This was accompanied by instructions and one-page questionnaire, and
attached to the information sheet and consent form (see Appendix VI).
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6.3 Data Collection
Summary of Wind Energy Aesthetics study participants
The participants for the WEA study were drawn from the larger sample of participants
who completed the VLV study. Those who had a particular interest, knowledge of, or concern
about wind energy landscapes, or future changes to the visual landscapes of the region, were
asked to provide data for the WEA study, including those with varied levels of experience and
expertise, and those who had expressed particular points of view about perceived impacts of
wind energy infrastructure (positive and negative). In total, 38 people participated in the study.
The invitation and consent form is attached in Appendix V.
See Table 14 for a list of participants and their relevant expertise relating to the topic.
Challenges with obtaining a balanced P‐sample.
Obtaining a balanced P-sample was challenging, due to the politically-charged
atmosphere. Those in opposition to regional wind energy development volunteered easily to
express their viewpoints and participate, but local developers and leaseholders in support of
development were more reluctant to return phone calls and e-mails, and several mentioned
previous negative experiences with reporters or members of the public that made them averse to
exposure. Especially when wind energy projects are in initial planning or early approval stages,
local residents do not wish for their neighbours to know that they have agreed to host turbines on
their property. It took considerable time to obtain Q-sorts from landowners with wind energy
installations on their property.
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Table 14. Participant demographics and knowledge area – Wind Energy Aesthetics Study
Area of Knowledge

M
18-35

F
18-35

M
36-90

F
36-90

Resident

Land use planning
Elected representative
Economic development
Visual Arts (landscape
photography or
painting)
Architecture
Landscape Architecture
Engineering
Environmental groups/
wildlife conservation
Geography
Tourism
Cultural Heritage
Natural recreation (hiking,
cross country skiing)
Constructed recreation (golf,
downhill skiing,
motorized sports)
Farming - intensive
Farming –small scale
Hunting and fishing
Roads
Real Estate Sales
Wind Energy Hosts
Energy Infrastructure
First Nations expertise
Wind energy support
Wind energy resistance

1

1

3
5
2
1

1

6
5

Childhood
landscape
in region
4
4

5

4

1

1
1
1

2
3

1

1

2
1

1

3
3

3
3

1

1

2
1

1

2
1
3

3

2

1

Visitor
1

2

1
1
1

1

2

3

1

2
1

3
1

2
4
1
3
2
3
4
1
6
8

1

2

2
5
2
3
2

2
4
1
2
2

3

1

8

5

1
2
1
1

Administration of Q‐sorts
Thirty-eight participants provided data for the WEA study; 35 people provided responses
to the questionnaire during one-on-one interviews, and the other 3 participants wrote their own
responses on the questionnaire sheet. After the book was reviewed, and the cards were placed on
the Q-sort sheet and recorded, 35 of the participant discussed their preferences, and responses to
the imagery, in brief interviews during which the questionnaire was completed by me. Three
participants filled out their questionnaires on their own, without an interview, because of time
constraints. Images of individual Q-sorts are provided in Appendix VII.
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6.4 Data Analysis
The process of data analysis using PQMethod software described for the VLV study, in
Chapter 4 was followed for the WEA study.
Eigenvalues
The factor analysis of the WEA study produced 8 factors that passed the Humphrey’s
Rule test; see Table 15.
Table 15. Eigenvalues for 8 unrotated factors – Wind Energy Aesthetics study.

Factor

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Eigenvalue

7.54

5.91

4.36

2.86

2.55

2.11

1.66

1.55

% of explained
variance

20

16

11

8

7

6

4

4

In this case, when plotting the Eigenvalues of unrotated factors, it was quite clear that the
first three factors showed an interesting rate of change that tapered considerably after the fourth
factor (Table 16). Once again, I performed rotations on 3 factors, and then 4 factors, and plotted
the results alongside the information about participants; the clearest story emerged from
interpretation of three factors.
Table 16. Plotting the rate of change in Eigenvalues – Wind Energy Aesthetics study

Eigenvalues of Unrotated Factors
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

Factor 5

Factor 6

Factor 7

Factor 8

Unlike the results of the VLV study, I had not clearly understood from the interviews that
there were patterns emerging from participants’ comments. It was only after performing a
rotation on 3 factors and then plotting these out that I was able to really “see” the results
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emerging from this data. This observation suggests that the statistical analysis really bolsters the
information that might be obtained from interviews, and suggest that the combination of
quantitative and qualitative techniques available in Q-methodology research might be very
powerful in guiding researchers to understanding complex matters about visual perception.
Factor Arrays
The factor array produced when three factors were rotated using Varimax rotation can be
seen in Table 17. This information was used to reproduce each of the factors as Q-sorts that
could be viewed and examined visually.
Table 17. Factor Arrays for WEA study using three factors, with Varimax rotation.
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Factor matrices and defining sorts
There were three key factors identified in the WEA study. The PQMethod software
produces results that can be exported into a notepad file. The raw data with results showing
factor matrices can be reviewed in Table 18. A full summary of the PQMethod output is attached
in Appendix VIII.
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Table 18. Factor matrices from WEA study
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Chapter 6b. Interpretation of Factors
Each of the three factors identified describes a subjective point of view that bears a
‘family resemblance’ to those Q-sorts submitted by a number of respondents. In order to gain
understanding about how groups of people view wind energy in the landscape, each of these
archetypical sorts have been named, described, analyzed, and then compared with each other.
Individual sorts provided by participants are illustrated in some cases to augment the
explanation, and in some cases participants’ sorts are compared with those previously produced
for the VLV study.

6.4 The Distant Observer
The most important indicator of preference for Factor 1, the Distant Observer, is the
distance between wind turbines and the viewer, and setbacks from houses, people and animals.
Images indicating that the infrastructure is very large and close are disliked most strongly (Figure
60). For some respondents, the appearance of wind energy did not change their fundamental
landscape preferences, whereas for others, the changes pose a strong threat.

Figure 59. Factor 1: Idealized Q-sort, the Distant Observer

Respondents had strong reactions to turbines that are depicted at close range and that
appear very large, describing them as threatening and the industrial scale as out of place in the
landscape. The Lone Tree With Turbines (WT hereafter) was strongly disliked; one participant
remarked “I find it insulting that this piece of nature should be flanked by this garbage.” This
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sentiment was repeated by others, suggesting that the respondents anthropomorphize the tree,
and empathize with it - “I feel so sorry for that tree” - perceiving a physical hazard from the
proximity of the spinning blades. Frequently, participants described or noted concerns for the
health and safety of people living too close to turbines, and spoke about concern for migrating
birds. Similarly, the Grazing Herd WT is strongly disliked, with participants expressing
concerned for the welfare of the animals.

Figure 60. Least preferred images for the Distant Observer

The energy infrastructure in the most preferred image, the Lighthouse WT, is barely
visible, and although the tower is quite visible in the image of the Open Road WT, it was noted
that there were no houses or people nearby. Similarly, although horses and people are shown in
the Haywagon WT, the image is preferred because the towers appear to be very far from the
subjects. Participants noted that their reactions were strongly linked to a “gut feeling”. One
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participant had ranked the Haywagon WT positively (+3), but reflected: “I suppose those
turbines are close to the neighbours too…now that I’m thinking about it”.

Figure 61. Landscape preferences for Distant Observer: most-preferred columns of Q-sort

Individual results: Comparison between two Visual Q studies
For some participants, such as the planner (P7) who provided the Q-sorts shown in Figure
62, the presence of wind energy infrastructure did not shift preferred views significantly from
those that had been previously selected. Although the planner had preferred wind energy
infrastructure in industrial farming landscapes, the appearance of this infrastructure in favoured
landscapes did not significantly alter the appreciation of the views. For others, such as P25,
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previously preferred landscapes were shifted significantly when wind towers were perceived as
too close, especially to trees (Figure 63).

Figure 62. Comparison of results between VLV study and WEA study for Participant #7. Order of
preferences changed little for this participant.
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Figure 63. Participant #25. Previously preferred, familiar treed landscapes become less preferred when
altered by wind energy

Planning considerations for the Distant Observer
Key considerations in planning are related to setback distance, in particular from people
and animals. The top image in Figure 64 below was photographed using the digital equivalent of
a 50 mm camera lens from a road that was approximately 2 km from the wind turbine. There are
no houses, animals, or landscape features that would be deemed in conflict with the
infrastructure, and the perceived hazard threat is minimal. The lower image in Figure 64 is a
photo of an offshore wind project near Lillgrund, Sweden, viewed at a distance of about 5 km.
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Figure 64. Preferred siting options for the Distant Observer. Photos by C. Hempel.
Upper image: Onshore wind in agricultural landscape, apparently away from homes. Photo taken
from Parr Line Rd. 31, near Clinton.
Lower image: Lillgrund offshore wind project, Sweden.
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6.5 The Pragmatist
Preferences for the Factor 2, the Pragmatist, are related to landscape compatibility, and
what is perceived as congruent function and cultural association. Landscapes that are large in
scale, dedicated to modern farming and production, and industrial in appearance are considered
most suitable for wind energy; landscapes that are fine grained or associated with traditional land
uses are not.

Figure 65. Factor 2: idealized Q-sort, the Pragmatist.

Similar to the Distant Observer, the Pragmatist prefers wind energy in open landscapes,
especially offshore, and least prefers the proximity of energy infrastructure to trees and
woodlands, especially those who had identified with the Naturalists in the VLV study. For
participants who had factored as Gardeners in the VLV study, those landscapes associated with
traditional agriculture, hobby farming or leisure were considered incompatible. Similarly, the
wind turbines perceived as too close to livestock were jarring for participants who considered the
image symbolically associated with tradition. The Apple Orchard WT was disliked because it
was “not an industrial site” and had previously been preferred because of nostalgic attachments.
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Figure 66. Least preferred images for the Pragmatist

The Pragmatist assesses the overall character of the setting, including landscape function
and symbolic landscape associations. P1 summed up her choices: “If I’m going to see them, I
want to see them close to the roads, near a plowed field, powering a city or town that needs them.
I don’t want to see them when I’m hiking the Bruce Trail in the middle of nowhere” (see lower
Q-sort, Figure 68).
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Figure 67. Landscape preferences for the Pragmatist: most-preferred columns of Q-sort

Another participant described the compatibility of the industrial imagery in the Grain
Fields and the Harvest Combines, “pumped full of chemicals, fuel and industrial typology”, as
compatible with energy infrastructure due to “a sense of combined threat”. The same participant
remarked that the distant, turning propellers of the wind turbines viewed from the lighthouse
made sense with the imagery of gazing into the distant water: “I think there’s something
romantic about that”. Some Pragmatists, such as P26 (see middle Q-sort, Figure 68), prefer dense
wind farms and multiple turbines grouped together rather than isolated projects; this response
was described as a pragmatic choice to protect other, more scenic, landscapes, from
development.
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Figure 68. The Pragmatist’s varying definitions of suitability for wind energy development.
From upper to lower: Participants #35, 26, and 1.
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Individual results: Comparison between two Visual Q studies
Pragmatists often reflected on the altered meanings in the imagery when wind energy
appeared. For instance, if they had expressed opposition to development, some images that were
favoured least in the previous VLV study were deemed suitable for wind energy because, as one
respondent noted, “I didn’t really like that one before anyways.” The Q-sorts shown in Figure 69
were provided by P18, who had most preferred the View over Vineyard in the VLV study. With
the placement of wind turbines as a distant but focal element, the image was far less preferred.
However, the Harvest Combines WT and the Grain Field WT were ranked more highly than in
previous sorts, as was The Lighthouse WT. He explained the high rankings of the Harvest
Combines WT as a trade-off rather than a preference; “if you’re going to have wind turbines, a
500-acre grain field is as good a place as any.” Such shifts in ranking were explained as
pragmatic considerations based on what landscapes had been considered least scenic previously.
This respondent did not prefer seascapes generally, but also felt that offshore wind was more
practical.
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Figure 69. Participant 18. Previously preferred, heritage and leisure landscapes become disliked when
altered by wind energy, but energy infrastructure on industrial farm landscapes is considered less
problematic.

Planning for the Pragmatist
For the Pragmatists, placement of wind energy is associated with the existing landscape
meanings, and general fitness. Infrastructure that is considered out of place in the landscape is
least preferred. Congruency can be defined culturally, physically, or symbolically, suggesting
that siting considerations must take into account each of these aspects. Landscapes that are
highly valued for their existing scenic or cultural heritage are least suitable, but modern
landscapes of production are most highly suitable.
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Symbolic congruency

‐2

+3

Figure 70. Compatible landscapes have compatible associations

Compatibility was described in symbolic terms as well as physical terms. The image
Lightning with WT (ranked overall at +3) shows a landscape that is very similar physically to the
Open Natural Landscape with WT (ranked overall at -2); see Figure 70. Compatibility was
occasionally perceived in the interpreted meaning rather than biophysical features: “electricity
with electricity”. The image of the Open Road WT was ranked highly overall, described by one
participant as “making sense with the motion of the turbine blades”. Physically, the Pragmatist
supports locations that have good wind resources, especially offshore wind, and landscapes
associated with productive harvest.

Figure 71. Wind Energy near industrial farming landscapes. K2 project, Bruce County. Photo: C. Hempel.
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Whether wind energy should be sited close to human settlements varies from respondent
to respondent, depending on the Pragmatist’s viewpoint. Some find it most sensible to locate
power closer to users, near cities, near roads, and near transmission infrastructure. However,
other participants find locations that are remote from people to be more pragmatic because there
will be less social resistance.

6.6 The Wind Farmer
Summary of the viewpoint
Factor 3, the Wind Farmer, is supportive of wind energy generally, and considers the
infrastructure to be a benefit to local and/or global sustainability objectives. Some respondents
describe wind farming as a means to improve local agricultural livelihoods; for others the
aesthetics of wind turbines represent community resilience or energy independence, and most
wind farmers believe that wind energy development furthers global environmental initiatives.

Figure 72. Factor 3: Idealized Q-sort, the Wind Farmer.

For some respondents, the integration of wind energy with traditional uses is pleasing; it
suggests progress and “life”. Unlike the Distant Observer and the Pragmatist, the Wind Farmer
would prefer wind energy infrastructure on the land rather than offshore; wind energy is
perceived as economically beneficial to the landowner whereas ownership and potential
profitability are uncertain for offshore siting.
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Figure 73. Least preferred images for the Wind Farmer

Like the Pragmatist, the scale and size of the wind turbines are not upsetting to the Wind
Farmer but, unlike the latter, wind energy is not preferred as part of industrial landscapes. There
are some contrasting viewpoints about the association between wind energy and modern
agriculture. The Harvest Combines WT were given a neutral (0) ranking overall, but the
placement of the image was indicative of either positive or negative feelings about modern
industrial farming.
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Figure 74. Landscape preferences for the Pragmatist: most-preferred columns of Q-sort

The Wind Farmer, and Visual Landscape Values
For most of the participants who share this viewpoint, farming imagery was strongly
preferred in the VLV study; the addition of wind energy infrastructure was considered
advantageous, and often viewed as a means to renew longstanding farming traditions on familyowned landscape. Many comments referred to local contributions towards general greenhouse
gas emission goals: “we need to do our part in this region”, and some emphasized the small
footprint of the wind towers: “they hardly take any space away from crops”. Another preferred
the image of the Lone Tree WT more positively than the Lone Tree because renewable energy is
symbolically associated with protection of ecological systems: “I see them saving the trees”.
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Figure 75. Comparison of two Wind Farmers
Above: Participant #14 – prefers wind energy for industrial farming landscape typologies.
Below: Participant #34 – prefers wind energy for traditional and organic farming landscape
typologies

Many Wind Farmers consider that wind energy creates a positive new role for local
farmers, and a benefit to cultural identity and a means to boost income. Wind energy
infrastructure is described as “another way to harvest from nature”, and a way to increase
agricultural livelihoods. In a number of Q-sorts, such as that provided by P34 (Figure 75, lower
image) or P15 (Figure 76), offshore wind was less preferred because it was not considered
financially feasible or beneficial to local residents or communities, whereas onshore wind towers
were of financial benefit to the landowner. For many respondents, economic benefits were cited
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as the reasons for preferring wind infrastructure, described as “rejuvenation for this area”,
“revitalizing”, and “modern”. In the words of P15 when describing his response to the Old Barn
WT: “Now that guy can afford to fix his barn.”

Figure 76. Participant 15. Wind Energy infrastructure is considered an improvement to previously
preferred imagery. An exception is offshore wind development.

In addition to economic benefits, some Wind Farmers commented on positive impacts to
social sustainability; descriptive words like “modern” and “progressive” or “the way of the
future” were used to explain the ranking of most preferred images, and one remarked that “we
need to get used to seeing these so we know where our electricity comes from.” For many, the
addition of wind turbines in the landscape symbolizes energy independence. The left image in
Figure 77 represented “community resilience” to several participants; another noted that the

image reminded him of “off-the-grid” lifestyles that he admired.
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+3

+4

Figure 77. Preferences of Wind Farmer.
Left: Farmhouse with Row Crops WT represents energy independence and community resilience to
a number of Wind Farmers: “we need to be off the grid, generating our own electricity.”
Right: Old Barn WT represents economic renewal: “Now that guy can afford to fix his barn.”

Planning for the Wind Farmer

Figure 78. Wind towers in Ferndale, Ontario are considered a source of production and harvest, and often
associated with energy independence and community resilience. Photo: unknown.
http://www.explorethebruce.com/motorcycle-tobermory-tour-big-tub-run.php
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The photo in Figure 78 shows a combination of harvests - hay and wind energy – in a
project of three wind turbines on the Bruce Peninsula, in the northern part of Bruce County. For
many, these turbines symbolize community resilience, modernity, and a sustainable form of
harvest that improves the view of the landscape. The Wind Farmer is likely to consider the
aesthetics of wind energy as an improvement to existing rural landscapes of Grey, Bruce and
Huron Counties.

6.7 Perceptions of Wind Energy Development
It has been argued that the most significant local impact of wind energy development is
visual landscape change (Wolsink 2007), whether visual change is considered positive or
negative. In the words of one local wind developer in Huron County,“wind farms will create the
most significant visual change to the landscape since they cleared the trees (in the previous
century).” The way that people respond to the appearance of new wind energy infrastructure in
the landscape is impacted by their visual landscape values, and their beliefs about the impact of
wind energy development generally.

Varying perspectives on impacts of wind energy development
As the VLV research showed, many factors that influence participants’ landscape
perception appear to be rooted in innate, or pre-cognitive responses. However, socio-cultural
conditioning, regional influences, and individual experiences and world views also sway
perceptions, and these variations in participants’ experiences help explain the diverse
perspectives discovered in the research focusing on wind energy aesthetics. Throughout the
research project, an understanding of citizens’ perceptions of wind energy was sought by
listening to community members speak at meetings, in conversation with residents during
interviews or administration of VQ studies, or by reading points of view expressed in local
newspapers or on-line forums; a complex picture emerges of the complex and often
contradictory attitudes that residents hold towards wind energy development. Although the
development of renewable energy is cited as a key component of efforts to achieve global
sustainability objectives (IPCC 2014), and wind energy building programs are supported by
many citizens, efforts to resist development have been considered “a bottleneck to a sustainable
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future” (Ellis et al. 2010, p. 524). While local perceptions of wind energy’s contribution to
sustainability are conflicting, differing perspectives arise from varying views of how
communities should move towards sustainable futures. The top-down planning model
implemented for wind energy projects was implemented because provincial decision makers
assumed that sustainability efforts were hampered by local resistance.
Planning for wind energy has proved problematic in the region because of differing
perceptions of landscape character, differing views about energy development generally, and
differing opinions about the nature of impacts on the communities where wind energy
infrastructure is sited. The way that people perceive wind energy development affects how they
perceive the aesthetics of the infrastructure; this variation in attitude suggests that the local
planning problem is highly complex; the wind energy planning problem in the case study region
can be characterized as a wicked one.

Contested impacts
The following section is a summary of the diverse perceptions of current and future
impacts of wind energy development that people of Grey, Bruce and Huron Counties have
expressed. While most of this information was gathered during the data collection process while
administering Q-sorts, other conversations arose while listening actively to community concerns.
Perceived impacts to sustainability, both local and global, can be categorized as environmental,
economic or social, or perhaps affecting all aspects. In the following diagrams (Figure 79 and
Figure 80), these concerns are shown as distinct but overlapping categories. The first diagram
outlines perceived positive impacts, and the second diagram outlines perceived negative impacts.
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Figure 79. Perception of positive sustainability impacts
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Figure 80. Perception of negative sustainability impacts

6.8 Perception of Environmental Impacts
Much debate over wind energy development centres on whether construction of wind
farms will be beneficial or damaging to the environment. The key areas of concern may stem
from global concerns, or local concerns, and is described below. The most significant positive
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environmental impacts of wind energy development are at the global level, while significant
negative impacts of wind energy development are at the local level.
Positive environmental impacts
Locally, it has been speculated that the visual presence of wind turbines may increase
tourist and residents’ environmental awareness, and this increased awareness will lead to
increased awareness of energy consumption patterns, and reinforce residents’ commitment to
environmental stewardship. Area residents have expressed support for wind energy development
because of perceived positive environmental impacts, echoing sentiments expressed globally.
Support for wind development arises because residents support efforts to shift to renewable
energy technologies that reduce consumption of natural resources, and contribute to the
reduction of atmospheric carbon emissions.
Negative environmental impacts
Locally, wind energy development has negative environmental impacts, including certain
and uncertain impacts. Although some residents suggest that impact on landscape is perceived as
minor in comparison to future benefit, such benefits remain intangible to many residents. The
construction of new infrastructure is damaging to landscapes and to wildlife habitat at the local
level.
These giant turbines, often more than 100 meters high are a huge eyesore, make life of
many residents nearby miserable, kill thousands of birds and bats and degrade precious
farmland. Because wind turbines last only 10 to 20 years, soon our beautiful Ontario
landscape will be littered with rusting, broken down monsters (Zupan 2016, N. P.).
Prior to gaining approval for construction of wind energy infrastructure, professional
assessment is required in calculating impacts to wildlife and ecosystems; however, local
residents with lay and/or professional expertise in biology and environmental science claim that
consultation is minimal, impact assessment is inadequate, and development is too rapid to
understand long-term impacts of habitat change, especially to migrating species. Although not as
prevalent as concerns for birds and bats, a few residents noted concerns that wind energy
installations may affect the health of mammals and even insects and earthworms; at local
meetings, presentations have been shared that identify a relationship between wind projects and
physical damage to cows and horses, and birth deformities in some farm animals such as minks.
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While offshore locations are usually spoken of as less impactful, some residents express concern
for fish and marine species habitat.
Although many argue that damage to landscape is minor in comparison to other built
structures such as roads or buildings, natural resources are consumed to build and transport
turbines. Road networks are installed to service development, and electricity transmission
infrastructure is built above and below ground, and many people express concern over loss and
degradation of farmland (Zupan 2016). Unpredictable damage occurs; one leaseholder reported
the unnecessary destruction of his mature elm tree during access road construction, despite a preexisting agreement with the wind energy company to protect it.
Some residents are concerned about negative global environmental impacts. Concerns
were expressed that policy support or incentivization for wind development globally will exhaust
capacity to develop other low-carbon initiatives that are seen as more effective strategies for
lowering greenhouse gas emissions, particular nuclear energy. Locals have discussed the
impossibility of meeting energy demands with renewable technology; Bruce County is host to
one of the world’s largest nuclear energy facilities and it is believed locally that Ontario’s
demands for clean energy can be met with nuclear power. Other residents have expressed
concern that wind energy requires more consumption of natural gas as back up when wind is not
available; “The dirty little secret hidden in the program that is encouraging wind power
development in Ontario is the fact that we are really replacing the coal fired plants with
generating stations that are powered by natural gas!” (Stevens 2009, N.P.). A more effective
national grid, or efforts to curb consumption, is considered by some a better response to achieve
environmental goals, and moving from a high-carbon electricity source such as coal to a low
carbon electricity source does not address the key energy problem in industrialized countries,
which is overconsumption, and a wind energy building program will detract from efforts aimed
at conservation.

6.9 Perception of Economic Impacts
Economic impact of wind energy development is perceived variably in the community.
Many businesses thrive when an infrastructure system is built and maintained, and positive
impacts can occur on multiple levels; profits generated by large wind energy companies who sell
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electricity to the grid can benefit not only shareholders of those corporations, but the employees
who build the infrastructure, the local employees who construct and maintain the infrastructure
locally, and the landowners who the income generated by landowners who gain an income by
leasing their land, and municipalities who collect tax revenue. However, residents perceive
economic losses from lowered property values, new municipal responsibilities, higher electricity
bills, and strain on other electricity production facilities.
Positive economic impacts
Local supporters for wind development argue that development of renewable energy
technologies spur economic growth; citizens speculated that manufacturing wind technology
would create a promising future for vacant industrial facilities, such as now-abondoned large
industrial properties in Owen Sound, the largest city in the region. Local landowners who lease
land to developers make considerable profit; local workers and technicians are employed in the
construction and maintenance of energy systems, and municipal coffers may grow from
increased tax revenues, building permit fees, or specific programs such as ‘community vibrancy’
funds paid by wind energy companies to municipalities that host developments.
There was speculation that wind projects might encourage eco-tourism or become local
attractions; some participants noted that the first turbines installed on the Bruce Peninsula at the
Ferndale site were visited by a number of locals and tourists. It is believed by some that wind
energy projects increase property values, such as in the Melancthon area (Vyn and McCullough
2014). The local newspaper in Grey/Bruce reported doubling of farmland prices across the
region and across the province between 2008 and 2012 (Gowan 2012). One citizen commented
on the article, a farmer of 40+ years: “So, where is the argument wind turbines and solar
installations decrease property values. In my area the farms with turbines the property value
increases are even higher than quoted in the article and the properties values next to turbines
have not decreased” (online response to Gowan 2012).
Negative economic impacts
Negative local impacts are perceived in relation to property values and tourism,
municipal tax revenues and operating expenses, nuclear facilities, and the costs of provincial
energy rates. Residents near wind energy developments in Ontario are very concerned about
devaluation of property due to perceived impacts on human health and on viewsheds, as has been
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widely reported in local and national media (Nicol and Seglins 2011). Residents are concerned
that proposed projects are “a spectre that will decimate property owners,” with estimates of 2040% loss of real estate value (Lochnan 2011, N.P.). According to local real estate agents, wind
development that has been proposed but has not yet received development approval send
property values plummeting. Because wind development has occurred so rapidly, municipal
property assessment agencies have yet to account for either property increase or devaluation due
to proximity of wind farms; long term affects to property values is uncertain. Elected
representatives express concern that municipal coffers will be threatened if property values
slump, as tax revenue is tied to assessed property values. County and township officials are
additionally concerned about increased expenses for providing fire and emergency services to
wind energy facilities. Due to impact on scenery, many are concerned that aesthetic impacts will
adversely affect local tourism industries; the industrial infrastructure is expected to dissuade
those tourists who seek views of idealized nature or traditional agrarian landscapes.
An additional concern expressed is that excess nuclear power generated to meet standard
baseload demands will be ‘dumped’, or released as heat, into Lake Huron, when surplus energy
is generated by wind turbines and cannot be absorbed by the grid. In other cases, Bruce Power
units are required to be “reduced,” causing accelerated wear on turbine generator condensers;
“Adding unnecessary transients is undesirable on operating nuclear plants. Adding wind is not a
benign option” (Palmer 2015, p. 9). The strain on mechanical systems not designed for frequent
reductions may yield costly outcomes due to failure or shortened lifespan of equipment.
Residents have argued that the hoped-for job creation promised by ‘Cleantech’ (Turner
2011) advocates is unrealistic: “For every so-called green job government claims it has created,
many more will be lost through jacked-up energy costs and resources leaving our community.
The pretense of green jobs is a false economy” (Robertson 2011, N.P.). Local elected officials
share and discuss reports expressing objections to expansion to provincial wind power
development, and object to further development because most believe that the public interest is
not served by the expansion of wind energy in the region.
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6.10 Perception of Social Impacts
Perception of the socio-cultural impacts of wind energy development is largely dependent
on residents’ existing relationships to landscape and place-identity. Some residents see positive
changes to community identity and energy independence as a result of wind development, while
others are concerned about unfairness, loss of community cohesion, loss of traditional farming as
cultural legacy, and an increased urban/rural divide. A very significant issue for local residents is
concern about adverse health effects resulting from the operation of wind turbines too close to
human settlements.

Positive social impacts
A number of positive social impacts are perceived by supporters of wind energy
development: community resilience and independence relating to local production of energy,
positive place-identity and cultural cohesiveness related to wind energy harvest as a revitalized
role for agricultural communities, and hopes that Ontario can be positioned as a global leader in
achieving greenhouse gas emission reduction targets.
Many perceive a positive social benefit of wind energy development arising from
improved energy resilience; with the development of a distributed model for energy supply, there
is hope that locally owned and operated wind turbines will allow communities to disengage from
a central distribution model. Positive place-identity is associated with wind energy development
for those who perceive the new industry as a much-needed boost to agricultural production, a
revitalizing shift for farming, and a culture that is progressive or future-oriented. Such impacts
could include a renewed positive community identity, and new vitality arising from ecological
responsibility and technological modernity.

Negative social impacts
As the previous president of Bruce County’s National Farmers Union wrote: “We could
have had a system that didn't run roughshod over local communities, neighbours, municipal
governments and individuals, but instead respected local people enough to allow them the right
to decide and shape their future. We could have had a system that didn't divide neighbours and
communities” (Robertson 2011, N.P.). Negative social impacts include perceptions of alack of
fairness, loss of power, and health impacts.
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The current distribution of financial benefit from wind energy development includes the
wind energy developers, participating landowners and, to a lesser degree, communities that are
paid in taxation, development charges, or special funds created for individual wind development
programs. Many residents have been significantly affected by landscape change yet do not
receive any financial benefit; this has resulted in a fragmented community. Ownership models of
wind energy infrastructure seldom include local residents. Many elected representatives and
municipal staff, working on behalf of entire communities, are devastated at the recent damage to
social fabric caused by one person benefitting economically from new development while the
other neighbours experience a loss. Rural communities and even families have been described by
elected officials and planners as “fractured” over wind energy development.
The lack of community consultation and control over local planning decisions in the
context of wind energy development has impacted residents’ sense of a self-determined
community identity. Cohesive social fabric is a strong element of the traditional and modern
farming community, and the unfolding of the wind energy development program has threatened
core values. Many rural residents also express frustration that provincial policies that result in
significant change to rural communities are supported by a majority of urban voters, while rural
voters are opposed. The loss of political power has also contributed to a growing sense of
rural/urban divide in Ontario.
One resident described one outcome the Green Energy Act, in particular the wind
development program, as a displacement of people from their farming heritage: “This is all about
Agenda 21. McGuinty wants families out of rural Ontario –they are driving us from our
landscape because they think we should all move to the city.” Citizens are deeply concerned
about recent demographic trends. Farms have been increasing in size, while at the same time
homesteads are beginning to disappear in a trend towards farm consolidation. The acquisition of
farmland by large investment groups or foreign-controlled conglomerates, including wind energy
development companies, is also considered a threat to a traditional way of life for many local
farmers. As one resident noted, “in ten years, Huron County will be wind turbines and grain
fields as far as the eye can see –no houses, no cows, no more farm families.”
The perception that wind energy infrastructure will negatively impact human health is a
serious concern for many local residents. Not satisfied with the Minister of Health’s (King, as
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cited in CMOH 2010) statement that there is no direct causal relationship between wind turbines
and negative health effects, local residents and the elected officials who represent them believe
wind turbines are a significant threat to human health. Individuals and coalitions have challenged
development approvals on the grounds that human safety is at risk (SWEAR 2013), but these
legal challenges have not prevented development from proceeding, and wind turbines are not
considered by regulatory agencies to be a threat to human safety (CMOH 2013). Research
undertaken by the Grey Bruce Health Unit (Lynn and Arra 2013) supports local claims that
anxiety and cognitive distress are associated with people’s negative response to noise and visual
impact of wind energy infrastructure in the countryside landscape.
The dilemma of how to go about conceptualizing a solution to a planning problem
depends on how that particular problem is characterized. Challenges that society faces can be
described as simple, complicated or complex (Westley, Zimmerman and Patton 2007, p. 9). A
simple one has “clear cause and effect relationships that can be mastered through developing and
repeating basic skills” (ibid, p. 8). Complicated problems may not be simple (e.g., sending a
rocket to the moon) and may require high levels of expertise, but analytical approaches can solve
these problems because there is a high degree of certainty of outcome; like simple problems, they
are considered ‘tame’ (Briggs 2007). Complex problems pose a challenge, as there are no clear
rules to guarantee success and the problem changes in response to uncontrollable forces that
cannot be foreseen. Society is able to solve complex problems with great regularity (e.g., raising
a child) but “disasters can occur when complex issues are managed or measured as if they are
merely complicated or even simple” (Westley et al. 2007, p. 10).
Traditional analytical and linear approaches, however rational, are unlikely to solve
wicked problems, such as climate change or land degradation, and ways to tackle these problems
are described as an “evolving art” (Briggs 2007, p. 2). A wind energy policy problem, such as
how Ontario’s energy policy should respond to the problem of renewable energy infrastructure
development in the face of global climate change and economic development imperatives, is
particularly complex.
Removal of planning power: a simple solution to Nimbyism?
Authentic community consultation in land management decisions is mandated in
Ontario’s planning policy (MMAH 2005), but obtaining local approval for new wind energy
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facilities proved very challenging for developers, hampering renewable energy infrastructure
development across Ontario. Globally, opposition to wind development worldwide had been
considered an obstacle to future sustainability (Ellis et al. 2010). Resistance to wind development
worldwide has been attributed to lack of knowledge (Pollution Probe 2011; Turner 2011, 2007),
two-track or irrational thinking (Leahy et al. 2010), fear of technology (Thayer 1994a) or
selfishness (Battsek and Armstrong 2009).
Locally, wind energy developers have suggested that residents are resistant to
development because they lack knowledge (Crosby 2012); lack of knowledge, irrational thinking
and selfishness are considered hallmarks of NIMBYism (Not In My Back Yard) (Burningham et
al. 2006). Although scholars had de-bunked this over-simplified explanation for wind resistance
many years prior to the development of the GEA (Wolsink 2007, 2006, 2000; Devine-Wright
2005), when explaining the GEA, and subsequent removal of local planning power, Ontario’s
then-premier announced: “NIMBYs will no longer prevail” (Ferguson and Ferenc 2009 n.p.).
The instrumental policy was employed to circumvent the messiness and complexity of planning
arenas that accommodate polarized and often emotional value orientations. Technocratic
planning processes offer expediency to decision makers (Barry and Ellis 2011; Baum 1996;
Healey 1990). At the time the GEA was implemented, such expediency was deemed necessary to
enable progress on Ontario’s renewable energy program (Ferguson and Ferenc 2009). However,
people’s perceptions of wind development in Grey, Bruce and Huron Counties are very complex;
neither support nor resistance are not merely attributable to lack of knowledge, irrationality or
selfishness.

6.11 Characterizing a wicked planning problem
In relation to social and economic policy problems, Briggs (2007, Section 2:3) suggests
that, among other markers, wicked problems are difficult to define, that they have many
interdependencies, and are frequently multi-causal. In the following sections, these markers will
be discussed in relationship to the planning policy problem as it relates to wind energy
infrastructure.
Using the example of climate change, Briggs (2007) suggests that difficulties defining the
nature and extent of the problem stem from differing responses, depending on who is being
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asked the question. Similarly, support or resistance to wind energy development arises from
varying points of view, originating in distinct sustainability goal umbrellas: environmental
protection, economic development, and socio-cultural cohesion. Policies and incentives focused
on these goals are interpreted differently because stakeholders have divergent views about what
the goal is, about what the impact is, and “each version of the policy problem has an element of
truth – no one version is complete” (Briggs 2007, p. 3). From an environmental perspective,
support for wind development either stems from climate change objectives or because it uses an
infinitely renewable energy source; these positive impacts can be considered global. Resistance
stems mainly from an ecological or landscape perspective, where negative impacts are
predominantly local. Economic and socio-cultural impacts are perceived as both negative and
positive, leading to both support for and resistance to development at all levels, from local to
global. These concerns overlap but no version of the problem can be considered right or wrong.
The contested impacts result in disagreement among stakeholders about the nature of the wind
energy development problem due to multiple causes and internally conflicting goals within the
broader problem: an additional marker of a wicked planning problems (Briggs 2007).
The complexity of managing and planning for such landscape change is considerable.
The GEA was developed in 2009 as though the problem was a tame energy policy problem. It
adopted a rationalist, linear model for approving new projects: newly streamlined, top-down,
technocratic and de-politicized. The changes to the planning system were managed as if the
issues were merely complicated; it is clear that, in this context, the rationalist approach to
planning adopted for approving wind energy development proposals appears entirely unsuitable.
Next steps
The first two stages of this research project were for investigating people’s perception of
rural landscape, perceptions of visual landscape changes due to the construction of wind energy
infrastructure, and perceptions of the impacts of wind energy development generally. Objectives
for these first stages of research were aimed at gaining new knowledge about residents’
subjective value constructs. Patterns in participants’ visual perception did emerge, and insights
were gained about how people perceive visual landscapes, the aesthetics of wind energy
infrastructure, and wind energy development more generally.
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The third and final stage of this research project involves the development of a new
planning process, one that acknowledges the complexity of the planning problem, and responds
to Briggs (2007) that inclusive, collaborative and creative approaches are best suited to resolving
wicked problems. Objectives are aimed at investigating new planning processes that incorporate
residents’ subjective knowledge and landscape values. Results of the first stages of research
exploring landscape values were presented in a community workshop setting, and incorporated
an experimental community-based mapping exercise in order to contribute to and inform local
planning and landscape management practices.
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Chapter 7. Results of Deliberative Planning Exploration
The first goal of this research project is to test a methodology that can enable
understanding, articulation, and deliberation of local value orientations and landscape
preferences. The second goal is to contribute to effective community involvement in the regional
planning process for rural infrastructure. To accomplish the first of these two goals, research was
first undertaken to understand value orientations. In the first stage of research, a Visual Qmethodology technique was employed to elicit, analyze and articulate patterns in ways that
residents perceive and value their rural landscape, and the results are presented in Chapter 4. In
the second stage of research, an additional Visual Q-methodology study explored the ways that
citizens respond to visual landscape changes after the construction of wind turbines, and how
perceive the future impacts of wind energy development. The results of the second stage are
presented in Chapter 6.
Research designed to meet the second research goal was undertaken in the third stage of
the project; new processes were developed to foster knowledge-sharing and deliberation,
enabling community involvement in the regional landscape planning process. To meet this
objective, a practical method for assessing landscape character for the purpose of identifying
suitable zones for constructing wind energy infrastructure was designed and tested in a
community setting. It is hoped that new knowledge gained from the Visual Q-methodology
studies will contribute towards community involvement in the planning process. It was hoped
that new insights and knowledge about visual landscape values, and wind energy aesthetics,
could be deliberated on and translated into a mappable form.
The long tradition of aesthetic analysis will remain of only scholarly interest unless two
conditions are met. First, it must be possible to translate the fruits of such analysis into a
form compatible with the systems current used in making larger scale landscape
decisions. In other words, information about aesthetics needs to be available in a
mappable form. Second, it must be possible to demonstrate that such a translation merits
the confidence of the landscape manager (Brown, Keane and Kaplan 1986 p. 2).
A workshop format was designed and tested in a community setting so that participants
could share knowledge about the varying value orientations of community members, share
knowledge about wind energy infrastructure, gain essential physical planning information about
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landscape character, deliberate alternatives for siting wind energy infrastructure and collaborate
on site planning alternatives. This process is conceived as a practical and realistic method for
planning in rural Ontario municipalities to better enable meaningful involvement of local
communities in the decision-making processes that affect their regional landscapes before
development takes place. Analysis of the results of this workshop suggests that collaborative
processes that enable deliberation of varying points of view can support mutual understanding
and the development of lines of agreement; these lines of agreement may lead to consensus, even
in a hotly-contested planning context such as wind energy development.
The steps involved in designing a new planning process are presented in the next section.
This includes a critical review of current processes in Ontario, an analysis of alternative design
and planning models, selected best practices, and a detailed outline of the steps involved in
preparation for the workshop. In Section 2, observations and outcomes from the one-day event
are presented.

7.1 Designing a Community‐Based Process
There is currently no public or municipal planning process in place for siting wind energy
projects; since the enactment of the GEA, there is only an approvals process managed by
provincial regulators. Proponents of projects do all of the planning for development; if designs
meet all regulatory criteria, projects are approved. As of September, 2016, the Province has
suspended the GEA (MOE 2016). It is uncertain how future planning processes will be
undertaken; a new Long-Term Energy Plan will be released in 2017.

Review of the current approvals process in Ontario
Public consultation about private developments, such as the construction of new
buildings on private property, is often sought after designs are produced and siting decisions are
made; this is referred to as ‘downstream’ planning. If projects comply with zoning regulations,
permission for construction is generally granted. However, community consultation about
significant planning matters such as zoning, land use planning, or infrastructure planning
typically occurs prior to decision-making; this consultation process is referred to as ‘upstream’.
Municipal staff, expert consultants, stakeholders, and the general public are asked to provide
input prior to the creation of these plans, and elected municipal representatives are entrusted to
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making final decisions after hearing expert (top-down) and community (bottom-up) input. Some
level of consultation and public engagement is not only traditional in rural planning contexts in
Ontario; it is required and intended by planning law allow municipalities to shape their own
futures. Provincial authorities have the capacity to overturn municipal decisions, but only in
cases where local planning decisions are not aligned with provincial planning policy objectives
(MMAH 2005). After the GEA, and the associated removal of local planning power from
Ontario municipalities, community consultation in the context of wind energy planning was
significantly changed.
Local residents and stakeholders are currently invited to contribute views on projects only
after most landscape planning has been completed. Developers host public forums after turbine
locations have been selected, and after property owners have signed agreements to host the
turbines; community values and local knowledge have little impact on siting decisions. Well
before the GEA, the establishment of hierarchical decision-making to overcome perceived
NIMBYism, and a planning system that does not include legitimate involvement of local
communities, has been criticized by scholars of wind energy planning (Wolsink 2007; DevineWright 2005). The lack of meaningful community involvement in planning decisions since the
GEA has since been acknowledged by the province’s own agencies (OPA/IESO 2013, Chiarelli
2013). However, decision-makers are unsure as to how effective community consultation for
future planning should be structured. For this research, the first step of identifying better
processes was to identify strengths and weaknesses of current planning processes in Ontario and
elsewhere.
A call for better processes
While elected representatives have requested the return of local authority over wind
energy planning, staff planners in Grey, Bruce and Huron Counties have expressed concern
about what seems an impossible task, in particular the pressing need to achieve meaningful
community consultation. Given the divisive nature of public debate on this issue, wind energy
projects have had difficulty gaining planning permission despite provincial support for
development in principle. Government officials have claimed that municipal planners had
requested that the province take responsibility for managing the approvals process. This request
for provincial intervention has been cited as part of the rationale for implementing the GEA
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(Smitherman, as cited in Bues 2015, Fast and Mabee 2015). While planners in Grey, Bruce and
Huron Counties have denied requesting provincial intervention, they have expressed uncertainty
as to how best to manage community engagement. The desire to avoid community engagement
in the context of hotly contested issues is not uncommon for planners (Ball, Caldwell and Pranis
2009); meaningful and effective involvement of community members and stakeholders in the
spatial planning process requires adequate tools to encourage open and safe expression of values.
Problems with downstream processes
There is no unanimity about how citizen engagement should be done. The current townhall format for achieving face-to-face community consultation in the wind energy planning
context is problematic in several ways. This first problem is that planning decisions are made by
proponents with little opportunity for gaining knowledge about siting from local residents.
Proposed projects are presented as near-complete, and therefore public involvement only occurs
after significant siting decisions are made. Another problem is that information is not simply
presented during these open forums. Experts hired by wind energy developers, such as biologists,
planners, and engineers, present extensive amounts of information buried in extensive reports
using technical jargon. In this manner, misuse of planning power may be exercised through the
control and management of knowledge and information (Forester 1982). While great strides have
been made to improve accessibility of information, and extensive documentation is available online for complete applications, there is little beyond vocalizing support or protest that citizens
can contribute to deliberations about future landscapes. A public meeting is a challenging venue
for people to express subjective values or perceptions involving place attachment; ‘matters of the
heart’ are notoriously difficult to discuss in such environments (Hibbard and Lurie 2000).
The public town-hall format is also known to be problematic due to lack of fairness in
representation and power imbalances (Forester 1982, Fainstein 2000). But public meetings about
wind energy projects have been especially problematic due to power imbalances; local planners
have expressed concern that such meetings are likely to “go sideways.” Stakeholder groups such
as Wind Resistance Ontario have asserted power by encouraging greater numbers of people to
show up; such tactics of showing ‘strength in numbers’ effectively thwarts any democratic
objectives fundamental to townhall processes (Forester 1999). As a result, voices of support for
wind development remain hushed and underrepresented, especially those of landowners who
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wish for development (Fast and Mabee 2015). Both farmers and wind developers have reported
to me that they are wary of conflict, contempt and verbal abuse, and fear ostracization from the
community. One local wind energy developer commented that he and his family were threatened
with physical violence. Armed security became a necessary requirement for open municipal
meetings in the region.
Deliberative democratic processes are suggested as an enhancement to current processes
as they are aimed at the exchange of reason rather than a confrontation between polarized
interest groups. Deliberative democratic theory “functions on a logic that understands public
participation as an opportunity for public debate, personal reflection, and informed public
opinion” (Parkins and Mitchell 2005, p. 532). Effective deliberations may create social learning
opportunities for both participants and observers (Wiklund 2010). Deliberative spaces, whether
real or virtual, are defined as an ideal kind of social environment in which participants can access
information, discuss and debate common concerns, reflect on new knowledge, and revise their
beliefs based on new understandings. Unlike parliamentary or legislative institutions,
deliberative processes are conceived of as worthwhile even when removed from spheres of
power, for they may improve understanding between individuals, provide conditions that induce
reflection, and may translate into information sources that influence decision makers (Parkins
and Mitchell 2005; Dryzek 1990).
Deliberative processes offer a pragmatic alternative to the two dominant paradigms for
decision-making around land-use planning and impact assessment, described by Parkins (2011)
as the technocratic approach and the decisionistic approach. The technocratic approach is one
that relies on scientific and technical knowledge to guide policy-making and decision-making,
and the political process is subordinated to technical information. Conversely, the decisionistic
approach “puts politics first, and then goes about marshaling technical information to support a
purely political decision” and scientific knowledge is “commandeered” in the interests of
dominant economic or political power structures (Parkins 2011, p. 22). Deliberative approaches
to decision making in the context of spatial planning are consistent with ‘higher rung’
approaches to civic engagement and empowerment and preferred over those ‘lower rung’
processes, characterized by token involvement or limited to information sharing (Arnstein 1969).
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Forester (1999), in a series of essays that draw from theoretical perspectives and
examples from the field, provides normative guidance for planning practitioners, and describes
deliberative planning as a critical practice in which the planner’s role is one that ensures fair
representation by addressing imbalances in power structures and which actively shapes informed
and mediated deliberation. Deliberation in the planning context is aimed at improving technical
knowledge and developing critical capacity, practical judgement, self-understanding, and shared
goal setting for participants and practitioners. In Forester’s model, the practice of deliberative
planning is one that aims to weave public deliberation, learning, and reflection, so that divided
parties may come to shared understandings, transform their interests based on new knowledge, or
find common ground in conflicted arenas.
Despite the messiness of the situation, collaborative processes are most highly
recommended for wicked planning problems (Briggs 2007). There is a pressing need for
effective spatial design solutions that answer complex new rural challenges; the complexity is
magnified by scarcity of design and planning resources, varied landscapes, and a scattered
population (Thorbeck 2012). In the face of rapid technological change locally or globally, where
people must imagine new social possibilities and “choose amongst them wisely”, upstream
engagement methods that involve both experts and the public are recommended, such as focus
groups, citizen juries, deliberative mapping, and scenario workshops (MacNaghten et al. 2005, p.
282). However, no upstream collaborative or deliberative processes are currently utilized by
planners in Huron, Bruce and Grey Counties.
With the advent of the GEA, planning processes were replaced with a top-down
approvals process managed at the provincial Ministry level. Public involvement in the approvals
process occurs far downstream after developers have made siting decisions and obtained
leaseholder agreements, and as outlined in the previous section, expression of value is quite
ineffective and can create unintended consequences such as local opposition if it occurs at the
end of a design process.
Upstream, but top‐down
There are some upstream planning methods used by Ontario municipalities or regulatory
agencies to assess visual landscape character. They rely on top-down or ‘expert’ analytical
approaches, such as the current method utilized for character mapping of scenic landscapes for
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the Niagara Escarpment Commission (NEC) based on objective Scenic Beauty Estimation
methods developed in the 1970s (Daniel and Boster 1976) and adapted specifically for NEC
applications (NEC 2013; MNR/NEC 1976). Some upstream wind energy planning was
undertaken in Ontario municipalities prior to the GEA; these processes included expert or topdown approaches, such as the Landscape and Visual Assessment Guidance for Wind Energy
Farm Development, undertaken for the Municipality of Grey Highlands (Taylor et al. 2005), or
the Visual Landscape Guidance for Industrial Wind Energy Facilities prepared for the Township
of Tiny (Taylor et al. 2009).
Comprehensive landscape character mapping has been undertaken recently for very large
regions, such as Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland
(Countryside Agency 2002) or the LANDMAP process for Wales (CCW 2001); these are led by
experts often in combination with public consultation. Regional zoning processes for wind
energy projects are common in many European countries. Danish municipalities are all required
to have planning in place that designates prime wind sites and prohibits the construction of
turbines in visually sensitive areas (Latimer 2006). In France, experts are employed to undertake
upstream wind energy planning using analytical methods based on constraint mapping, described
as sieve mapping (Nadai and van der Horst 2010b).
In Nordic countries, decision-making on spatial planning is carried out by regulatory
agencies (municipal or regional governments). Designs and plans are either developed by experts
on government staff, such as spatial planners or designers, or in collaboration with consultants
for the municipality or region. While citizen participation has not been considered as
fundamental to these rationalist processes, the top-down model is now being questioned in
Nordic countries and there has been a call for greater levels of citizen participation in the
planning process, and changes to the design process for park landscapes to include intensive
interaction with park users (Randrup and Persson 2009).
The German model for wind energy planning is a top-down bureaucratic process that
requires zones for suitable wind energy development to be pre-designated by regional planning
assemblies (Bues 2015, Latimer 2006) and these zones are in place before wind developers
initiate development proposals or prepare site plans. Elected representatives make decisions
about wind energy siting, with regional plans developed in consultation with wind energy
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planning experts who are tasked with setting aside 2% of the overall geographic area (in addition
to previously developed projects) for future wind development.
Benefits to upstream zoning
The identification of acceptable wind energy development zones at the upstream stage
creates clarity for developers, although it also creates limitations. In Europe, zoning policies have
been criticized over concerns that zoning creates barriers, whether economic or regulatory, and
will impede rapid development of renewal energy technologies and the move to low carbon
futures (Wolsink and Breukers 2010). Wind energy developers in Ontario currently express little
interest in upstream zoning; existing limitations already in place are viewed as onerous and,
according to one developer, zoning would create an unnecessary regulatory barrier. However,
upstream planning processes have been applauded elsewhere, and considered enabling to
developers who may be able to proceed more quickly knowing that issues around public
acceptance have been identified at an earlier phase (Pirani 2013; Sonoran Institute 2013). These
upstream zoning models are top-down, or expert driven. The difficulty with relying solely on
expert-driven processes for both landscape character assessment and for wind energy spatial
planning in Ontario is fourfold:


opportunities may be lost for communities to shape and control their own processes



legitimacy of the results may be questioned if the ‘expert’ entrusted with the work is not
trusted by those affected by the outcome



local knowledge is considered ‘insider’ knowledge, and differs from ‘outsider’
knowledge



by paying experts to learn what local residents already know and understand, resources
may be wasted.

While the current paradigm for wind energy infrastructure paradigm is top-down, in other
spatial design practices there is ample evidence of successful upstream, bottom-up approaches
(Sanoff 2007; Hester 2006). They are grouped into a design and planning process umbrella
known as participatory action research, and participatory community design. Strategies for
community design range from one-day events led by a single facilitator (Arendt et al. 1994) to
elaborate multi-day events requiring complex technical equipment such as visualization
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technology (Sheppard 2012; Holway et al. 2012; Lange 2011; Groulx 2010). Not only are
resources scarce in a rural community planning context, it is possible that unfamiliar or elaborate
techniques borrowed from urban design processes would be mistrusted in this particular rural
community setting (Holway et al. 2012; Groulx 2010).
In the following section, various methods and techniques are analyzed, and techniques,
strategies and considerations that are applicable to developing a practical process are highlighted.

7.2 Analysis of Participatory Design Strategies
Participatory action research in rural development is broadly described as a family of
research methods that serves the purposes of creating and sharing knowledge, while mobilising
for action and pursuing change (Sanoff, 2007). Participatory community design is conceived as a
process that is facilitated by experts, such as landscape architects or planners, but encourages
citizens to be very involved in the creation of spatial plans, most typically employed in people’s
own community and neighbourhood settings (Sanoff 2008, 2007, 1990; Hester 2006, 1990, 1984,
1975). Thorbeck calls for more involvement of architects in the rural design process, but cautions
that the guiding ethic of rural design is not to impose a vision or solution on a community but to
provide tools, information and support, and to “clearly envision and help citizens achieve the
quality of rural future they deserve” (2012, p. 6).
Many successful participatory design strategies are aimed at community planning
problems where an outcome has been identified and, in principle, agreed upon: How should a
particular park be designed? What is the best layout for a new neighbourhood? (Hester 1984)
The wind energy problem in the case study area is quite different, as no municipalities have
identified themselves as willing hosts, and all but one have requested a moratorium on new
projects altogether.
Designing an effective participatory process for spatial design in such a large geographic
region, where development is unwanted and hotly contested and resources are very limited,
presented an enormous practical challenge. If ‘lines of agreement’ on landscape character and
site suitability in the context of wind development are to be found, and communities are to be
authentically involved in the spatial planning process, new techniques must be developed.
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Influential models
The development of a practical participatory process that would be effective in the
context of wind energy planning in rural Ontario requires a new format. A review of eight
community-based planning and design strategies provides an overview of various methods that
were influential in the design of a new process for the purposes of this research that culminated
in a community-based mapping event. The key elements, objectives and techniques that were
considered or borrowed from each model are described at the end of each review, and are
summarized in Table 19, below.
Participatory design charrette
A participatory design charrette is an intensive and interactive visioning process, most
frequently undertaken in response to clearly defined urban design goals, such as a spatial
planning strategy for a city, an urban design strategy for a neighbourhood or district, or a
landscape concept for a park or park network (Condon 2008; Lennertz and Lutsenhiser 2006; AlKodmany 2002, 1999). Design charrettes have been employed to develop landscape design
approaches in rural community contexts, such as design strategies for reclamation of mining
landscapes (Carlson, Koepke and Hanson 2011), or an ‘ecovillage’ housing project in rural
Saskatoon (CMHC 2009). Essential to the charrette process is the interaction between
facilitators, consultants with expertise in related fields (such as architects, engineers and
illustrators), community stakeholders, representatives of interest groups who have particular
local knowledge, and, often, students or scholars. These events may require 3 or more days, and
are preceded by a 6-8 month information-gathering process that is undertaken by the professional
charrette team. While the design process is condensed and intensive, the process requires at least
as much preparation work as a traditional ‘top-down’ or expert-driven approach. The 3-5 day
time frame for the charrette process is considered paramount for a successful charrette process
for several reasons. Participants and designers require time independent of collaborative work to
reflect and process information, and there must be enough time to respond to potentially
contentious challenges that arise during the process (Lennertz and Lutsenhiser 2006). An
advantage that has been noted about multi-day design charrettes is that the unstructured evenings
give participants time to process ideas alone, to reflect on the ideas shared in a group setting, and
to bring new ideas to the group process the following day.
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Despite the strong emphasis on collaborative problem solving, creative problem-solving
in most contexts requires some time for individual processing: “Decades of research have
consistently shown that brainstorming groups think of far fewer ideas than the same number of
people who work alone and later pool their ideas” (Sawyer, as quoted in Lehrer 2012, p. 159).
The idea of the lone inventor is also a myth, because people get ideas from each other: “We
remix and mash together the insights of others and find new connections...There are more
bumps, more interactions, and those interactions add up” (Lehrer, as cited in Hune-Brown 2012,
N.P.). It is argued that solitary thinking combined with brainstorming techniques, including time
for debate, criticism and reflection produces effective and creative results (Lehrer 2012).
Key elements derived from the design charrette model:
The essence of a successful charrette is that experts and non-experts sit together to come
up with strategies or scenarios. Charrettes are also fun, and people enjoy the experience.
Although a multi-day charrette was beyond the means of this research, many participants,
researchers and facilitators were selected for their expertise to foster cross-pollination and the
type of creative interaction that makes a charrette successful. The quality and the look of the
printed materials, the presentations, and even the lunch time catering, were held to a high
standard so that participants felt respected for the time they gave, and so that they would enjoy
their day. To foster creativity, a segment of time in the workshop was structured for individuals
to come up with their own strategies, prior to sharing ideas with the group.
Deliberative study group
In a practical guide to framing and structuring very complex planning problems, John
Forester (2006) explains why so many facilitated processes can produce “those meetings that
people have hated” (p. 17). In advising practitioners about processes for working through
polarized or emotionally-charged planning problems, Forester (2006) suggests an alternative to
practitioners working through polarized or emotional land planning issues, and a departure for
what is often referred to as “mediation” or “facilitation”; he suggests that the term Study Group
conveys a different frame for the process, building a conversation where a group can “get on a
learning curve together” (p. 18), including how the questions are framed, so that common
answers can be arrived at downstream. Other advantages to a study group model is that there are
assumptions that further learning is important, suggesting that questions be put to the group such
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as “What information do we need to collect to address our issues?” and “What do we need to
find out more about –what do we still need to know?” As with other processes, the study group is
best served by a multi-day time frame, as new information is sought throughout a longitudinal
problem-solving time frame, but the concept offers a practical starting point for framing the goal
of the workshop.
Key Elements derived from the Study Group Model:
The workshop for this research was conceived not so that a final product could be
created, but so that the community can learn how to go about addressing the planning problem.
Therefore, in the invitation to the workshop, the event was described as a “knowledge-sharing
event” and an investigation rather than a planning exercise. The presence of researchers at the
tables, and an explicit aim to describe the event as exploratory, conveyed the essence of the
workshop as a place to study rather than decide.
The primary focus in collaborative planning work involves working in teams. The
general conclusion in business school literature is that teams comprised of 5 or 6 individuals is
most effective for creative work or committees (Mueller, as cited in K@W 2006). When groups
extend to 8 or 9, sub-groups can form that can derail the outcome, and social loafers might coast
along without being compelled to participate. Essayist P.J. O’Rourke (1987) makes a compelling
and humorous case for limiting a dinner party to six people, with room to squeeze in a seventh.
This ideal size is large enough to include a variety of personality types, but compact enough
spatially that a coherent conversation can be held without any person drifting off.
In each of the model processes described above, group sizes vary, and in many of these
events where the number of attendees is not knowable ahead of time, team size is not easy to
control. In order to have a fair representation of stakeholders, and an adequate mix of planners,
elected representatives, and stakeholders, I felt that the larger group should be divided into round
tables of 5-7 people. Enough materials were prepared for 4 tables with a maximum of 7 people at
each (setting a maximum number of participants at 28). If fewer participants showed up, (the
snowstorm scenario), we would still have effective teams with 3 tables of 5 people at each
(setting a minimum number of 15)
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One‐day Rural Community Design workshop
Nelessen (as cited in Arendt et al. 1994) developed a sensible and participatory design
process for town planning and rural community design, neatly condensed into a one-day format
that is divided into three stages:
1. A visual preference survey to help participants identify characteristics of towns they like.
2. A slide lecture explaining Nelessen’s principles for creating “communities of place”.
3. Participants arrange scale models in a manner reflecting Nelessen’s design principles.
This sequence of preference survey, slide lecture, and hands-on experience with a model
is described as the “best way professional planners can help volunteer board members to
understand the variables and relationships that drive the design process” (ibid. p. 16). There are
many benefits to working with scale models or maps with 3D components. The physical pieces
placed on a model or map become endowed with meaning as the participants explain their
choices. Oral deliberation that occurs simultaneously with the experiential placement and
replacement of physical elements may enable information-sharing around place and site matters,
but also may elicit subjective response such as intensity of argument or emotional conviction.
The interaction through these physical tools is important in forming a base for knowledge
sharing, and for facilitating informed compromise, something which contributes to shared
ownership of both planning problems and solutions (Arias 1996). Physical models enable
continuity of discussion as participants move pieces around or debate alternatives, augmenting
comprehension and knowledge retention. The use of non-representation elements is also helpful
in participatory exercises that incorporate tactile exercises. The firm Reality Check uses LEGO
bricks to model future growth in urban design workshops (Holway et al. 2012). This approach,
using LEGO, was used by the City of Guelph to illustrate future built form represented by
rectilinear blocks (at a correct scale) to plan for increased urban density. Similarly, in this
downtown revitalization workshop held by University of Waterloo architecture students for
representatives of the City of Galt, a map was covered by several glass pane layers, and
participants used playful pieces (toys, LEGO, Plasticene, and craft supplies such as pipe
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cleaners) to represent urban design scenarios, as shown in Figure 81. The playful, approachable
technique is designed to break down barriers.

Figure 81. Using physical tools to facilitate knowledge-sharing between design students and community
representatives. Downtown Revitalization for City of Galt Design Charrette, University of
Waterloo School of Architecture, 2009.

Key elements derived from Nelessen’s workshop:
Nelessen’s one-day workshop provides a feasible option for the limitations of this
research. Some aspects of the 3-stage structure were adopted in principle, although altered
somewhat. Essentially, the first part of the day included a presentation about visual landscape
values, to replace Nelessen’s visual preference survey. The second stage, the presentation of
principles, was to outline a constraint mapping process followed elsewhere, providing
participants with guidelines and goals. The third stage was collaborative work where participants
gathered around maps and worked on building scenarios together. The large-scale maps, with 3
dimensional pins representing wind turbines, were envisioned to enable a fourth stage, a plenary
mapping exercise involving all participants, but this objective was modified in response to the
way the day unfolded.
Community‐based landscape character assessment
A noteworthy study describes a bottom-up process undertaken to generate a landscape
character assessment for local community parishes in two communities, Burwardsley and
Weaverham districts in Cheshire, UK. Authors describe an “ethos” for the facilitation process,
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guided by two key principles: “that local people are a major sources of local information and
knowledge; and seeking to operate at the highest stance with regard to participation” (James and
Gittens 2007, p. 427). With the help of facilitators (researchers and local landscape activists), and
funded through granting agencies, both communities worked sequentially through a 6-step
approach:
Part a) -The characterization process


Defining the scope



Desk study



Field survey



Characterization

Part b) -Making judgments about landscape character


Research and analysis



Making judgments which collectively lead to the production of a Parish Landscape
Statement
The process was different from single-day events as described in other participatory

projects: the project unfolded over a long time period, and involved approximately 20 meetings
of the working group, and included public presentations. The size and make-up of the working
groups seemed very practical for this research. However, there was a significant budget for this
work, as well as a plan for the community groups to ensure that their work would gain legitimacy
in the regulatory planning process, and those aspects are not applicable to my research. The
working groups were established “to attract residents with varied and complementary skills”
(ibid., p. 430). One had 20 local residents plus 2 facilitators, and there were 27 local residents
(about 14 regular attendees) plus 2 facilitators in the second group. Importantly, a skills audit of
the group membership ensured that the residents brought proficiencies relative to the project.
Key elements borrowed from James and Gittens’ model:
The number of participants in each of these working groups made some common sense
for my workshop, not only for the single-day event, but because such a group might feasibly be a
model for any ongoing committee work. The selection of participants using a skills audit
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approach would ensure a balanced group, and this process was followed in the participant
recruitment process.
Sacred Structure mapping
Hester developed a method that would enable local citizens to map the “sacred structure”
of their communities (2006, p. 118). His method provides a means for residents to articulate
emotional connections to places that have subjective importance to them, and to convey lines of
agreement about place attachment in a mappable form.
Sacred places not only concretize, embody, and symbolize our highest values, convictions
and virtues, but they also make visible our efforts to comprehend mysteries and profess
faith. They provide orientation, worldview, identity and rootedness. They express our belief
in comprehensible form (ibid).
In Hester’s example, those places in a town that were viewed as sacred and should not be
altered significantly for development, even if economic gain were to be sacrificed. After views
were elicited from residents by Hester using surveys and questionnaires, places identified as
significant by a number of people were noted on a map, creating a “collective picture” (ibid., p.
122). This information was relayed to the public and to designers tasked with altering the town’s
plan. Beyond landscapes and structures that had been identified in a regulatory framework, such
as heritage buildings or parks, discussion took place about what had particular meaning to
residents. Even if locals were ‘somewhat ashamed’ of what had true value to them, the shared
stories and the map that residents created together, concretized those important spaces.
Key elements borrowed from Sacred Structure mapping
Residents and their elected representatives and planners must be involved in determining
the identification of landscapes that have particular value. Processes should enable sharing
residents’ views of sacred or highly cherished landscapes, including their beliefs about those
landscapes suitable to industrial infrastructure, and those areas where industrial infrastructure
should be forbidden. These landscapes may not be currently identified as having particular
meaning from a regulatory perspective. Beyond already-identified sacred structures in the
regional landscape, such as Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest (ANSIs), parks and those
lands within the Niagara Escarpment Protection Area, gaining local knowledge and values of
local residents is essential to mapping landscape character. Aided by results of the Visual Q-
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methodology studies, an aim of the workshop was to identify landscapes that should be protected
from significant change from a bottom-up perspective.
Analytical methods: McHarg’s Ecological Method
Much current practice in the assessment of landscape character, landscape analysis and
spatial planning in today’s landscape and planning methodology is rooted in McHarg’s (1969)
Ecological Method. The analytical approach involves layering site information such that
different elements of a site are identified separately, but then layered together to provide a
comprehensive picture of site qualities. Often described as constraint mapping, initially the
method involved mapping the systems of a particular site, landscape or region (such as road
networks, or topography) as separate layers of information, printed on clear acetate (see Figure
82). These systems could be understood separately, but also as a whole. Once all relevant
systems of a site are understood, including those invisible to the eye, new developments or
planning solutions could be designed to be compatible with existing systems. Graphic
Information System (GIS) technology is rooted in the Ecological Method.
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Figure 82. McHarg’s layers, originally to be printed on acetate for use in site planning contexts. Design
With Nature – p. 36.

Applied on a regional scale, the Ecological Method has been used to map suitable sites
for renewable energy development in the American Midwest (Sonoran Institute 2013) and
wildlife conservation strategy applicable to pipeline planning in the Eastern US (Pirani et al.
2013). Described as ‘map algebra’, the Ecological Method formed the basis for the development
of a regional conservation guide for the Conception Coast region of California (Gallo et al.
2005). In wind energy planning contexts, private wind energy developers currently use constraint
mapping to identify development sites, using mapped constraints provided by regulatory
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agencies such as Ministry of Natural Resources. From a public perspective, governmental
regulators use constraint mapping or ‘sieve mapping’ to plan for wind energy in France (Nadai
and Van der Horst 2010b) and to plan for suitable wind energy sites in Germany (Bues 2015).
While most typically employed as a top-down or expert approach, this method can also
include participatory elements. The addition of new knowledge based on citizens’ value
structures may enrich and expand the conversation of the social component of site analysis,
leading to a more balanced and participatory planning process (McHarg 1969). Social
considerations were conceived of as layers of subjective information to be added to the objective
constraints. About his new process for generating plans for new roads, McHarg writes:
This is not yet a precise method for highway route selection; yet it has the merit of
incorporating the parameters currently employed and adding new and important social
considerations, revealing their locational characteristics, permitting comparison,
disclosing aggregates of social values and costs. Whatever limitations of imprecision it
may have, it does enlarge and improve the existing method (1969, p. 34).

Key elements borrowed from the Ecological Method
Constraint mapping is a familiar technique used by planners worldwide, and GIS-based
analytical methods are familiar to local planners attending the workshop. The constraint mapping
technique was adopted as a tool for identifying suitable wind energy sites, and for identifying
zones where wind energy should be prohibited. The analytical constraint mapping process for
wind energy planning undertaken by German planning assemblies is aimed at identifying siting
areas that would be congruent with wind energy infrastructure projects, upstream of development
decisions. Some of the German objectives were adopted as objectives for the collaborative
mapping segment of the workshop, as were some of the techniques for mapping.
Regional information, accessed using GIS to create maps, in addition to maps or
information gained from other research, would be created at uniform scale. McHarg suggests that
6-8 layers can be reasonably comprehended by a group in a new setting, and this was kept in
mind as site information was prepared for my workshop. A final layer, showing only site
boundaries and printed on clear mylar, would be used so that participants could create scenarios
based on values.
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Circle processes
Circles “help us conduct ourselves from the values that represent who we are when we
are at our best” (Ball, Caldwell and Pranis 2009, p. 33). They can “deepen the dialogue about
political concerns that set the agenda for planning” (ibid., p. 30). Decision-making circles are
aimed at generating a decision that incorporates everyone’s concerns, and where a group may
arrive at consensus. With significant potential for conflict and intense emotion, and an aim for
group decision-making, a trained facilitator is required to lead proceedings. The following
components of Circle processes can contribute to conventional public participation:


Establish Guidelines



Ceremony



Talking Piece



Sitting in Circle



Create Safe Space



Shared Leadership



Feedback Mechanism



Level Playing Field



Build Relationships



Model Behavior



Value Stories



Proceed Based on Values
Some of the circle’s intangible elements can be used by planners to convey a Circle

mind-set, even if only some elements of Circle process can be used; authors note that using these
processes is not “all or nothing”, and that planners may borrow some of the elements. There is a
firm emphasis on valuing stories, and creating a level playing-field amongst participants:
“planners can strive to ensure that as many voices as possible are heard, valued, and integrated
into planning discussions and policies” (ibid., p. 107).
Key Elements borrowed from Circle processes:
Some of the practical aspects of circle processes were adopted for the workshop. The
event was designed to be safe, which meant that all participants would know who will be
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attending, and feel comfortable with the make-up of the group. Participants require assurances of
enough security to express values and points of view without fearing contempt; therefore, this
workshop was designed as an invitation-only event. The workshop was facilitated by a planner
with experience in circle techniques. I chose round tables for the collaborative work, rather than
rectangular tables, and leadership at the tables was shared.
The key attributes of circle processes is that people’s stories, including their subjective
views about landscape and about their attachment to place, are brought into the workshop
conversation. The directive to proceed based on values (Ball et al. 2009) was a motivating factor
behind the exploration of subjective values in the VQ studies; therefore, sharing the results of
that study, i.e., a summation of different value orientations, was an essential part of the workshop
structure. It was hoped that the Q-methodology studies would provide the means to not only
reach new understandings about visual landscape values, but that they would provide a means to
bring diverse local perspectives and voices about visual landscape character and wind energy
aesthetics into the conversation, and into a mappable form. The goal in seeking these diverse
perspectives was to provide representation from many members of the community about
aesthetic issues relevant to siting decisions. If summarized into significant patterns, or lines of
thinking, and these patterns could be interpreted, explained, and understood, it was hoped that
empathy for other points of view might be achievable.
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Table 19. Influential participatory planning models: objectives, methods and techniques.
Model

Objectives

Key Strategies

Techniques borrowed

Design Charrette
(Lennertz and
Lutsenhiser 2006)

 Outcome-oriented
Creative process

 Mingling experts with lay
citizens to develop design
strategies






Deliberative Study
Group
(Forester 2006)

 Focus on learning
and knowledgesharing
 Building a
conversation

 Focus on exploration
rather than decisionmaking



 Push-Pull format for
knowledge-sharing:

 Inclusion of residents’
visual preferences
 Combination of learning
and hands-on experience
with model
 presentation of top-down
information followed by
participatory involvement
 Emphasizes local
residents as source of
knowledge

Nelessen’s one-day
Rural Design
workshop
(as described in
Arendt 1994



Community-based
landscape character
assessment
(James and Gittens
2007)

 Bottom-up planning
technique designed
to integrate local
wisdom

Sacred Structure
Mapping
(Hester 2006)

 Emphasis on
community-based
decision making
 Place-protective
focus

 Supports expression of
values and shared stories
 Identification and
mapping of highly valued
community spaces

Ecological Methods
(McHarg 1969)

 Analytical method
for evaluating
landscape for
planning purposes

 Analytical research prior
to community
involvement enables
consideration of objective
criteria for planning
 Use of layers identifies
typologies of constraints
and opportunities

Circle Processes
(Ball, Caldwell and
Pranis 2009)

 Knowledge-sharing
process based on
values
 Problem-solving
based on values



 Trained facilitator leads
processes
 Focus on listening to
others’ values





Fun materials
High caliber of materials
Enjoyable day
Solo and group
brainstorming time
Event described as a
knowledge-sharing event
Presence of researchers at
tables
Round-table format and
composition of groups
Lecture component
explaining design
principles
Use of large map with 3D
component
Sequence of initial
presentations

 Selection and make-up of
participant working groups
 Skills audit of participants

 Presentation of values of
citizens represented by Qmethodology studies
 Encouragement of valuesharing during
collaborative process
 Opportunity for mapping
‘sacred landscapes’ and
place-protection
 Using clear mylar layers
and markers as a medium
for visualizing and drawing
planning alternatives
 Production of maps
identifying constraints for
particular planning problem
 Adoption of German
Constraint Planning method
for wind energy siting
 Creating a safe space for
event
 Level playing field for
participants
 Proceed based on values
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Conceptual outline of the workshop
Key elements borrowed from each of the eight models, as shown in Table 19, led to the
conceptual development of a one-day workshop structure that was designed to meet research
objectives. A detailed agenda is presented in Section 7.3.
Presentation of information
The process began with introductions, so participants and researchers could learn a little
about each other. Information was presented about the results of the VQ studies, so that the
divergent views held by local citizens about visual landscape values, and about wind energy
aesthetics, could be shared with participants. This segment of the workshop provides an
opportunity to present the results of the first stages of research to community members and
planners, and addresses the objective of ‘articulating’ the knowledge gained during the research
process about visual landscape values. The German method for planning wind energy zones was
presented as information, but also to provide a goal for participants. The fundamental ideas about
constraint mapping were explained to participants, and the materials (map layers) were
described.
Independent and collaborative thinking
Participants had the opportunity to consider constraint mapping on their own, using
individual sets of maps, so that their views could be ready to share with other members of the
table in a visual form. Participants then assembled at round tables, with seating pre-arranged, in
groups of 6 or 7, in order to deliberate the issues around landscape character and the implications
for wind energy siting. Groups were assembled based on skills and experience, and tasked with
developing a scenario as a team.
Plenary session – sharing results of collaborative planning
The teams presented the results of their deliberations, describing the conversations that
arose around the siting and mapping tasks. The results from each table were shared, and the
participants would see whether consensus about suitable wind energy sites could be found, and
whether zones unsuitable for wind infrastructure could be mapped. The group used an oversized
map, with 3D representation of wind turbines, to identify compatible zones for new wind energy
projects.
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7.3 Detailed Preparation for the Workshop
Workshop venue
Once the site was chosen, the date for the workshop was established by polling several
key attendees for their availability (county planners, a professional facilitator, fellow researchers,
and several key stakeholders). An invitation was then sent out to a hoped-for set of participants
(see Appendix IX). The selection of the workshop location was carefully considered, as a setting
that has a negative or politicized association or is physically or symbolically remote (such as a
university setting) may impact participation. A convenient community setting (such as a school
or public library) is ideal as it forces researchers to engage with participants on neutral ground
(Schroth et al. 2011).
The City of Owen Sound was an obvious choice as it is close to the geographic centre of
the study area, and serves as the urban hub of the region; with a population of 21,000 it is small
by urban standards, but it is the largest and only city in the tri-county region. Because the event
is not regulatory in nature, but exploratory, and conceived of as a shadow process (Innes and
Booher 2010), a municipal office or county meeting space was ruled out as the location might
inadvertently convey regulatory legitimacy. I investigated church parish halls, the local library
auditorium, and rooms at the Bayshore Community Centre for cost, availability and amenities
(such as the right kind of tables, a projection screen, enough space for circulation and movement,
and a pleasant, open atmosphere), selecting the latter. Most participants were familiar with the
facility and found it without issue. The room cost $141 for the full day, including tax, which was
a little higher than the other options (which ranged from $90 to $120). This detail may seem
irrelevant, but a wind energy developer in Ontario had claimed that the high cost of facility rental
in rural Ontario had previously dissuaded them from attempting community-based planning
processes.
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7.4 Workshop participants
Recruitment methods
It has been suggested that effective deliberative planning processes (such as a citizen jury
or a design charrette) for decision-making on landscape management planning requires
interaction between specialists or experts and members of the public, who aim to come together
to discuss new information, share knowledge, and work towards building agreement on an issue
(Parkins and Mitchell 2005). It was not within the means of this research to hire consultants for
the workshop, therefore expertise was sought by recruiting volunteers with particular knowledge
or experience (lay or professional). The method employed to invite participants to the workshop
was selective, and purposive. Participants were recruited because of particular skills or
knowledge, based on a skills audit approach (James and Gittens 2007), because they held
viewpoints about landscape that were thought to be representative of area residents as
determined by the Visual Q-methodology studies or because they had been elected as citizen
representatives. Although more funds might have ensured a completely balanced set of
participants (in that people could be hired for their expert knowledge), limited funding is a reality
for most planning endeavours in rural municipalities. To test the practicality of the workshop
format, this limitation was embraced. Similarly, planning and preparing for this workshop
singlehandedly was challenging, but also represents the reality that these municipalities face;
such workshops should be achievable with a skeleton staff.
The participants were selected to represent a diverse range of experience and knowledge
about the subject. It was hoped that numerous elected representatives and local planning
professionals would participate. As Innes and Booher (2010) caution, without the involvement of
local officials, such collaborative processes may not be considered legitimate. The 40 people
who were invited to the workshop included many participants from the VQ studies and who had
expressed interest in continuing with the research project, in addition to several people who were
not familiar with the VQ research. They include:


elected government representatives and government employees (such as planners and/or
technicians) with particular knowledge related to landscape aesthetics, wind energy
planning issues, policy or community collaboration



researchers (including scholars, and graduate and undergraduate students)
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members of citizen advocacy coalitions or conservation groups



other professionals or lay citizens with relevant knowledge (landscape aesthetics, wind
energy development, policy development, community collaboration)
Table 20 lists the 19 people who participated in the workshop, and Table 21 lists the

researchers who attended. Most of the objectives regarding the sample were reached, although
there was some imbalance in the final sample. Representation from pro-wind groups
(development companies, citizen advocates or landowners) was not as substantial as participants
who are allied with anti-wind development groups. Most representatives from the wind energy
industry who were invited (including those who had participated in the previous studies) either
expressed reluctance to attend, or were unavailable. Property owners who hosted wind turbines,
and had participated in the VQ studies, or advocated for wind energy development, were
similarly unavailable or unwilling, except for one Grey County farmer who had confirmed
attendance but unfortunately had to cancel at the last minute (there were 3 last-minute
cancellations). It was hoped that this workshop would include the perspectives of insiders and
outsiders (Tuan 1974). Most attendees lived within the study area, although residents of one
county might be unfamiliar with other counties. Additional recruitment of outsiders beyond the 3
counties seemed unnecessary considering additional practical matters such as travel time and
expense.
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Table 20. List of participants: expertise, knowledge, and visual values
P#

Area(s) of Expertise and knowledge

Knowledge of local
landscape

Visual Q
studies

Factor
VLV
Study
Gardener

Factor
WEA
study
Negative
factor,
Distant
Observer
Pragmatist

1

 Municipal Planner

Grey County
(Meaford)

VLV
WEA

2

 Landscape Aesthetics (Visual artist
and photographer)

Huron County,

VLV
WEA

Builder

3

 Independent Researcher –member of
conservation group (Bruce Grey Bird
Studies)
 Elected Municipal Official
 Elected County representative
 Recreation landscapes
 Member MMWTWG
 Interpretive guide, poet and
storyteller
 Member of First Nation

Bruce County, in
particular bird migration
routes
Grey County, (recreation
landscapes- -Lake
Eugenia)

VLV
WEA

Naturalist

Distant
Observer

VLV
WEA

Naturalist

Negative
factor,
Wind
Farmer

6

 County Planner

South Bruce County

7








South Bruce County

VLV
WEA

Cultivator

Pragmatist

North Bruce County

VLV
WEA

Naturalist

Distant
Observer

Resident Grey County

VLV
WEA

Cultivator

Distant
Observer

Grey County

VLV
WEA

Not aligned
with one
factor

Distant
Observer

4

5

8



9

10

11










Elected Municipal representative
Farming Landscapes
Property development law
Member MMWTWG
Federal NDP candidate
Citizen Advocacy groups (Peace and
Justice Grey Bruce)
Communications and policy analysis
(private sector, Arts groups,
environmental groups and First
Nations
Elected Municipal representative and
Elected County Representative
Farming Landscapes (Farmer)
Road infrastructure
Member MMWTWG
Elected Municipal Representative
Landscape aesthetics and
development issues (Real Estate
Agent)
Ministry of Energy and Climate
Change (Supervisor, Owen Sound
Office)
Wind Energy Development Approval
Process

North Bruce County
(Neyaashiingamiing
unceded First Nation)

Neyaashiingamiing
unceded First Nation

Grey County
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Grey County (Owen
Sound)

VLV

Naturalist

13

 Former Elected representative
(Municipal council)
 Citizen Advocacy groups (Peace and
Justice Grey Bruce)
 Community Collaboration Consultant
 County planner

Grey County

Gardener

14

 County planner

Grey County

VLV
WEA
VLV
WEA

15

 County planner

Bruce County (North)

16

 Planner (Niagara Escarpment
Commission)
 County Planner

Grey County
(Thornbury)
Huron County

VLV

Cultivator

 Elected Municipal Representative
 Farmer
 Former Wind Energy development
proponent
 Member MMWTWG
 Planner (community liaison
facilitator for wind energy
development industry)

Huron County

VLV
WEA

Builder

12

17
18

19

Gardener

Distant
Observer
Distant
Observer

Distant
Observer
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Table 21. List of researchers attending workshop
Researcher
R1

R2

R3

R4
R5
R6

R7

Area(s) of Expertise and knowledge
 PhD (Geography)
 Social Science
 Projects: Communities Around
Renewable Energy Projects
 PhD candidate
 Political Science (Decision making
structures around Renewable
Energy in Germany and Ontario)
 Landscape Architecture (MLA
candidate)
 Landscape Character mapping
 B ES student (Geography)
 GIS technician








R8




Facilitator





PhD candidate (Rural Studies)
Visual Landscape Character
PhD (Geography)
Landscape Architecture
Formerly Municipal Planner
PhD candidate (Geography)
Projects: Communities Around
Renewable Energy Projects
PhD (Geography)
Projects: Communities Around
Renewable Energy Projects
PhD (Planning)
Professor in rural planning
Formerly County planner

Knowledge of local
landscape
Visitor with previous
research on Grey County
wind energy projects
Unfamiliar with local
landscapes

Visitor with previous
research mapping local
landscapes
Visitor with previous
research mapping local
landscapes
Familiar with local
landscapes
Familiar with local
landscapes
Visitor with previous
research on Grey County
wind energy projects
Unfamiliar with local
landscapes
Familiar with local
landscapes
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7.5

Preparing Workshop Materials and Presentations
In the next section, preparation for the workshop is described. It included site selection,

preparation of constraint mapping, preparation of materials for the individual and collaborative
mapping, materials for the plenary session, materials for displays, and advance preparation for
presentations.
Site selection‐ a representative segment
The specific planning area for the workshop was selected from the larger regional case
study area of Bruce/Grey/Huron Counties. Participants as well as landscapes from all regions of
these three counties were represented in the Q-methodology studies. A realistic portion of the
larger region had to be chosen such that wind energy planning issues could be adequately
addressed in a one-day exercise, with an estimated participant group of 15-20. A representative
segment of the region, including all of Grey and Bruce Counties and a portion of Huron County,
and two First Nations territories, was selected. Although the representative area chosen for this
planning workshop is large, government departments share services between counties already
(such as tourism platforms, health care delivery, and school boards). It is reasonable to imagine
that County planners would collaborate on regional infrastructure planning for wind energy, and
consider an area larger than existing county borders.
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Figure 83. Region chosen for planning workshop

Preparing for constraint mapping process
Much site analysis must be prepared in advance of participatory design workshops. Using
McHarg’s (1969) Ecological Method as a model process, relevant landscape features required
investigation and mapping. As constraint mapping is currently employed in the private and
public sector for wind energy planning, the information utilized in typical methods was sought,
in addition to new information thought relevant to the issue. A MLA student assisted by
identifying a set of constraints using GIS. Additional maps were created to provide information
about landscape features relevant to the study.
Standard constraints
In Ontario, there are requirements for wind energy developers to consider a number of
standard constraints. At the beginning of the research project, site information considered
relevant to wind energy planners was available on Ontario’s Ministry of Natural Resources
website. These are shown in Figure 84.
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Wind Resources
Wind speeds are mapped using colour coding to indicate wind speed. More detailed
proprietary maps used by wind energy planning firms show wind speeds at varying heights, but
these maps were not available. The wind map shown is no longer accessible on the MNR site,
but this one had been downloaded in 2011. One wind energy planner noted that it would be
sufficient for planning purposes, as it resembled the level of detail of maps in use in his office, so
it was used for the workshop.
ANSIs and Protected Areas
Wind energy is currently prohibited in certain areas including national and provincial
parks, urban settlement areas, Areas of Natural or Scientific Interest (ANSIs), conservation areas,
and federally-protected areas.
Energy Infrastructure
Information about existing energy transmission infrastructure is key to planning new
infrastructure, as new developments usually require access to the grid in order to sell power to
the Ontario market. Location of stations and transmission lines demarcate landscape areas that
currently host industrial infrastructure.
Acceptability
Wind energy companies also gather information about location of landowners who have
agreed to lease land; however, this information was neither available nor relevant to a process
aimed at upstream site identification. Community acceptance of wind energy development was
mapped by determining the location of “willing host” townships. All but only one township in
the study area had declared themselves “non-willing host” communities (as shown in red).
Additional considerations and constraints
Based on information gathered in relation to results of previous research examining
visual landscape values and perceptions of energy development and aesthetics, other information
was considered to be relevant to the workshop. These are presented below and shown in Figure
85 and Figure 86:
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Landscape Character
The information about landscape character indicates typologies of landscape cover.
Based on people’s responses to the VQ studies, 11 classifications of rural character were selected
from available GIS information that would inform participants of the visual quality of landscapes
in different areas. The classifications are:


Regional Agriculture (tender fruit)



Regional Agriculture (orchards)



Intensive Agriculture



Pastoral Agriculture



Built-up Area



Extraction



Recreation



Cultural woodland/plantation



Wetlands



Woodland



Lakes and Waterbodies

Landscape Ecology
The Niagara Escarpment Planning Area had been previously described as a significant
area of scenic and cultural value, although are not currently designated as protected areas (as
ANSIs and parks are). Other ecological features that might be considered landscape features of
importance were also mapped. These features include:


Lakes and Waterbodies



Rivers and Inland Lakes



Wooded Area



Escarpment Core Reserves



Escarpment Buffer Zone



Escarpment Zone of Co-operation
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Elevation
A map noting elevations, and in particular those areas where elevation changes
significantly, was considered important for this study. People expressed different views towards
wind energy based on the character of the terrain, and whether there was topographical change.
Regional Context
A map showing jurisdictional boundaries (counties and townships) and main roads was
included so that participants would find it easy to orient themselves.
Greenways
Information about migration corridors for wildlife had been previously mapped by
Ontario Nature in 2008. This information is available to the public; however, biologists who
investigated sensitive environmental zones for wind energy projects proposed in the region had
not been using this information (Hempel 2010). It was produced so that priority areas of wildlife
and migration routes could be maintained and improved. The map shows existing forest systems,
supporting forests, and areas where afforestation efforts should be strengthened. The map shown
on the left in Figure 86 was adjusted to be the same scale as the GIS maps.
Location of existing and proposed wind energy projects
A map showing locations of wind energy projects was not available, although the
information is key to planning. Currently in Ontario, every project that is either operational,
under construction, or seeking approval is required to post full site information online, but no
regulatory agency has compiled a comprehensive map showing these projects. Therefore, I
produced a compilation for the workshop. First, I used maps that had been produced by
stakeholder groups such as Wind Resistance Ontario 2013, as many projects had been
graphically identified. More information was provided by the Ministry of Energy and Climate
Change, but it was in list form and the graphic mapping had yet to be done. Projects that had
been previously speculated about but that did not have active applications were not easily
verifiable. However, even if projects had been abandoned but had been proposed to council in
the past, the location seemed to be of importance for this workshop, as the landscapes had been
considered possibilities for development.
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Projects were mapped based on four criteria:


Operational Wind Projects



Approved Projects



Projects under Review



Dead or unknown projects

A base map was created using the composite aerial photograph, and wind projects were
identified using coloured blocks to denote project areas and pink dots to denote turbines, and
then graphically adjusted to the same scale as the GIS maps.
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Figure 84. Site information Wind Resource maps, ANSIs and protected areas, energy infrastructure, and
acceptability of wind turbines. Obtained using GIS.
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Figure 85. Site information available on GIS systems: Landscape Character, Landscape Ecology,
Elevation, and Regional Context. Obtained using GIS.
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Figure 86. Left: Grey Bruce Greenway map, prepared by Ontario Nature (2008). Right: Location existing
and proposed wind energy projects, prepared by author over aerial satellite imagery obtained
using GIS Arcmap

Preparing the materials: maps, markers and displays
Materials for the workshop were prepared once the number of attendees was confirmed.
One set of constraint maps was printed for each participant on 11” x 17” paper, except for the
Wind Acceptance map. Because the case study area was almost entirely “red”, indicating there
was almost no acceptability in the area, it was easily grasped by simply showing one copy, so I
decided not to provide numerous prints. Each participant received an 11” x 17” translucent mylar
page, printed only with the outline of the study area for easier positioning, that could be overlaid
on any of the maps. These were clipped together with a backing board cut from Coroplast, and
dry erase markers were provided for all participants were ordered. For each table (4 tables
altogether), a large set of constraint maps were printed on 36” x 48” bond paper. A 36” x 48”
translucent mylar page, again with the study area outlined for positioning, was prepared. The
outline was drawn in permanent marker by hand.
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Satellite photographic imagery of the site area was compiled using ARCMAP software,
and an oversized map was printed on large sign-board panels that were set along one of the walls
of the meeting room. Wind turbines were located using colour-coded ball-tipped pins to
represent operational projects, approved or under construction projects, and proposed projects.
The large size was chosen so that landscape features could be recognized; the size of the ball on
the pin (2mm) was approximately to scale with the swept area of actual turbine blades.

Figure 87. Full study area represented on oversized printed map along back wall of meeting room.

An aim for this workshop was to provide familiar or ‘old school’ tools such as printed
maps and physical models. The interaction with these physical tools is important in forming a
base for knowledge sharing, and for facilitating informed compromise, which contributes to
shared ownership of both planning problems and solutions (Arias 1996). Physical models enable
continuity of discussion as participants move pieces around or debate alternatives, augmenting
comprehension and knowledge retention, more so than simply viewing computer simulations on
a screen. Using ball-topped straight pins to represent wind turbines was one way to achieve a 3D
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representation, and the size and scale of readily available pins for both visibility and for handling
were considerations when designing the large map. Posters showing the results of the Visual Qmethodology studies were printed for display, and the materials created for the Q-methodology
studies were available for display.
Fine tuning the agenda
A carefully considered, rigid structure is considered key to a successful collaborative
workshop (Stock et al. 2007). With input from the facilitator and other presenters, a detailed plan
for the day was prepared once more information about confirmed participants was known. Below
is the agenda for the day.
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Detailed Agenda for facilitator, hosts and presenters
10 am – 10:30 am: Introductions over coffee



Host: provide background on the project and the goals of the workshop, and general introduction about the
mix of attendees
Facilitator: Individual introductions. Who are we? Where are we from? What is our relationship to the
research project, or landscape, or relevant issues?

10:30 ‐ First presentation: Visual Landscape Character



First phase of VQ research project –diverse values of visual landscape character
Second phase of VQ research project – investigation wind energy/landscape compatibility

10 minute break

11:20 ‐ Second Presentation: German Planning Model




overview of visiting scholar’s research interests
explanation of the German Planning model
pros and cons – can this model be applicable in our region?

11:50: Explanation of Collaborative Mapping Exercise




Can people’s diverse values of landscape character contribute to wind energy planning?
Overview of Mapping Constraints – explanation of factors relevant to siting wind projects
Explanation of individual packages – maps provided to individuals for consideration.

12:30 – 1:15 – Lunch break, and open conversation
1:15 – 1:45 – Individual consideration: review of maps, independent work
2:00‐3:00 – Study Groups and collaborative mapping




6-8 participants per table (4 tables total – assigned seating)
One set of large maps per table and one large drawing sheet
Deliberation – looking for areas of consensus on congruent/incongruent wind energy siting in spatial
planning context. If no consensus is possible, what issues arise?

10 minute break

3:00‐3:45 – Plenary Session






Presentation of findings from each table
Issues that arose, considerations, new knowledge, mapping?
Was it possible to achieve consensus at table?
Is there potential for overall alignment in spatial planning?
Recommendations?

3:45 – 4:00 – wrap up and end‐of‐workshop evaluation
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Chapter 7b. Outcome of Workshop Process
7.6 Overview of the Workshop
Participant attendance
In the three days prior to the workshop, three of the invited participants and one
researcher cancelled due to illness, timing conflicts, or transportation problems; this did not
affect the structure of the workshop. Last minute cancelations are considered normal for this type
of event, but it was unfortunate because one of the people who cancelled offered particular
expertise.
Introductions and presentations
After the introductions, three presentations provided background information to
participants, and scheduled for the first part of the workshop. Time was allocated at the end of
each presentation for questions and answers.
The first presentation was a powerpoint (PPT) presentation outlining the purpose,
methodology, and results of the two Visual Q-methodology studies, delivered by me. This was
presented so that each participant could consider the diverse perspectives held by area residents
about visual landscape and aesthetics. Participants would be able to consider their own points of
view as well as the values of others during the mapping process. Most attendees had either been
part of the Q-methodology studies, or had attended presentations summarizing the results, and
there were few questions about the material presented. Posters showing the Q-methodology
archetypes were printed and displayed, as were the books of images used in the study, and the Qmethodology sorting board and stimuli sets were displayed on a table for participants to view.
Some who had not participated in the study previously performed Q-sorts out of interest.
The second presentation was a PPT presentation delivered by a guest scholar, Andrea
Bues (PhD candidate, Freie Universitat, Berlin) who reviewed the planning policy and decisionmaking process for wind energy projects in the Brandenburg region of Germany. The upstream
planning process, based on constraint mapping, was outlined in the presentation. The overall
objective of the planning process in Germany is that planning regions must designate 2% of the
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land area that would be suitable zones for future wind energy infrastructure. In the example of
Brandenburg, there are 5 separate planning regions that are roughly the same geographic size as
the counties in our case study area. and each of these regions prepare a regional plan containing
wind designation areas (WDA). A draft version is made available for public. Following a public
comment period, representatives of the Regional Assemblies (16 elected and 16 appointed
members) deliberate the alternatives, with an objective of meeting the goal of 2%. A similar
objective was adopted as one of the objectives of the collaborative mapping process in the
workshop. Constraints considered for mapping WDA in the Brandenburg mapping process
include: dwellings, traffic, monuments, protected areas (nature conservation), forest, water
bodies, (former) military zones, resource extraction zones, and areas zoned as historically
important cultural landscapes. A 1000m setback from houses in town/village areas is required for
wind turbines. There are minimum sizes for WDA of 100 ha, and maximum sizes of 750 ha.
WDA should be separated by distances of 5 km, and may only encircle a village/town up to 180
degrees in a radius of 2.5 km. There are additional criteria for setbacks for certain wildlife
species, and in accordance with the Nature Protection Act.
There were a number of questions from the participants after the presentation of the
German planning model, and many comments. It was a surprise that the setbacks in Germany
were 1000m, twice the distance required in Ontario. It was noted that the inclusion of cultural
heritage mapping in the constraints was a key component of the zoning process. Some
communities in Germany are opposed to further wind development; in this former East German
region, it is perceived that wind development is an imperative of the former West Germany.
Other Brandenburg communities were eager to create wind development zones. Bues explained
that, because the financial benefits to community members and citizens in this region of
Germany are substantial, economic incentives are a key deciding factor in community
acceptance.
The third, brief presentation outlined the objectives of the mapping activities in the
afternoon. Each of the large printed maps was described, as well as the rudimentary objectives of
mapping using site information layers. Participants were tasked with identifying zones that
would be suitable for future wind energy projects (noted in green), zones where wind energy
projects should be prohibited (noted in red) and zones that might be possible (in orange). The
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task of identifying 2% of land area for future wind energy infrastructure was described, and
green post-it notes that represented the size of this land area, at the scale of the maps, was
distributed to each person for reference. After a catered lunch break, which gave participants a
chance to ask questions informally, review some of the displays, and converse with each other,
the individual mapping work began.

7.7

Results of Individual Mapping Session
Most participants worked to create individual maps; although the techniques varied from

one person to another, the concept of green/red and orange zones was embraced. Some people
chose to create their own maps while seated at tables; others chose to find a spot away from other
participants (Figure 88). This is something to keep in mind when choosing a venue; there should
be enough physical space and enough extra tables that people who prefer to think alone can find
their own corner to work.

Figure 88. Individual mapping: some participants worked at shared tables; others found space to work
alone. Photo: C. Hempel.

Two people did not submit their maps (as noted by blank areas in Figure 89). Although it
was not planned that researchers would create individual maps, because some invited
participants did not attend, there were additional materials available and two researchers
produced maps. The individual maps begin to show the emergence of themes or lines of
agreement, and in their simplicity they point to the issues that people consider most important in
the landscape planning process. The individual maps will be reviewed after the collaborative
maps are analyzed.
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Figure 89. Results of individual mapping session.
Top set of images: Participants. Bottom two images: Researchers
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7.8

Results of Collaborative Mapping
The collaborative mapping was a dynamic, creative process aimed at knowledge-sharing

while building consensus. First, participants and researchers were seated at four roundtables in
groups of six or seven people. They shared their own maps (Figure 90 – 1) and discussed
relevant issues with their group. Next, a set of large constraint maps were laid in the middle of
the table, the team was tasked with creating a zoning map. The objective was to use 3 colours of
markers to identifying three zones; new areas for future wind infrastructure development (green);
zones where wind energy infrastructure should be restricted (red); and zones where the group
identified potential for development but was unsure (orange). Following the German system, 2%
of the land area was identified as a target for future wind energy planning. A ‘post-it’ note,
scaled to represent this area at the scale of the large maps was provided for reference. Finally, the
results of each team’s efforts, and summaries of the conversations held at each table were
discussed in an open plenary session. The maps created collaborative are shown in Figure 91.

Figure 90. A four-step Deliberative Process
1. Initiating conversation: sharing the results of individual mapping with table members. 2. Deliberating siting
issues in a shared conversation, seated in a circle around large maps. 3. Collaborative mapping: working
together as a group to create zoning. 4. Plenary session: Sharing results from each table with larger group.
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Figure 91. Collaborative Maps produced at each of 4 tables
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Results from Table 1
When asked, this group reported that they had reached a consensus, although it was later
reported that in fact they had not. The green zones were noted on the map because the group
agreed that the least risk to migrating and breeding birds would be inland, and there was
sufficient area available to avoid at-risk landscapes that have already hosted hundreds of wind
turbines in the past 10 years. Core differences emerged based on what one participant called a
“lack of science” about risk to wildlife; the shoreline areas of the Great Lakes are highly
important landscapes for migrating and nesting birds and, without sufficient research on impact
to wildlife in vulnerable areas, no more turbines, in her opinion, should be built. As is evident in
the individual maps produced by other participants at the table, zones in these shoreline areas
seemed suitable, to them, for wind energy development. This group recorded on the map that
more scientific research is needed about population density, migratory patterns, and breeding
birds. The Group Map created by the participants at Table 1 is shown in Figure 92 along with
individual maps produced by those at the table.

Figure 92. Left: Group map produced by Table 1. Right: Individual maps created by Table 1 participants
prior to group mapping session.
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Results from Table 2
This group stated that they had reached a consensus, and in looking at the similarity
between the individual maps and the collaboratively-produced map, it appears that each
individual’s map at the table has a resemblance to the group map. One interesting difference was
that, where individuals had originally noted green zones near existing wind energy clusters on
their own map, in the group map new areas were identified rather than suggesting infill. The
transmission infrastructure is considered strongly congruent with wind energy development. This
group reached full consensus that a very large segment of the region must prohibit wind
development. The Niagara Escarpment was noted as an area that should be expanded as a
restricted area. Because they found enough suitable area that they agreed on, there was no use for
the orange marker. When explaining the zones chosen, one participant remarked that they had
used larger patches partly because green post-it notes had been provided as a visual aid to
viewing what 2% of the physical area looked like, and they had not thought to break it into
smaller pieces. A lack of cultural information was identified – “we don’t have the cultural areas
mapped”- and that local knowledge of viewsheds should be considered. This group feels very
strongly that planning power be restored to local municipalities. Group map, and individual maps
produced by participants at Table 2 are shown in Figure 93.

Figure 93. Left: Group map produced by Table 2. Right: Individual maps created by Table 2 participants
prior to group mapping session.
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Results from Table 3
This group agreed that a consensus had been reached at their table, using four core
principles as listed on the map. The transmission infrastructure was identified as a key area of
suitability, and the wind resource or ‘capacity’ was considered an important constraint. New
areas for development were identified as clusters of zones of wind turbine development
separated by large spatial zones with no turbines. Participants took the green post-it notes and
tore them into smaller pieces, representing development clusters. The results (Figure 94) show
that individuals departed from their individual maps somewhat, while retaining the important
elements of each area of concern. The new areas were planned near transmission lines, and away
from ecologically sensitive zones including shorelines, but avoiding tracts of unbroken energy
landscapes that overwhelm a single area. The locally-based consensus-seeking process was
considered important by this group. One participant noted that “if this were allowed to be done at
the local level we would have a more productive process”, and described a previous study in the
Township of Grey Highlands that identified landscapes suitable for wind energy but that was
overridden by the GEA.

Figure 94. Group map produced by Table 3. Right: Individual maps created by Table 3 participants prior
to group mapping session.
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Results from Table 4
This table agreed that they had reached consensus, but enjoyed a lively discussion that
revolved around the advantages and disadvantages of widely distributed wind energy
infrastructure. They discussed issues of fairness and power, and stressed the importance of
gaining local knowledge. The individual maps from this group show that some participants
preferred smaller clusters distributed throughout the region, while others preferred to infill
existing wind energy landscapes and expand in zones already populated with industrial
infrastructure. The group reached agreement that priorities should be to infill in existing wind
development zones rather than create new wind energy landscapes distributed across the region.
New projects should be located in landscapes of large-scale industrial agriculture, near existing
transmission lines, or in places closer to “urban sprawl”, where the energy users are. It was noted
that First Nations’ knowledge, including treaty claims and land claims, were important elements
missing from the constraint mapping. The group firmly agreed that wind energy should be
restricted from the entire Bruce Peninsula. They noted that turbines should be located more than
1000m from dwellings as they are in Germany. The development process should require local
decision-making, and include input from the public (such as polls). This group was the only one
to use the orange marker. The Silcote area in Grey County was noted as an area with potential, in
consideration of the fact that Bruce and Huron Counties have received far more than their share
of wind development already. One participant said “I agreed with (the siting strategy) of Table 3
at first – but then (participant 6) convinced me!” At the heart of deliberative democratic theory is
an assumption that residents’ opinions are not always fixed, and can be revised when presented
with alternative perspectives. The individual maps shown on the right (Figure 95) vary from the
final group map produced after participants deliberated siting issues.
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Figure 95. Left: Group map produced by Table 4. Right: Individual maps created by Table 4 participants
prior to group mapping session.

7.9 Plenary Session
The plenary was originally conceived as an open session where the results of the separate
tables could be displayed and the issues that emerged at each table could be explained to the
entire group. Once all participants could see what arose from each table discussion, it was hoped
that people would then turn their attention to the oversized map. One of the research objectives
was to see if the entire group could find common ground or agree upon suitable wind energy
development zones. This could be accomplished using green-coloured pins, adding them to those
already located on the maps. Possible zones could be marked using orange pins. While I was
hopeful for this outcome, it became apparent that this would be too ambitious for a single-day
event; therefore, the detailed agenda allowed for an unscripted last hour of the day.
As it turned out, after the discussion at the tables, a few people indicated that they needed
to leave. Others were taking phone calls or stretching, indicating that the concentration required
for the previous hour was draining; a short wrap-up was in order. Furthermore, while there was
fascinating overlap amongst the group maps, and the group pinning exercise might have been
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very fruitful, I could see that there was too much difference between each proposal to quickly
embark on an examination of the overlap. Therefore, the plenary went ahead as outlined in the
detailed agenda.
The facilitator asked a representative from each table to display their group’s map, and
summarize the issues discussed at the table, including key considerations, new knowledge
received from other group members, and the results of the collaborative mapping (see image of
participant presenting group mapping activities in Figure 90 -4). The group was asked if
consensus had been achieved at each table; all four reported that it had, however it was later
reported that there was a lack of clear consensus in some cases (this will be discussed below.
General feedback on the applicability of the workshop model to the local wind energy planning
process, or other recommendations, was discussed in an informal forum.

7.10

Results of the Workshop Evaluations
After the plenary, participants were asked to “reflect on this workshop and let us know

what worked and what needs improvement” in the form of a brief 1-page written evaluation.
There were six questions on the form, as follows:


Why did you participate in this workshop?



What aspects of the workshop were the most valuable for you, and why?



Least valuable and why?



Reflect on your interactions at this workshop. Have you gained any insights about visual
landscape character?



Did you learn anything new about methods for spatial planning?



Would you like to add any other comments about this research project?

Reasons for participation
People participated in the research for varied reasons. Many noted that they were
interested in planning and planning processes, “to discuss better methods of consultation”. Some
noted they were interested in learning about diverse views. Some noted that these matters are
relevant to their work, and expressed a particular area of interest, such as “a significant interest
on how cultural landscapes can apply to wind turbine siting” or “interest in community and
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environmental decision making to lower our common footprint”. Another noted that the
workshop was related to his academic research. Others noted an interest in wind development
issues, because the “issues affect their community”. One participated “to learn more – and to
share my knowledge”. Others simply replied that they were “asked to attend” or generally
interested in helping with research, “to support Christy Hemple’s (sic) courageous attempt to
clarify the issues”.
Most valuable aspects
The majority of respondents identified the collaborative mapping process as having
value: “working together to build consensus”, “knowledge-sharing”, “Talking and learning from
other perspectives”, “hearing different viewpoints of where turbines should go and not go”,
“hearing other people’s thoughts” or “sitting together and mapping”. Secondly, respondents
appreciated learning about the planning and decision-making process in Germany: “hearing
about how Germany made decisions”. A few noted aspects of the visual research as most
valuable: “the value of using visual processes to gather data”. One person noted that having a
representative from the MOECC (Ministry of Energy and Climate Change) at the workshop was
“very valuable”.
Least valuable aspects
All but two participants either left this area blank – or noted something like “can’t think
of anything”. One noted that the Q and A, “the opportunity to ask questions”, was least valuable.
Another noted that the least valuable was a recap of some the research (presumably the Visual Q
research) because I had presented it to him previously.
Workshop interactions, and insights about visual landscape character
All respondents noted that they had gained insights - “definitely” - or that it was “very
interesting”. One planner noted that there was “a lot of new material that I was not aware of”.
Another wrote “common thinking – surprising!”. Another noted that he gained “insight into the
challenges of siting wind turbine infrastructure as there are many competing interests.”
Unfortunately, the question, in hindsight, was ‘double-barrelled’ and could have two meanings
(Watts and Stenner 2012), so it is difficult to know whether these insights were gained from
interactions, or about the visual landscape character research.
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Some specified that they had gained insights specifically from interactions, “the
participants seemed to be on the same page with some minor differences – very interesting”. One
learned that “most people have concerns about the GEA process”. Others noted specific
knowledge that was gained from other participants, such as information about infrasound.
Another noted they learned that a visual character study was done in Grey Highlands and was not
taken into consideration by Provincial regulators.
Others reported that they gained insights specifically about visual landscape character.
One learned “how we are impacted by changes to our visual landscape”. Another noted that
spatial data is “extremely valuable in analysis” and that it “helps to look at visuals”. One noted
“visual landscape character is very complex”. Another mentioned that there “needs to be cultural
mapping prepared with community input”. One noted that visual response is “heavily influenced
by what is best for economy”.
Feedback about spatial planning methods
Responses to this question were varied, often depending on whether the participant
identified him/herself. Only two respondents who self-identified as either a planner or person
with expertise in spatial planning methods said they did not learn anything new, that the mapping
was “standard opportunities/constraints”. But all others reported that they learned something
new. Some provided specific information relevant to the research: one planner commented that
the Greenway mapping provided by Ontario Nature closely resembles the draft of the Natural
Heritage Systems map that was currently being prepared for Grey and Bruce Counties, adding
that “cultural mapping and landscape mapping is key for an exercise like this”. Another planner
wrote “you need to define applicable criteria before applying them to maps”. Another planner
noted that “the German model was fascinating”. For those who either did not identify
themselves, or were not planners, the remarks about spatial planning were more general, such as
the “importance of local input”, or “far more goes into spatial planning than I previously
thought”. They learned something new from the material – the “maps of layers”. One person
stated, “I loved the planning process” and another: “There’s hope!”
Other comments
Many respondents took this opportunity to add a positive note, expressing gratitude or
encouragement such as “keep up the good work.” Others commented that they were interested in
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further learning and expressed interest in reading the “final results”. Others made
recommendations, that there were lessons to bring forward to the government, or that this is a
“good process that should be adapted for other planning process (sic)”; similarly, “This would be
valuable for future planning for issues beyond the wind”. One suggested a poll, to “develop an
understanding of rural Ontario”. One wrote “insist on a better provincial process and meaningful
input from the people who live in rural communities”. One stated “local knowledge is very
important”. Another commented that “it would be nice to see how people’s opinion of landscape
and landscape change tie into collaborative planning theory”. Overall, the topic and the process
of the workshop were noted as positive.
Feedback outside the evaluation forms
One participant did not fill out an evaluation form but sent a thoughtful follow-up e-mail,
explaining, “I wanted to let my thoughts and impressions jell as I aimlessly wandered home”.
One of his comments related to the German commitment to green energy rather than the spatial
planning model:
I wonder if some kind of survey related to that, and to the role of wind turbines other then
(sic) the question of site location within Huron/Grey/Bruce, might have been useful as a
starting point for the workshop. It might have revealed some inconsistencies or
consistencies in the approach of some participants to the question of site location, and
could have had some impact on those discussions.
His other comments had to do with concerns about the single-day workshop structure,
and he offered insight into the format of the plenary session at the end of the day. As these
comments relate to a more general discussion about the overall workshop design, I will refer to
them in the following discussion chapter.
Researcher observations about the discussions
Researchers were asked to take notes during the collaborative work in order to add their
ears and eyes as observers. Some observations were recorded that add to the comments made by
participants themselves.
The map showing elevation change is difficult to incorporate into planning, notably
because dramatic changes in slope (especially near shorelines) may indicate scenic resources.
Local knowledge is integral to determining visibility, as this information is not necessarily
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evident from the maps. Missing maps were mentioned, such as treaty maps, and information
about First Nations’ land claims. Lack of data (in comparison to the German system) was noted
as a serious problem, particularly for cultural mapping.
One observer noted that not all participants at the table were fully engaged in the
collaborative process. Another observation was that one participant became overly directive, and
was taking control of the discussion.
Participants spoke about the potential for technological improvements in wind energy
infrastructure may mean that wind can be harvested from areas that are deemed suitable but
currently have marginal wind resources.
Areas identified as Niagara Escarpment Planning Area were considered unsuitable for
wind development, but participants discussed gaps in the mapping, described as “escarpment-y”
qualities such as limestone outcroppings, and these should also be protected. In-shore lakes were
considered problematic because “fish don’t like it”, and offshore locations were noted as
problematic because of negotiation with First Nations (traditional fishing territory). It was noted
that the core areas and linkages identified on the unofficial Ontario Nature Greenway maps are
similar to the Natural Heritage System maps that were being produced in Grey and Bruce
Counties but were not available at the time of the workshop.
Summary
The workshop was designed to achieve several objectives in the research project. After a
review of current processes in Ontario, a format for a single-day planning workshop was created
in order to explore a new process for wind energy planning in rural Ontario municipalities that
would foster knowledge-sharing and deliberation, enabling meaningful community involvement
in decision-making processes. Local participation in decision-making that affects local
landscapes has been absent from the wind energy development process since the enactment of
the GEA. In the next Chapter, an examination of strengths and weaknesses of the workshop
design will be discussed in relation to these objectives.
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Chapter 8. Discussion of Deliberative Planning Exploration
A goal of this research was to contribute to effective community involvement in the
regional planning process for rural infrastructure; the research methods designed to accomplish
this goal were outlined in Chapter 3, Stage 3: “New Processes for Participatory Planning”.
Research steps included design and implementation of a new planning process aimed at enabling
knowledge-sharing, deliberation, and collaboration in participatory mapping workshop. In this
chapter, the outcome of the workshop will be discussed in relation to two research objectives: to
explore a new planning process that fosters knowledge-sharing of people’s varying perceptions
in a deliberative setting, and to investigate how deliberation about value orientations and
landscape preference can support the development of ‘lines of agreement’ concerning energy
infrastructure planning in a participatory planning context.
In Section 8.1, the workshop structure will be reviewed with respect to the objective of
fostering knowledge-sharing. In Section 8.2, the individual and group maps produced at the
workshop are analyzed to determine whether ‘lines of agreement’ about zones for wind energy
development, or zones prohibiting wind energy development, might arise from the workshop
process. This chapter concludes with a discussion about the practicality of the workshop format
for accomplishing the specific outcome of the creation of wind energy development zones.

8.1 Reflections on knowledge‐sharing
A key strength of the workshop design was that it provided participants with social
learning and knowledge-sharing opportunities. The articulation of subjective visual values that
was enabled by the presentation of the results of the VQ research early in the workshop
contributed a great deal to the deliberative process. Participants were equipped to discuss their
preferences and values, their similarities and differences, in a mapping context where aesthetic
issues are typically often considered too subjective to practically incorporate into planning
practice. Participants were able to deliberate planning alternatives in light of new knowledge,
encouraging reflection. Some reported that during the planning process, they changed their
minds after consideration of the views of others, or in light of new information. According to
Forester (1999), the purpose of deliberative planning is to combine public deliberation, learning,
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and reflection; overarching goals of deliberative process are that divided parties may come to
shared understandings, transform their interests based on new knowledge, or find common
ground in conflicted arenas. The results of the workshop suggest that the process achieved all
three. At the same time, areas of insoluble difference have also been identified, where
approaches to planning diverge. Where areas of disagreement arise, compromises might be
made, but disagreement may also indicate where new information and research may be required,
before making decisions about land use planning.

Knowledge‐sharing of varying perceptions
Opportunities for learning were created by arranging presentations that would provide
participants with new information about landscape perceptions, information about local
perceptions of wind energy development, information about alternative planning processes, and
technical information relevant to landscape planning for wind energy infrastructure. Additional
learning opportunities were created by creating space for knowledge sharing between
participants, and by ensuring that participants could bring new information to each other by
recruiting participants with varying skills and diverse values. Because of time constraints, the
presentation of new information was designed to be as succinct as possible. Presentations were
designed to impart new information to participants that was relevant to the specific workshop
task.
Landscape perception and wind energy landscapes
An overview of the results of the research about landscape perceptions, and perceptions
of wind energy, was provided by summarizing the results of the VQ studies, and briefly outlining
the diverse perceptions of impacts of wind energy development in the region. Most participants
and researchers attending the workshop had been participants in the VQ research previously or
had heard presentations of the results of the research previously, or both. For those attendees, the
brief overview of results seemed an adequate summary; one respondent noted that the
information had been learned before and therefore was repetitious. However, for those who had
not been introduced to the VQ research, the 30-minute summary was brief, and the quality of the
imagery projected on the screen during the presentation was a bit unclear to give a thorough
summary. It was helpful that the research instrument for the VQ studies were brought to the
workshop, as it gave an opportunity for participants to browse through the imagery. In hindsight,
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to ensure that all participants had a thorough understanding of the visual values research, it
would have been best to ensure that all attendees had an opportunity to participate in the VQ
research, or at least administer Q-sorts for those unfamiliar prior to the start of the workshop.
Alternative planning models
The second presentation was an overview of planning methods used in the Brandenburg
Region of Germany, given by a guest researcher from Germany. There were quite a few
questions for the presenter, and much interest in alternate planning systems including set-back
issues, decision-making structures, and benefits.
Constraint mapping
The third presentation introduced the constraint maps. Participants grasped the
information printed on the maps easily, as a number had commented that they were familiar with
this type of mapping. Some questions were asked about particular maps, but the concept of
moving the mylar layers on the top of varying maps being considered was straightforward
enough for participants to grasp, although there was complex site information provided. The
individual mapping time using smaller sets of 11” x 17” maps was a very worthwhile stage. It
allowed participants time to get accustomed to each of the maps, to consider which maps and
issues have the most significance for themselves, and to acquaint themselves with the use of the
mylar layer for making their own notation with the use of markers. When they moved together to
work collaboratively, each participant had become somewhat familiar with the map layering
process, and had begun to form their own ideas about landscape suitability. Several additions to
constraint mapping might further bring local knowledge to the table, and would have clarified
the specific task of the participants, who were juggling two tasks: identifying landscape character
while simultaneously identifying suitable wind energy locations.
Cultural landscape and landscape character mapping
This particular workshop was designed in the context of Grey, Bruce and Huron Counties
where cultural landscape and visual landscape character mapping does not yet exist. To keep the
wind energy landscape planning streamlined and focussed, visual landscape character maps, in
combination with cultural heritage or “place-making” maps would ideally be prepared in
advance. Advance preparation of cultural heritage maps was suggested by several participants,
especially planners. The VQ studies could make a significant contribution to the creation of
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maps relating to aesthetics, visual impact, landscape character, or place-making. Planners in
Grey County and in the Meaford area had suggested that such mapping is identified as lacking,
and most participants expressed that more information about cultural landscapes would be
required before meaningful planning could occur.
Avian risk
Mapping of areas that pose risk to birds, bats and other wildlife appear to be inadequate,
and some participants suggest that current scientific research is inadequate to determine risk
accurately. Even the Grey/Bruce Greenway Mapping (Ontario Nature 2008) is not currently used
by researchers hired by wind energy companies to provide environmental assessments. In
proposed projects, overlap between proposed wind turbine siting and sensitive priority
stewardship areas were identified, as seen in Error! Reference source not found. (Hempel
2010).

Figure 96. Silcote Wind Project proposed in sensitive greenway landscape (Hempel 2010).

As mentioned by Fast and Mabee (2015), avian mortality is a significant concern for
wind energy opponents in other parts of Ontario, and worldwide, and the lack of trustworthy
maps is a barrier to planning. In the workshop, much discussion about the risk to birds occurred
at one table. The inadequacy of the maps identifying high risk areas for wildlife became a topic
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for deliberation, and resulted in a very large section of the landscape identified as ‘no build’
zones because of lack of adequate research. It is well-known that the small ANSIs are not
adequate. With careful preparation of maps showing wildlife risk zones, undertaken by experts
not paid by wind energy developers, there would have been more time for participants to finetune appropriate siting.
It has been mentioned that mapping of natural heritage systems is currently underway in
Grey County; such information would add a great deal to the utility of the constraint mapping
process. Additionally, the location of existing and proposed wind development projects should
be readily available to planners and to the public. As a result of this workshop, contacts at the
local Ministry of Energy and Climate Change are working on mapping programs for locating
wind turbines using GIS systems; with hopes this information will be easier to obtain. If more
information was provided in the maps at the beginning of the workshop, a streamlined one-day
workshop might be very effective, with more time available to consider issues of overall
consensus at the end of the day.
Learning from fellow participants
The selective method of inviting participants using James and Gittens’ (2007) ‘skills
audit’ approach was productive; participants’ knowledge and experience relevant to the
workshop’s focus contributed to a fulsome deliberation of varied issues. The ‘skills’ sought
included professional and lay knowledge, cultural knowledge, and familiarity with a variety of
landscapes, as outlined in Table 20. Participants’ backgrounds included knowledge of issues
related to farming, regulatory agencies, First Nations, NEC, municipal council and planning,
community development, wind energy planning, recreational landscapes, real estate, geography,
and ornithology, to name just a few. As the workshop evaluations attested, participants were
appreciative of the opportunity to gain new information from varied disciplinary backgrounds
and different life experiences of fellow participants in the discussion at each table. While some
of the discussion could not be shared with people sitting elsewhere, the plenary session provided
a chance for representatives of each table to summarize new information that arose during their
conversation.
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Balanced representation
In addition to skills, a balanced representation of value orientations was considered when
selecting participants. An advantage of undertaking the VQ research, and in listening to varying
perceptions about wind energy, was that participants with varying subjective value orientations
could be invited to share differing points of view.
It was hoped that during the deliberative process of the workshop, discourse could move
beyond the polarization that has characterized public discourse about wind energy in the region.
The issues are not black and white: most residents and community leaders express conflicting
views about wind energy development, and report mixed feelings, or views that have changed
over time. Understanding the reasons that underlie residents’ different value structures provides
information about how landscape planning might accommodate divergent worldviews, as these
views result in varying opinions about landscapes that are congruent with wind energy
infrastructure. A selection of participants would ideally provide balanced representation: prowind, anti-wind, and everything in between. Considerable variety was achieved in the participant
group and some strategies for ensuring a variety of participants were effective. However, there
was lack of representation among key stakeholders; considerations for overcoming obstacles to
fair representation are discussed below.
Using results of Q‐methodology to ensure balanced representation
In any planning event with limited numbers of participants, consideration of the wide
range of local values and viewpoints physically present is a key consideration. Research design
that incorporate the expertise and knowledge of rural citizens in a creative way, such as the
varying values of landscape viewers uncovered by VQ studies, was intended to bring numerous
residents’ views to the table who could not be there themselves. The results of the VQ studies
were used to recruit participants to represent others who share similar points of view. People who
aligned with all four factors found in the Visual Landscape Values (VLV) study, the Naturalist,
the Gardener, the Cultivator, and the Builder, were invited to attend the workshop, and several of
each type participated. Additionally, I attempted to achieve balanced representation by
considering the factor scores of the VQ results to seek participants who seemed likely to share
values across all other typologies. The factor scores for most participants resembles the pattern
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shown for Participant 43, a Naturalist; her scores for the three other typologies are low or show
negative values:
P43:

Naturalist: 0.8714X

Gardener:-0.0402

Cultivator: 0.1066

Builder: -0.3049

Those participants who show positive correlations with a number of value positions
might find it easier to represent or advocate for more than one point of view. Participant 21 is a
municipal planner who factored as a Gardener, but shows positive shared values with all other
typologies. Participant 35 is a private sector planner who consults for wind energy companies; he
factors as a Builder, but could be expected to share points of view with other factors.
P21:

Naturalist: 0.4435

Gardener: 0.6506X

Cultivator: 0.2699

Builder: 0.1997

P35:

Naturalist: 0.1885

Gardener: 0.2490

Cultivator: 0.1759

Builder: 0.7053X

Because of their skills, knowledge, and likelihood of sympathetic values with others, I
considered them key participants, and sought their participation early. The date for the workshop
was set once they had agreed to participate.
By presenting the results of the VQ studies, and by discussing alternative modes of
perceiving visual landscape and alternative perceptions of wind energy aesthetics, participants
were reminded to consider alternative points of view, even if advocating for a different position
themselves. Participants seemed willing to accept this responsibility, and demonstrated
thoughtfulness of the point of view of others. Unfortunately, only two of three factors of the
Wind Energy Aesthetics (WEA) study attended; the Distant Observer, and the Pragmatist.
Although several Wind Farmers were invited, only one agreed to attend, and then cancelled;
therefore, they were not represented. While there were no attendees present who factored as
Wind Farmers in the WEA study, participants discussed sites that would be preferred by Wind
Farmers.
Over‐representation of wind resistance
Although it was hoped that people with varying perspectives about the impacts of wind
energy would attend, those who perceive negative impacts were over-represented. It was not
difficult to recruit participants who are actively engaged in wind-resistance. Many have joined
together in advocacy groups, and were motivated to engage in the quest for alternative planning
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processes. It was a much greater challenge to find community members, planners and elected
representatives who have advocated for wind development who would agree to attend the
workshop. Several wind developers and leaseholders initially showed interest in attending, but
only one agreed to come; ultimately, he cancelled due to illness. Because of the nature of conflict
in previous public forums, developers and leaseholders are especially wary of appearing at a
public meeting.
Silenced pro‐wind advocates
Prior to the GEA, perceived impacts of a proposed wind development project were
deliberated by municipal representatives at public meetings, and during these meetings
community advocates for wind development would attend and voice their support alongside
project adversaries. After the GEA, local deliberations held little meaning for attendees as the
outcomes had no consequence in the decision-making process. Public censure has also been a
consequence for those with pro-wind positions. Because of this, according to Fast and Mabee
(2015), voices of wind energy supporters have become more silent and suppressed. Pro-wind
advocates may feel that provincial regulators will rebut claims by resistance groups, and
currently “see no benefit in engaging with detractors and thus attracting argument and conflict”
(ibid., p. 32). As local supporters have withdrawn from local deliberation, much of the discourse
in local papers, or arising at local meetings about new projects, displays a one-sided picture of
community antagonism to wind development, and do not reveal the nuanced views of local
residents.
Lack of fair representation and attendance of key stakeholders is described as a typical
problem in participatory processes. Planning events tend to attract what Hibbard and Lurie
(2000) describe as ‘the usual suspects’ - community ‘gatekeepers’ and competing lobbies for
development and conservation. It is typical that the most powerful private stakeholders are not
interested in joining open discussions, but prefer more direct access to power (Brand and
Gaffikan 2007); this may explain why private wind energy company representatives did not wish
to attend.
Suggestions to improve balanced representation
Considering the obstacles to recruiting a balanced participant group, I have considered
several strategies for improving fair representation including: hiring experts to represent
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stakeholder groups, hosting additional events, and creating requirements for mandatory
community planning events.
Hire people with expertise
A realistic way to ensure an appropriate mix of expertise would require an increased
budget. Professionals representing stakeholder groups could be hired to attend the workshop,
ensuring fair representation if volunteers are not available. In well-funded design charrettes,
landscape designers, architects, engineers, illustrators, planners and other project-specific experts
are paid in addition to facilitators, and these experts work alongside volunteer stakeholders and
lay citizens. Based on my limited success in coaxing wind energy developers and windsupportive landowners to the workshop, it would be reasonable to assume that spokespeople for
these stakeholders may remain reticent to volunteer; as their contribution is essential,
professional wind development consultants could be hired to ensure adequate representation and
expertise.
Host additional events
Although the workshop venue was chosen due to its central location in the case study
area, citizens with knowledge of the regional landscapes most distant from this location were not
as numerous in attendance. This limitation could also be overcome with a greater budget;
attendees with knowledge of landscapes in more remote parts of the region could receive a
stipend or at least be fairly compensated for travel costs. Hosting additional workshops might
also provide very informative results. Some key participants were willing participants in the VQ
research, and would have been happy to attend, but there were scheduling conflicts. If workshop
were held at different times at varying locations, there would be additional opportunities to
overcome obstacles in order to arrange a balanced representation of attendees. The results would
also provide information about how people respond to wind energy planning from non-central
locations in the region.
Mandatory upstream planning
Another way to ensure representation from developers, and those who benefit financially
from development, is to consider regulatory and provincially-supported community-based
upstream planning processes for wind energy projects. It may be that the wind developers I asked
to attend were too busy or unavailable, as they claimed. However, I was told by several local
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developers that they do not want the limitations of zoning in the first place, and there was not
incentive for them to support my efforts to develop a new planning process. With mandatory
upstream zoning, supported by Provincial regulatory agencies, resources could be allocated to
municipalities to undertake planning, and pro-development stakeholders would be motivated to
attend.
Despite my best efforts to bring provincial and federal authorities to the workshop,
including those charged with overseeing community issues related to wind energy development
in the region, most were unwilling to attend. Provincial authorities are key stakeholders in local
wind energy planning matters; processes intended to provide meaningful community
consultation should include representatives from all tiers of government: Township, County,
Provincial, and First Nations. Fortunately the local manager at the Owen Sound office for the
Ministry of Energy and Climate Change agreed to attend, and other participants noted that they
were particularly grateful for the provincial representative’s contribution and her extensive
knowledge of the current approvals process.

8.2 Seeking Lines of Agreement
Reflections on the plenary session
It was originally hoped that, after the collaborative mapping sessions were held at each
table, the participants could turn their attention to the oversized map, and to explore consensusbuilding as a larger group in a plenary format. The oversized map was created specifically for
this large group exercise. Wind energy projects had been located with straight pins that indicated
wind turbine locations. The pins were colour-coded to represent projects that were fully
operational (white), projects that were approved but not yet under construction (yellow), and
projects that were applied for but not yet approved (red).
The plenary session was left unscripted, because it was not known whether there would
be adequate time or interest in pursuing further planning work after the group mapping session.
Perhaps if there were strong similarities amongst the tables’ results, this would have been
possible, but the results varied considerably, and it was clear that there was not enough time to
introduce a new complex task. The plenary period was an informative conclusion to the day but
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there was no opportunity to evaluate whether the participants could then come together to find
conclusive areas of agreement about wind energy development zones using the oversize map.
The last segment of the day became an opportunity for each table to share the results of
their collaborative work with other participants, and to identify salient planning issues. The
facilitator asked a spokesperson from each table to summarize the outcome of the discussion, and
to inquire whether the participants at the table had reached consensus about suitable locations for
wind energy development. While most stated that they had reached agreement, such responses
may not tell the whole story. One participant offered this reflection:
It seems to me that you'll never get a completely honest assessment from participants at
the end of a 1-day workshop about how well they agreed, if they had previously
disagreed. They all just want to start the 2-3 hour drive back home; they don't want to
start rehashing the disagreement at that time of day. If it was a 2-day workshop, I might
have said, "No, we didn't reach a consensus, but I'll talk about it tomorrow morning, and
in the meantime I'll take (another participant) out for a beer tonight and maybe we'll
have a consensus in the morning.
One of the reasons that design charrettes are held over the course of several days is
because participants require time alone, and away from the intensity of a workshop or group
process, to ‘process’ the day’s events in order to move forward with the next task (Lennerz and
Lutzenhiser 2006). However, a multi-day structure requires more resources than a single day
event; it was challenging to gather a large group even for a single day. A very good model might
be to plan several workshops throughout the region. This would make travel less of a concern for
participants, and those willing to travel but unavailable on one day might choose a suitable day.
The total number of participants (27) seemed ideal for a mapping workshop, and in subsequent
workshops the mix could be quite varied and still produce valuable outcomes. After one
workshop, a facilitator might begin to recognize patterns in the mapping, and might be able to
recognize lines of agreement as they emerge from the tables. This type of knowledge-building
might enable a more conclusive plenary session; consensus building takes time.
An additional advantage of hosting three or four workshops is that the results of each
workshop could be synthesized, and could be presented to the public as alternatives. Because the
planning schemes would be different, and created by different groups of citizens, the process
would be interpreted as open to further review and commentary, rather than a single mapping
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that may appear fixed. Like most planning process, preliminary site identification is only the first
step in creating workable regional wind energy plans. Before decision-making can happen,
elected officials would require full and open public involvement as is customary in this region
for any significant planning endeavour. With the workshops completed, the public process could
take the form of public presentations (on-line or town hall) describing the workshop process, and
the presentation of several potential spatial planning schemes. An open process would encourage
broad public input, would open the door to survey-like processes as suggested by one participant
- an elected official - and would create an avenue to invite new local knowledge relevant to final
decisions around siting and zoning.
Representation of “high stakes”
When each table was asked if consensus was reached during the group mapping process,
the spokesperson for each replied that it was, but we learned that this was not an accurate
statement; it is probable that disagreement was downplayed or suppressed. One participant
offered this reflection the morning after the workshop:
My guess would be, that as sample stakeholders, (our table) probably had the most diverse
group of participants there, although I could be wrong about that. In any event, at the end
of the day our table was asked whether we had reached a consensus, and the answer
provided by one participant was "yes". We didn't provide as much elaboration as the other
tables subsequently did for their results. My feeling was that we didn't really reach a
consensus at (our table). I can't speak for others at the table, but in my case, I felt early in
the discussion that certain viewpoints were fixed (it could be argued that mine were as
well) and the stakes within the workshop setting weren't high enough to become
confrontative, so in essence I tuned out.
The reflection points to another caution when drawing conclusions about whether an
exploratory and non-regulatory workshop format might be relied upon to form conclusions about
wind energy infrastructure development; the stakes were not high enough for participants to
express their concerns when confronted with opposing viewpoints. In a regulatory municipal or
provincial process, the outcome of a planning workshop might be expected to have more impact
or influence in a decision-making context. With higher stakes, more key stakeholders who have
strong feelings about the outcome might be expected to be present, and participants might be
more certain that their involvement in the workshop would affect decisions. Such a process
might have resulted in roundtable discussions with more contested discourse, and possibly more
conflict, as it has in previous regulatory public meetings about wind energy.
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Consensus‐seeking or agonistic discourse?
It is well known that wind energy planning in the region has been fractious; it was a
significant challenge to plan an event that would guarantee a safe space for conversation while
encouraging open and authentic deliberation about this value-laden subject. A professional
facilitator was present and participants were respectful of each other. The experimental nature of
the mapping workshop possibly encouraged a peaceful and positive atmosphere, but in a
regulatory setting where outcomes might have greater consequence, the conversation might be
more emotionally charged. While confrontations can bring salient issues to the fore, those that
create negative outcomes, such as alienating or silencing others, create unsafe spaces for
dialogue.
As discussed previously, not all key stakeholders with especially ardent or value-laden
positions were willing to come to the meeting. But even if they had, there are no guarantees that
people would speak candidly. Discourse prompted by consultation facilitators has been criticized
as limited, blandly polite or ‘embarrassed’; deliberative processes are sometimes said to result in
“platitudinous affirmations” with low common denominators rather than candid dialogue about
contested ideologies (Brand and Gaffikin 2007, p. 304).
Barry and Ellis (2011) make a strong case for underscoring the value of agonism (i.e.
potentially positive aspects of certain forms of political conflict) in complex discussions around
energy futures; consensus or singular agreement may be sought but it does not need to be
reached for conversation to be worthwhile. Agonistic democracy recognizes that some conflicts
and differences are ineradicable and likely to remain (Mouffe 1999). Conflict in discourse plays
a central role in the creation of our identities and, if positively channeled, it can be positive and
can lead to discussions about alternative futures, whereas too much emphasis on outcomes
requiring consensus and agreement can be counter-productive. (Brand and Gaffikan 2007).
Critics argue that collaborative planning’s failure to accommodate a more candid agonistic
discourse in contested land planning issues makes it vulnerable to euphemism, while an approach
that is more accepting of irreconcilable disagreement or agonism offers multiple and inclusive
forms of communication (Barry and Ellis 2011). Figure 97 shows four of the individual maps
created by participants at Table 1 prior to the collaborative mapping exercise (one individual
map was not recorded). Significantly different approaches are evident.
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Figure 97. Individual maps produced by participants at Table 1.

Participants #1 and #17 favour an “infill” approach, noting potential green development
zones near transmission infrastructure and existing wind energy projects in the west part of the
region, and near wind energy projects in the southeast portion of the landscape. Participant #3
was strongly in favour of restricting development around any shoreline area, due to avian risk,
with new wind energy development permitted only inland until further scientific research can
confirm low risk to wildlife. Participant #7 identified a large area suitable for potential wind
energy projects in the northern segment of the Bruce Peninsula, a region with excellent wind
resource. Others considered this more remote area highly unsuitable. These varying approaches
to wind development are fundamentally different and likely to remain ineradicable. Finding
consensus in an approach to planning appears unlikely in some parts of the regions. However,
Table 1 agreed upon potential development zones that were located far from sensitive areas.
In the group map produced by Table 1, Figure 98, the infill areas on the west side and the
development zone identified in the northern part of the region are not identified as potential
development areas. Regions in the southeast parts of the site are noted as potential development
zones, described as “the only areas we could agree on” by the spokesperson for the Table.
Curiously, the orange marker was not used to locate zones where participants disagreed on the
potential for development.
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Figure 98. Left: Group map produced by Table 1.

During the plenary session, the spokesperson for the Table 1 stated that consensus was
reached; however, this was not the feeling of at least one of the participants, and it appears that
many of the potentially suitable areas identified in the individual maps are not noted in the group
map. One way to keep the richness of the varying perspectives while also seeking consensus
would be to encourage liberal use of the ‘orange’ marker as one that can denote areas where
people have questions, or do not agree. One of the key goals of the workshop, derived from
Forester’s (2006) deliberative study group model, is to identify areas where more knowledge is
required before effective planning can continue. As reported by participants, even in cases where
participants disagreed with each other about site suitability, the opportunity to debate the various
options deepened an appreciation for opposing viewpoints. Lines of ‘disagreement’ may point to
knowledge gaps, and where more research might be required before informed decisions can be
made. Support for the use of the orange marker in a mapping process to signify those places
where agonism remains after a collaborative process could be productive, and perhaps as useful
as areas of consensus, as identification of disagreement would bring attention to the issues that
are significant but require further research.
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Lines of agreement
The fourth research objective is to investigate how deliberation about visual landscape
values and preferences can support the development of ‘lines of agreement’ concerning energy
infrastructure planning in a participatory planning context. There were themes that arose at each
table, and although each group did not come to the same conclusion about wind energy
development zones, some ‘lines of agreement’ were identified during the plenary session. By
analyzing the individual and group maps produced at the workshop, a map can be created that
synthesizes the key themes and ideas presented at the workshop. Agreement can be considered in
three ways: 1) consensus or agreement about future wind energy development/restriction zones,
2) agreement on those planning issues that are salient, and 3) agreement on those issues and
topics that require further research or knowledge prior to making decisions.

8.3 Post‐workshop Map Analysis
The following diagram (Figure 99) was created by analyzing the individual maps and the
group maps in order to highlight key areas of agreement that arose during the workshop.

Figure 99.Synthesis of maps produced at workshop (drawn by C. Hempel)
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Consensus: Agreement on zoning
Green areas indicate areas that most participants agreed were suitable for development.
These include areas near the existing wind energy projects near Melancthon, and new
development zones in Southern Bruce Peninsula, and in the West Grey region. Red zones
indicate areas where most participants agreed that wind energy should be restricted. These
include areas included in the Niagara Escarpment Planning Area, most areas denoted on the Grey
Bruce Greenway map as high priority stewardship areas, and zones immediately along any
coastline. With the exception of a small area near the existing wind project in Ferndale, the entire
Bruce Peninsula is considered by most to be unsuitable for wind energy projects. Overall, there
was a high level of consensus about most of the restrictive zones.
Identification of salient planning issues
The salient planning issues arose at all tables and can be seen in numerous individual
maps. They signify key differences. These points of view may be considered “disagreement” as
they are unlikely to be reconciled. These places have been noted in orange as potential wind
energy landscapes, or potential areas to restrict wind energy development, as seen in Figure 100.

Figure 100. Salient issues in wind development zoning: Lines of ‘disagreement’
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Centralization: large wind development zones and infill options
Some participants believe that the east coast of Lake Huron, with the most ample wind
resources in the region, is most suitable for wind infrastructure. New development should occur
between or close to existing built projects. This approach is considered pragmatic and aligned
with a centralized model for energy production. It is considered one way to reduce the number of
regional landscapes impacted by concentrating new wind energy projects in landscapes that
already host development. It is also considered pragmatic as locations can remain close to exist
transmission and distribution infrastructure. This approach was described as an ‘infill’ approach,
and those landscapes particularly along the shore of Lake Huron and near the larger Melancthon
projects to the east were selected as most suitable.
Decentralization: fair distribution of projects
Many participants believe that wind energy projects should be distributed across the
region or spaced in smaller clusters, so that all parts of the area are impacted in a balanced or fair
manner, contributing to community resilience. This approach follows a decentralized energy
production and distribution model, whether impacts of wind energy are considered positive or
negative impact, and considered aligned with decentralized energy production.
Remoteness versus distance from consumers
While some residents favour wind energy production to be as distant from human
settlement as possible, noting that offshore locations in Lake Huron are most preferable, others
believe that energy production should be located closer to end users and consumers. Although
the Melancthon area has less wind resource than the shoreline zones, the energy produced is
closer to the bulk of electricity consumers in the Greater Toronto area.
Agreement on knowledge gaps
A final outcome of the workshop was that key knowledge gaps were identified. Before
decisions could be reasonably made, more information or research would be required.
A new model for fair benefits
A number of participants suggested that many of the farming landscapes in the windresource rich areas of the western segments of Grey and Bruce Counties seemed like excellent
locations, but residents in these areas have strong place attachments rooted in agricultural
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livelihoods. Participants noted that the Wind Farmer has a positive association between
production and harvest and wind energy. More equitable benefits for residents living near wind
energy landscapes might strengthen the positive associations, and community-building potential
of wind development. Due to inequitable benefits, wind development in agricultural areas has led
to concern about negative financial consequences for communities hosting wind development.
Scientific studies on wildlife impact
A number of participants concluded that areas that are very sensitive for migrating
wildlife and zones where wind energy infrastructure may pose a significant risk to birds and bats
should be excluded from development. Participants drew attention to a lack of adequate research
and scientific study on impact to habitat, especially for birds who use the shorelines of the Great
Lakes for migration. There is a general concern that more restrictive zoning should be in place,
considering the sweeping changes that have already affected sensitive regions.
Cultural mapping
In many comments, and during the workshop, a number of participants pointed out that
cultural mapping, with the inclusion of heritage landscapes, significant viewsheds, and thorough
mapping of landscape character, should be undertaken in the region prior to significant
infrastructure development. This mapping should be undertaken at a regional level with the
involvement and support of all tiers of government, including First Nations. It was noted that in
the German planning model, communities have undertaken mapping of areas of significant
cultural and natural heritage prior to any decisions about wind development zones.
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Chapter 9. Conclusion
The purpose of this research project is to examine residents’ responses to visual
landscapes, and to understand their perception of familiar landscapes as they change to
accommodate the construction of wind energy infrastructure. This knowledge was sought in
order to ensure that cultural and aesthetic values about landscape character might inform local
planning processes in advance of the installation of renewable energy projects. There are two
overall goals for this research. The first is to test a new methodology that is designed to enable
understanding, articulation, and deliberation of local value orientations and landscape
preferences. The second is to make a contribution towards improving effective community
involvement in the regional planning process for rural infrastructure.
In Chapter 1, distinct research objectives were established in order to accomplish these
goals; those objectives will be revisited and assessed in light of the overall research design, and
the findings that have been presented.
To review, the research has four objectives:
1. To develop and test a practical technique that may be effectively employed to elicit,
analyze and articulate patterns in ways that people perceive the rural landscape
2. To develop a special application of this technique to elicit, analyze and articulate patterns
in the ways that people perceive changes to the rural landscape due to wind energy
infrastructure, and to understand varying local perceptions of wind energy infrastructure.
3. To explore processes that foster knowledge-sharing of these varying ‘ways of seeing’ in a
deliberative setting, and to translate this analysis into a mappable form, early in the
landscape management decision-making process
4. To investigate how deliberation about value orientations and landscape preference can
support the development of ‘lines of agreement’ concerning energy infrastructure
development in a participatory planning context
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To respond to the first research goal, a new adaptation of Q-methodology was developed
and tested. In Section 9.1, significant findings of this research will be reviewed in light of Qmethodology as a technique, in consideration of insights gained about residents’ visual
perception of landscape. In Section 9.2, the effectiveness of visual Q-methodology (VQ) to
understand perceptions of wind energy landscapes and its effectiveness as a tool to conduct
future landscape scenarios research will be assessed. In Section 9.3, conclusions are drawn about
the last stage of research that was designed to respond to the second goal: investigating new
processes that are aimed at the improvement of community involvement in infrastructure
planning processes.

9.1 Enabling Understanding with Visual Q‐methodology
A primary goal of using Q-methodology to conduct discourse-based research is that the
collection of data and interpretations of results will provide a way to understand participants’
subjective way of talking about a topic. Patterns can be found that reflect typological responses
or viewpoints that a number of people share. Analysis of these patterns can also provide a
‘window’ to the type and extent of similarities and differences between the viewpoints, and the
elements that create divergence. However, this research was designed to explore visual
perception of landscape rather than discourse; the focus of research is on the ‘ways of seeing’
landscape rather than the ‘ways of talking about’ a subject. While VQ studies are not entirely
new, there are few resources to guide visual Q-methodologists in the design of their research
instruments. For this research, a unique application of VQ was developed and tested; there are a
number of attributes that distinguish it from other VQ explorations including the development of
a conceptual framework using landscape preference theory, a new way of conducting a review of
a visual opinion domain, a new technique for illustrating a visual Q-set, and the use of Dearden’s
(1989) interpretive framework to analyze the data.

Developing a conceptual framework
The first unique aspect of the research was to develop a theoretical platform to underpin
the study; this required the conceptualization of a framework for categorizing landscape
perception theory so that it could be effectively be used to support the development of a new
research technique. It is widely reported that a coherent, all-encompassing theory of landscape
preference is not readily available to guide scholars of landscape research projects; instead,
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researchers are likely to find multiple conceptual models of diverse theoretical origins as
outlined in Chapter 2. Because of the absence of a clear framework, theory is frequently used in
a partial or unspecified way in landscape preference research. The development of a clear,
practical framework became necessary to support the goals of understanding, eliciting, and
articulating preferences. Various strands of landscape perception and environmental aesthetic
theory were categorized into a set of themes that was comprehensive yet easily understood. This
framework was incorporated into the research design for all stages of the VQ research.

A new way of reviewing an opinion domain
A unique a feature of this VQ application was to begin the study with a review of a visual
opinion domain. Discourse-based Q-methodology usually begins with a review of people’s
spoken or written opinion, and is gained by listening to or reading what people say about a topic,
and the nature of the set of stimuli, the Q-set, is to maintain the subjective quality of these
expressions. Unfortunately, most VQ researchers do not review visual subjective expressions to
create the communication concourse; they usually develop the Q-sets by choosing or taking their
own photographs, or producing representations based on the topic they wish to study. One of the
objectives of this research is to elicit values about visual landscapes from local citizens; the
method for conducting a visual search was designed so that residents’ viewpoints contributed to
the design of the stimuli set used to elicit viewpoints.
The examination of the opinion domain for this study began with a review of the visual
sentiments expressed by those people living in a region: what images were residents displaying
that represented their own landscapes? The three main categories in which landscape preference
literature was initially grouped provided key themes that were categorized into a matrix that
helped to support an informed observation; this allowed for detection of significant visual
expressions and sentiments could be detected during the collection of the communication
concourse. In a planning context, it is well-known that listening to residents’ values, as
expressed in stories and conversations, is an essential first step in undertaking any meaningful
community-based planning work (Forester 1999). Viewing visual expressions about a regional
landscape, whether by reading published material, by examining imagery shared on-line, or by
observations in community spaces, was fundamentally a way to elicit a visual expression of
many community ‘voices’ at the outset of the research project.
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Creating a Q‐set for elicitation
Once material was gathered, landscape preference theory was revisited where knowledge
gaps were identified, and bolstered by new information gained during observations. An expanded
matrix of predominant themes and topics was created to ensure that the final Q-set was balanced
and represented key sentiments in the concourse. The use of watercolour paintings to synthesize
the community expressions gathered in the communication concourse into a representative Q-set
is unique in VQ studies. The evocative nature of the watercolour images elicited rich responses
from participants. Paintings are an expressive medium, known to convey sentiment, value and
emotion. The tone of the paintings was perceived as personal to many participants, and opened
the door for the expressions of feelings such as nostalgia, attachment, or grief. Paintings are also
used to depict imaginary scenes; landscapes are able to be seen as abstract or iconic or
conjectural rather than fixed.

Generating understandings through interpretation
The most advantageous aspect of Q-methodology technique is that correlations can be
found amongst the viewpoints of the participants, and the results can then be streamlined into
predominant patterns or factors. VQ proved to be an efficient means to analyze aesthetic
response, as significant groups were identified. The factor analysis showed four identifiable and
distinct patterns, represented as four archetypical Q-sorts. Significantly, VQ shows that
subjective visual landscape values are not entirely unique or idiosyncratic. One of the key
premises inspiring Q research is the belief in the finite diversity of subjective viewpoints
(McKeown and Thomas 1988). Archetypical Q-sorts can be more efficiently analyzed than by
reviewing each person’s value construct. A key research objective was to elicit patterns in the
way people perceive their landscape, and this was accomplished using the VQ technique.
In order to enable understanding, the patterns of landscape preference that emerged from
the data were interpreted using Dearden’s (1989) explanatory model. Use of the model required
understanding of the varying roots of influence as outlined in the conceptual framework. One of
the goals of Q-methodology research is that through ‘abduction’, new theory can emerge from,
or be informed by, the results of the research (Watts and Stenner 2012). It was hoped that this
VQ research would contribute new information about how landscapes are viewed. By analyzing
the patterns generated by the participants, and by listening to the comments elicited during
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interviews about the images that were being sorted, ideas have emerged that may help to extend
knowledge of preferences, and the relationship between those attributed to biology, and those
attributed to cultural conditioning or personal experience.
For the same reason that the condensed set of landscape imagery became effective to
elicit values, I was able to identify and explain the factors the factors by using clear imagery,
presented as a coherent set of preferences as shown in the Q-sort pyramid. The individual
elements that distinguish each factor could be discussed and highlighted, and differences
between individual participants could be explained visually. Even very complex or abstract
information can be grasped quickly when presented visually; aspects that distinguished one
factor from another could be presented clearly.

9.2 Future research on landscape perception
As described in Chapter 2, there is agreement that landscape preferences are influence by
both ‘nature’ and ‘nurture’ (Bourassa 1990), but the specific mechanisms of how landscape
preferences are influences by innate, cultural and idiosyncratic responses have not been clearly
delineated. Results showed that certain aspects attributed to innate responses are perceived
variably, and by varying degrees of importance, by different people. Attraction to landscapes of
enclosure and refuge, such as densely wooded and canopied landscapes, are preferred by those
who spent time as children exploring woods and within sheltered, intimate environments. Others
who are mostly drawn to open prospects, and easily comprehensible landscapes are most familiar
with wide, legible views. This suggests that certain biological responses may be triggered or
strengthened by learned experiences, while others may remain more dormant or underdeveloped.
Visual Q-methodology may be a very helpful tool in explorations examining the mechanisms of
landscape perception, helping to extend our theoretical understandings.
This VQ research identified a relationship between the Builder archetype and an innate
preference for emblems of power. More research in landscape preference might shed light on
whether there are significant connections between procreation instincts and some people’s
attraction to landscapes that display human creativity or power. Appleton (1982) suggested that
mating instincts might be partially responsible for human preference for sheltered landscapes,
and might drive our desire to protect ourselves from hazards. Preference for landscapes of
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dominion, or structures displaying human accomplishment has been attributed to cultural
conditioning, such as attraction to ‘bigness’ (Hosey 2012), technophilia (Thayer 1994b), or
Promethean optimism (Phadke 2010). More research investigating the relationship between
preference for landscapes depicting ‘virtuoso craftsmanship’ and biological mating impulses
(Dutton 2009) may provide new theoretical insights.
Understanding the root of preferences matters particularly when people are adapting to
new landscapes. According to Bourassa (1990), where landscape perceptions originate
determines how likely they are to be changeable. Those perceptions associated with innate
responses to landscape are subject to deeply held ‘laws’ that are very difficult to sway, and
unlikely to respond to outside influences, while those perceptions associated with the most
subjective influences are more likely to be swayed either by societal shifts, or by new knowledge
gained at the individual level (Bourassa 1990).

9.3 Demystifying the aesthetics of wind energy infrastructure
The second research objective was to develop a special application of the VQ technique
to elicit, analyze and articulate patterns in the ways that people perceive their landscapes as they
change to accommodate wind energy infrastructure. Without a clear means of understanding and
articulating local aesthetic values, it is a challenge to adequately address aesthetic values when
planning for new development. Impacts to health and safety, and environmental impacts are
strongly considered by authorities who issue development approvals, while visual impacts are
not currently reviewed in the case study region. This research methodology may have an
immediate pragmatic application for this purpose.
A number of wind energy developers have concluded that neither theory nor
methodology is available to adequately predict the consequences of intervention because
aesthetic response to wind energy infrastructure is said to be subjective and unique to
individuals. It has been argued that avoidance of the issue of aesthetics, using the phrase ‘beauty
is in the eye of the beholder’, has been used by “technocrats and their corporate sponsors” to
retreat from an important discussion about the visual impact of wind energy infrastructure
(Pasqualetti et al. 2002, p. 220).
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Appleton criticised the societal trend to retreat from aesthetic analysis more than 40 years
ago; what is known as ‘prospect and refuge’ theory was presented in order to facilitate a rational
“diagnosis, prescription and prognosis” with which to identify a problem, suggest an
improvement, or adequately predict the consequences of an intervention (Appleton 1975b, as
cited in Zube et al. 1982, p. 20). The claim that landscape perceptions are determined entirely by
subjective factors, and therefore unknowable, was described as an ‘aesthetic myth’ (Appleton
1990). The secondary VQ study examining wind energy aesthetics (WEA) has shown that we
can predict patterns in how people will view future wind energy installations, and therefore
predict the consequences of an intervention. Creating a sub-study, or generating a secondary Qset by altering a primary Q-set, showed many efficiencies, both in the creation of the instrument,
in the administration of the study, and in the subsequent interpretation of data.

Using Visual Q‐methodology as a scenario forecasting tool
The VQ instrument was quite easily adapted for use as a scenario-forecasting tool. The
most predominant way of utilizing visualization techniques in landscape planning is to convey
information about a future landscape that has already been designed; viewers are presented with
renderings of a specific project after many decisions have been made, or ‘downstream’ in the
planning process. Scenario forecasting and visual preference assessment techniques offer
alternative, and are employed when the primary goal of using visual information is to elicit
responses and inform landscape management processes prior to decision-making. It becomes
unnecessary for the illustrations to be created for site-specific uses, and therefore can be used to
develop understanding of how visual impact might be perceived generally rather than gauging
reaction to a particular intervention or project.
Efficiencies
Significant efficiencies were created by adapting the primary visual Q-set to be used for a
specific landscape intervention. The secondary study used scenario forecasting, interpreted
simply as ‘before and after’ imagery. The digital modifications to one larger Q-set were created
quickly and with far less time than the original Q-set, suggesting exciting possibilities for visual
landscape researchers. Secondary studies using alterations to primary Q-sets could become a
very efficient means of conducting VQ studies for many alterations, such as new buildings,
roads, or changes to vegetation, once a primary deck of imagery has been created.
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Efficiencies in administering the second study were also found; the participants had
participated in the first study, and were familiar with the VQ process. Sometimes both studies
were done during the same time period, allowing participants to reflect on their own thought
process as the landscapes were altered to accommodate energy infrastructure.
Using archetypes to provide clarity
In the first study, participants’ comments that were collected during the administration of
the Q-sorts helped in the analysis of the data; certain sentiments had begun to emerge, and the
factors that emerge through the use of the PQmethod software seemed familiar based on
qualitative information provided by participants. But in the second study, sentiments underlying
each participant’s response to the Q-set were difficult to ascertain during the interview process
and I could not ‘see’ patterns emerging during the data collection process. Participants explained
that the images were difficult to rank at times, and they often found it challenging to explain their
own preferences. In the second study, the quantitative analysis provided a much-needed
streamlining of the data, especially because a number of people factored negatively. Without
reducing the information to three typologies, it would have been difficult to know where to begin
to make sense of the results. The three typologies - the Distant Observer, the Pragmatist, and the
Wind Farmer - were not clearly anticipated from the process of administering the Q-sorts.
Advancing practice using visual Q‐methodology
Innovative use of Q-methodology has broad implications for design, planning, and
resource management professionals who seek public feedback about landscape preferences, and
possible future landscape scenarios. The identification of patterns in subjective viewpoints could
effectively inform regional planning process; the knowledge could be used to learn about general
landscape preferences, the differences between groups of citizens, and it could be used to gauge
citizens’ response to future scenarios. Knowledge gained about archetypical value orientations
about a landscape element that is not location-specific could prove useful for future applications.
The illustrations of future settings, freed from constraints of achieving high realism, can also be
produced quickly and efficiently. Using iconic landscape typologies has practical advantages, as
the stimuli set can be utilized for more than one geographic area.
Visualization scholar Helmut Lange suggests that technological advancements have been
inappropriately focused on the final product of the planning process, the “icing on the cake”
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(2011 p. 406). Lange calls for a more playful and experimental approach to planning in which
relevant stakeholders are involved much earlier in the process. To this end, Visual Qmethodology can be a very helpful tool for learning about diverse value orientations about future
landscapes.

9.4 Future Research on Wind Energy Aesthetics
For many participants, wind energy landscapes are perceived innately as hazards, they are
unlikely to be swayed. According to Appleton, deeply rooted responses are only swayed by
other, more deeply rooted responses (1990). In cases where Naturalists appreciate wind energy, it
is because the infrastructure is perceived as supporting ecological health. When farmers
appreciate the sight of wind towers, it is because the wind towers contribute to innate preference
for landscapes of bounty and provision.
Most residents of the rural countryside landscape, scenic beauty is associated with their
perception of a healthy environment, and instinctively negative reaction to the dominating
presence of industrial wind turbines in the landscape is because environmental harm is perceived.
If Appleton’s (1990) suggestion that people adapt to perceived hazards because fears are overridden by more urgently felt instincts, such as the need for shelter, it seems possible that hazard
instincts inspired by wind energy infrastructure may be overridden by cognitive processes. If
atmospheric carbon is made more “visible”, then the association between wind turbines and
clean air may foster a deeply rooted appreciation for the environmentally protective qualities of
the infrastructure.
Further landscape preference research examining how peoples aesthetic response changes
when presented with new knowledge is required. It may explain how appreciation for the
aesthetic of wind turbines in future landscapes might be fostered, and how instinctively negative
reactions might be overcome or swayed.

9.5 Acknowledge divergent values in a planning context
The third objective of this research was reached by exploring a planning process that was
designed to foster knowledge sharing, and to be inclusive of residents’ values, visual perceptions,
and local knowledge of landscape character, and the fourth objective was to determine whether
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agreement or consensus could be reached during this type of planning process about suitable
wind energy development zones.
It was established that planning for wind energy development can be characterized as a
wicked problem. Complexity stems from perspectives on sustainability arising from divergent,
contradictory, and perhaps irresolvable viewpoints about future impact, with no possibility of
certainty. Future benefits to the global atmosphere from alternative energy may be intangible,
while negative local impacts are immediate and perceivable. What represents economic
regeneration by some may be seen as detrimental to the livelihoods by others; what creates a
positive future-oriented identity for one community may represent a threat to the cohesive social
fabric or cultural traditions of another.
Opposition to development that is ascribed to NIMBYism implies that those resisting
development lack knowledge or are acting from selfish or irrational motives (Burningham et al.
2006). The leader of the Ontario’s provincial government in 2009, Premier Dalton McGuinty,
explained that the GEA was put into place to overcome opposition to the construction of
renewable energy infrastructure in rural municipalities where planning processes were taking too
long, and local planning processes in place prior to permits for construction were considered too
cumbersome. McGuinty attributed the behaviour of those who oppose development to
NIMBYism, and an obstacle to the attainment of sustainability goals (Ferguson and Ferenc
2009).
Prior to the enactment of the GEA, scholars denied that NIMBYism explains resistance to
wind energy development; instead, opposition was attributed to place-protective action (Devine
Wright et al. 2005). Wolsink reported in 2007, “this (NIMBY) viewpoint is completely
unrealistic in its simplicity” (p. 2702). The results of this research suggest that both resistance to
and support for wind energy development stem not from selfish, ignorant or irrational motives,
but from place-protective action rooted in sustainability concerns.
Unfortunately, where centralized authorities maintain decision-making power, local
democracy or place-based initiatives are undermined (Germundsen et al. 2011). In the early
decades of the environmental movement, place-protective initiatives in opposition to centralized,
rationalist planning schemes were considered progressive, but in the context of global wind
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energy development, place-based resistance has come to be seen as regressive (Olwig 2011,
Gibson-Graham 2006). The centralized wind-energy planning regime that was implemented in
Ontario after the GEA provides a clear example of how local democracy efforts and placeprotective action was undermined. The policy suggests a clear lack of understanding of the
complexity of the issues; deep concern for social, economic and environmental sustainability are
expressed by those supporting wind development, those resisting it, and the residents who are
conflicted.
Representatives of wind development companies have claimed at local community
meetings that residents’ resistance to development can be explained by lack of information and
knowledge about the impact of development (Crosby 2012). This attitude displays little
appreciation for many types of local knowledge that many residents possess. Most local concerns
about negative impacts to sustainability, such as impacts to wildlife, concerns about lack of
distribution of economic benefit, or criticisms of unfair decision-making structures, have been
substantiated by academic literature and widely reported across the globe.
For fruitful outcomes in collaborative planning efforts, Hillier (1995) recommends that
one of the most important first stages is to listen closely for the ‘shades of grey’ in what appears
to be a black and white or polarized discourse. Because residents’ perceptions of how they see
changes in familiar landscape are influenced by many factors, including socio-cultural values,
and individual experiences, the participatory planning workshop provided an ideal venue to learn
about the biophysical constraints related to infrastructure planning while sharing diverse
perceptions of the future impacts of wind energy development. These constraints and perceptions
were synthesized by workshop participants during the mapping exercise.
Lines of agreement: outcome oriented planning
The fourth and final objective of this research is to investigate how deliberation about
value orientations and landscape preference can support consensus or ‘lines of agreement’ about
future wind energy development locations in a participatory planning context. Collaborative
processes are lauded for sharing knowledge and for generating community involvement, but
criticized for lack of effectiveness when specific goals, such as decisions about zoning, are
sought (Fainstein 2000). The analysis of the results of the planning workshop suggests that the
community-based process promises to be effective for achieving specific planning outcomes.
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However, it is beyond the scope of this one-day workshop evidence to determine whether
consensus was reached around future wind energy development or restriction zones. The
participants did not collaborate on or evaluate the synthesised map. Furthermore, the single
workshop did not have enough full participation of all relevant stakeholder groups to make
conclusions. As mentioned in Chapter 8, issues may have arisen from a regulatory process that
did not arise in an exploratory workshop format because the stakes were not high enough.
According to Fast and Mabee (2015), rural Ontario communities that are host to wind
development are said to have limited staff and resources, and some municipalities have indicated
a reluctance to take on planning responsibility, favouring a provincial approval model. Fast and
Mabee also concluded that, “because of these limited capacities the German practice of requiring
regional and municipal governments to designate zones for potential wind development is
unlikely to work” (2015, p. 35) in the Ontario context. But these research results show that,
despite limited capacities, the upstream German model could work in Ontario. More importantly,
a participatory, community-based model is feasible and practical even with limited resources.
During the one-day workshop, recurrent themes were identified, consensus was reached
about ‘red’ areas that should be restricted, and enough ‘green’ zones were identified that all
groups determined were suitable for future wind development to satisfy the 2% land mass
required in the German planning model. The areas denoted as ‘orange’ point to where there is
disagreement, or lack of consensus, about future development. These areas can be considered
places where future research and exploration is required prior to decision making.
It was with particular sensitivity to constraints of rural planning departments, including
slim budgets, that this workshop was designed. A participatory approach is not only more
inclusive, but meaningful involvement of residents is a practical necessity in rural communities.
Assembling a capable planning team with a wide range of expertise requires the support and
knowledge offered by local residents to bolster the capacity of limited planning staff and
consultants.
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9.6 Recommendations
This research has given rise to a number of key recommendations for provincial policy
makers and municipal leaders tasked with planning for infrastructure, especially those very
complex issues where changes to landscapes may be considered a threat to place-identity.
Restore local planning authority
Municipal councils must have the power to make decisions about where energy
infrastructure will be built in their region. Meaningful community consultation will be
impossible to achieve if local communities are not able to exert significant influence in the
development approvals process. Because local planning authority was removed by the GEA,
resistance to wind energy development has become conflated with protest over the stripping of
local power, and as a result those communities who were previously supportive of the
construction of wind energy projects have requested a moratorium until local power has been
restored. Those landscapes that have been identified during the planning workshop as most
congruent wind energy zones are mainly open farming landscapes that are most preferred by the
Cultivator; those sharing this viewpoint values a high level of involvement in the building and
management of their own landscapes, and their own community. It is unlikely that acceptance of
the construction of local wind farms will be achieved without the support and consent of the
local farming community.
Support participatory processes for mapping prior to development proposals
One local authority is reinstated, adequate support and resources must be provided to
enable meaningful community consultation. Where municipalities are supportive of the
construction of wind energy infrastructure generally, the topic remains contentious and there are
divisions within communities: planners and elected officials must be equipped with the resources
and tools to effectively plan for future development, using collaborative, upstream processes.
Ensure fair distribution of benefits
During the course of this research, many participants expressed concern over the unfair
distribution of benefits arising from wind energy construction, whether they supported
development or not. Results from this research show that people’s response to landscape is
intricately connected to what that landscape affords. For many, the beneficial impact to their
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livelihood arising from the harvest of resources from the landscape contributes strongly to placeattachment. The perception that wind energy infrastructure creates negative economic impacts to self, to other community members, or to residents of the province – creates resistance.
Financial benefits could be restructured to benefit landowners, immediate neighbours, the local
community, and the province as a whole; the vision expressed by the Wind Energy Cultivator is
one that perceives livelihoods and sustenance arising from harvest, including wind farming.
Generate landscape character maps
Brown et al. (2005) asserted that landscape preference research may remain only of
scholarly interest unless the results of these investigations can be translated into a mappable form
that can be utilized by planners and decision makers. Cultural and biophysical landscape
character could be mapped apart from a particular development issue, and utilized as guideline
for a number of future rural landscape planning applications, whether the new infrastructure
development proposed is wind energy infrastructure, roads, pipelines or quarries.
In the case of wind energy infrastructure, results of the workshop showed that the more
compatible landscape types could be associated with particular physical landscape typologies as
well as compatible land use and cultural association. Those landscapes most associated with
agricultural wealth and production in Grey, Bruce and Huron Counties were identified places
where turbines were considered most compatible overall. The availability of a landscape
character map for the region would allow planners to host more streamlined workshops that
address particular planning projects.
Host multiple workshops to create wind development zones and restriction zones
If local planning authority is restored, and benefits are fairly distributed, planning
workshops could be help throughout the region where wind energy development is supported.
The results of several collaborative workshops might reveal consensus, and lead to the
identification of zones that permit wind development, and those that restrict wind development.

9.7 Further research on wind energy development issues
Support new community‐based research about salient issues
During the workshop, areas of land were identified as suitable development zones, by
some, but not supported by others, and knowledge gaps that prevented further agreement were
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identified by participants. These areas are noted in orange in Figure 100, and described as
centralization, decentralization, remoteness versus distance. More research and input from the
community is required before decisions could be made in areas of contention.
Support scientific research about impacts to human health
During the course of the research, lack of substantive research about environmental
impact of wind energy installations emerged as a very serious threat to human health. The report
submitted by Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer concluded that wind energy did not directly cause
negative impact to human health (CHAH 2010), but it is widely accepted that wind energy
infrastructure is responsible for ‘distress’ or indirect impacts to human health (Lynn and Arra
2013). More scientific research must be undertaken to explore the factors that may alleviate
distress and lessen negative indirect impacts to human health when landscape changes disrupt
familiar landscapes.
Support scientific research about impacts to wildlife
Many concerns were voiced by participants about the threat wind turbines pose to the
health of animals (livestock and wildlife). Some scientific literature echoes local concerns, and
suggests that there may be significant risk to ecological systems (Dai et al. 2015). Scientists have
agreed that more focused scientific research is required to evaluate impacts of wind energy
infrastructure on wildlife than has currently been conducted in North America (Piorkowski et al.
2012), and construction of new development should be halted in sensitive migration zones in the
region until potential risks can be thoroughly quantified.

9.8 Final thoughts
This research began with an exploration of the sentiments that citizens expressed about
what they value in their landscapes. In many cases, citizens displayed appreciation for the images
creat4ed by local artists and photographers, as if the expressive medium of visual artists could
filter and highlight attributes of landscape that are highly valued. If landscapes are to be reimagined as they evolve to accommodate renewable energy infrastructure, an exploration of the
leadership role that visual artists could play might be a very fruitful avenue for new research.
Rees describes the contribution of early 20th century prairie landscape painters Kerr and Jeffreys
as “first to show the way” of capturing the experience of the Canadian prairie, the totality of
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vastness, stillness, and the power of the mood rather than the tangible form (1982 p. 123-124).
He explains how the first prairie settlers, from green and hilly England, had a very difficult time
becoming attached to the impersonality of the prairie landscape, and initially sought to re-capture
some semblance of their home, either by moving to those places that bore a physical
resemblance, or by building park-like landscapes, however impractical. Early painters
concentrated on painting those places such as valleys and wooded hills that were deemed
“paintable” (ibid p. 120). But in time, artists began to capture the essence of this very different
environment, not just what they saw, but what they experienced. Rees concludes: “the prairie
may always be a rare, or acquired, taste. But if appreciation of it is to be more widespread, then it
seems that we must look to a more thorough permeation of the artist’s vision”; he recalls
Kenneth Clark’s assertion that the artist’s vision will eventually be accepted by the general
public (ibid p. 126).
Very few local artists have embarked on the challenge of capturing the experience of
wind energy landscapes, in my first forays into local galleries and art shows, I saw very few.
However, revisiting Elizabeth’s Art Gallery, and the Goderich Co-op Gallery in Huron County to
administer Q-sorts with gallery owners and artists, new paintings of wind energy landscapes are
appearing. Artists, previously known for compositions of fields, forests, or flowers, are
beginning to include wind energy in the paintings. In Figure 101, artist Susan Peck has emplaced
wind turbines into the rural vista, although the forms fade into the background and are barely
perceptible. Although she is not comfortable with the changing vista, they are now part of rural
life and cannot be avoided in landscape paintings.

Figure 101. Artist: Susan Peck, acrylic on canvas
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In the painting shown in Figure 102, artist Elizabeth Van Den Broeck has depicted the
form of the wind turbines vividly, the white tower and blades expressed in marked contrast to the
darker sky. Although she described the scale of wind turbines in the Huron County landscape as
“absurd”, she is grappling with depicting the changed landscape experience, and has captured its
impactful essence in artwork. Le du Blayo (2011) speaks of our need to see landscapes evolving
slowly, using the term ‘remanance’ to describe the visual sensation of maintaining a mental
picture of an earlier image while processing a subsequent scene. It may be possible that artwork
depicting evolving landscapes can assist residents to become visually familiar with changing
landscapes; familiarity with new visual landscapes through imagery may prepare residents for
future changes, so that new landscapes are not a shock. Ellison writes that “Landscape artists and
landscape architects must illustrate and re-imagine what they see; in painting, photography,
video, sculpture, and in planned, designed, and engineered landscapes themselves. They must reexpress the sublime” (2013, p. 89-90). The visual expression of the landscape artist may enable
those sublimely beautiful characteristics of wind energy landscapes to be better perceived by the
local residents who may be viewing them in future.

Figure 102. Left: Elizabeth Van Den Broeck, “Changing Landscapes”: Acrylic on canvas
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Appendix II. Instructions for completing Q‐sort
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Appendix IV. Output from PQMethod: Visual Landscape Values
Below find a copy of all of the tables listed by the PQMethod software program.

Appendix V. Invitation and Consent Form: WEA study
This is the invitation that was sent by e‐mail to prospective participants.

This is the consent form that was signed by participants.

Appendix VI. Instructions for Q‐sort: WEA study

Appendix VII. Individual Participants’ Q‐sorts: WEA study
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Appendix VIII. Output from PQMethod: Wind Energy Aesthetics
Below find a copy of all of the tables listed by the PQMethod software program.
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This is the invitation that was sent by e‐mail to prospective participants.
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